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Washington, D.O., July 1,1974.
Hon. CARL ALBERT,
Speaker of the House of Repesentatives,
Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR~ SPEAKER: I am transmitting to you herewith the first
Interim Report of the Committee on Science and Astronautics dealing with Federal Policy, Plans and Organization for Science and
Technology.
This reportt brought out as a committee print and staff report last
month, has resulted from the initial phase of a comprehensive inquiry
begun by the committee in July 1973. As part I of the report explains,
we expect this investigation to continue until mid-1975-at which time
a dec1sion should be forthcoming as to what further action the committee may wish to take as a result.
Sincerely yours,
OLIN E. TEAGUE, Chairman,
Committee on Science and Astronautics.
(III)
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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL
HousE oF REPRESENTATIVES,
CoMMITTEE ON SciENCE AND AsTRONAuncs,
Washington, D.O., June 10, 197!,..
Hon. OLIN E. TEAGUE,
Ohairma;n, Oowmittee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representati!ves, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : A year ago, at your direction, this committee
began the first phase of a comprehensive and continuing inquiry into
Federal Policy, Plans and Organization for Science and Technology.
Inaugurated by hearings in July 1973, the inquiry has continued
through further study and examination by our own staff, the Science
Policy Research Division of the Congressional Research Service, the
Committee on Science and Public Policy of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science and the Federal Science and Technolo~ Committee of the Industrial Research Institute.
Th1s report, which is a summatio1;1 and record of the first phase, also
includes tentative observations and findings which may be augmented
during later stages.
It is my belief that the report, prepared under the direction of staff
member Philip B. Yeager, will be a valuable addition to existing documentation on this very Important matter as well as a guide to those who
will be involved with future phases of the inquiry.
Sincerely,
JoHN L. SWIGERT, Jr.,
Executive Director.
(VII)
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FOREWORD

The past decade has been one of unusual importance for t~e Federal role in science and technology. It was also one of considerable
fluctuation in Federa} support and, while strong~y in!luenced by space
and security needs, mcluded marked advances m VIrtually all R&D
areas.
This period saw the formation of a number of congressional committees designed to deal with the scientific upsurge. J\-mong th~e
was the Science, Research and Development Subcommittee of this
committee, established in August, 1963. Others included the House
Select Committee on Government Research [known as the Elliott
Committee], the House Subcommittee on Research and Technical
Programs of the Government Operations Committee, the Senate Government Operations Study of Executive Reorganization for Science,
the Senate Subcommittee on Government Research (the latter two
under the Government Operations Committee), and the Senate Small
Business Subcommittee on Science and Technology.
During the same period significant developments, both programatic
and organizational, were taking place within the Executive Office of
the President and throughout the various departments and agencies.
One of the most important of these was the establishment of the Office
of Science and Technology within the Executive Office-initiated in
1962 but not fully operative until several years thereafter. OST was
set u:p to assist the President in coordinatmg and evaluating science
actiVIties across the broad spectrum of the government.
During the mid-1960's Federal support for R&D reached a relative
peak of about $16 billion, a little more than 121;2 percent of the total
Federal budget outlay. [In 1950 total Federal R&D support was $1.1
billion, or 2.5 percent of the Federal budget.] By 1967, however, national attention was focusing elsewhere; dissension existed throughout
the country for a variety of reasons; some were saying an antitechnology trend had set in. Whatever the cause, the Federal effort in
support of science and technology began to drop, at least relatively,
and has been dropping ever since. The nearly $16 billion obligations
for R&D in 1965 has increased to a little over $18 billion in 1974;
expenditures from $15 billion to about $17.5 billion. This is a
reduction in relative effort from 12.6 percent of the Federal budget
to 6.5 percent in expenditures, and from 13.3 percent to 6.8 percent in
obligations. That trend has been consistent since 1965 and represents
a fall-off of effort in absolute as well as relative terms when inflation
is taken into account.
This shifting situation caused the SRD Subcommittee to hold a
series of hearings on national science policy in 1970. Subsequently, a
(8)
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report was issued in October of that year which contained both a rationale for the development of a national science policy and specific
recommendations for carrying out such a policy. Consistency of support was a key theme. (Seep. 165.)
. In March 1972, th~ Presi4ent sent Congress a sp~ial message urgmg renewed emphasis on science and technology, with particular attention-~ apJ?lications. The messag~ indicated that something over
$700 million m new money was bemg requested for civilian R&D
progr!lms. O~y two programs totalling about $40 million subsequently
came mto bemg; these were the so-called Technology Innovation Programs of the National Science Foundation and the National Bureau
of Standards, designed to accelerate new technology into industrial
and consumer use. Such programs, initially slowed by impoundment
action of OMB, have never approached their planned level.
A major shake-up in the Federal science establishment occurred in
January 1973 with the announcement of the President's Reorganization ~Ian No.1, to become effective.July 1. Under that plan the Office
of Smence and Technology was abolished and many of its functions
transferred to the Director of theN ational Science Foundation. At the
saf!le time, t~e President did away with the Office of the President's
Sc~ence Adv!ser as a separate top-level entity and the Presid~nt's
Smence Advisory Committee; the remnant functions of these offices
(~ational security excepted) also appear to be lodged with the NSF
du_-ector. Another coordinating institution, the Federal Council for
SCience and Technology, was retained but with the Director of the
Foundation designated as its chairman. NSF itself is providing the
funding and personnel to handle these added tasks.
The ~eorganiza~ion Plan was reviewed briefly by the Government
Op~ratwns Committees of both houses. No other action was taken,
whiCh was ~antam~mnt to congressional approval of the plan.
M~anwhile, d~rmg the late '60s and the early '70s virtually all the
spemal congressi<?nal committees involved with science and technology
disappeared.. While ~evera~ ~ew ones have emerged, they are primarily
concerned with specific miSSions such as enhancement of the environm~nt, e~ergy <?r. commer?e. Hence, the Science and Astronautics Commit~ee, m ad_ditiOn to bemg charge4 specifically wi~h oyersight of the
NatiOnal Smence Foundation [whiCh, together with Its director is
now t~e repository. of the major science advisory functions in the
executive branch], IS the only congressional committee with broad
authot:ity over science a~d technology per se.
In hgh~ of th~ foregomg, the Com~ittee undertook the first part of
an_extensive review of Federal planmng, policy and organization for
SCience and Technology through status and posture hearings in
July, 1973. These ~esc~ibed the basic Federal science and technology
format and the obJectives and modes of operation contemplated by
the Executive.
'rhe next step is an appraisal of the first phase-and an effort to ac9mre, from a broad range ~f sourc~, fresh observations and views and,
If necessary_, recommendations for I~provement. (See page 13.) This
should enta~l n?t o?ly study and critique of our national science and
technology mstitutiOns, but an assessment of the causal conditions and
forces most likely to shape those institutions in the foreseeable future.

EVOLUTION OF THE COMMITTEE INQUIRY
Relatively speaking, national governments ~ave co~cerned themselves with Science and Technology as a f~ctional entity for only a
few years. Certainly this is true for the U~Ite~ States. E~cepj.for t~e
inclusion of the patent clause in the Con_stituti<?n, plus spora. Ic mo est support of applied research aimed at Immediate needs, ~cience and
Technology did not emerge as a prominent force demandmg concentrated government attention until World War II.
. .
That story and the advances which evolved from It m the ~ext
quarter of a century-including nuclear energy and eno~mous str~des
in electronics--are well known. So also are the events which have smce
transpired providing equal impetus to research and develop~ent: t~e
ICBM, the Space adventure, the "wonder" drugs and vaccmes; t e
computer and so on.
Era of Doubt
Then during the mid-1960s, as has been suggested in the Foreword,
came the era of doubt. This Committee was among _the first of the governmental institutions to feel t?e early tr~II_lors. In Its Second Progress
Report in 1966, the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development observed :
.
.
.
We are convinced that governm~ntal e:!fectiveness ~n copi?g
with the big issues of the future Will reqmre two speCial attributes:
( 1) An ability on the part of ~he Government, ~nd. part"I?U1ar1Y
the Congress, to see and cope with each problem m Its entuet~
to deal with each as a complete system and to treat the entire
. l ated p h ases of I"t. * * *
syndrome rather t h an ISO
(2) A willingness to encourage and support appro~ches to ~he
problems of the future w?ich _will join th~ socu~.l sciences with
physical sciences and engmeerrng, !1-nd whic~ will make usE? of
their combined powers. The necessity for thiS appears obv.wus
when one looks closely at the difficulties fa~ing modern society.
Few of them will be eliminated by the apphcat10n of technology
alone. * * *
.
.
Time was when man could afford to look upo~ the m?ovat10ns
of technology with some complacency. For the mnovat10ns came
slowly they were put to use in a relatively slo~ and modest
fashio~, and their side effects developed at a suffic~ently re~axed
pace to permit man to adjust to them-<>r to alter his course If the
threat were great enough.
.
.
Surely it is obvious that this day IS gone. The- tempo of onr
times can almost be described as a gait of "running away." The
sum of scientific knowledge is doubling every decade or so-and
our galloping technology is doing its best to stay on even
terms. * * *
(5)
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We can no longer blindly adapt technology to our needs with
the traditional assumption that there will be ample time to iron
out any bugs on a leisurely shakedown cruise. A bigger effort
must be made not only to foresee the bugs but to forestall their
development in the first place. The alternative could be disastrous
and indeed might turn our physical and social world into something almost uninhabitable.
In retrospect, if that thinking had prevailed in the period since
·world War II, our e!lergy situation f.?da~ could be somewhat happier.
On the other hand, If concerns of this kind ushered in the penod of
genuine soul~earching ~wa~d Science a~d Technology by the Government, they did not arrive Without occasiOnal harbingers. One of these
was the former Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission Glenn
Seaborg, who remarked in 1955 that:
'
The scientific revolution * * * is only beginning. What we have
seen in the _{>ast _is as nothing compared to the future. We shall be
found w:antm&' If. we do not .Pla!l with that t.hought in mind. Our
success m achievmg the obJectives of creative evolution require
both an ever more vigorous effort in science and technology and
an enormous improvement in techniques for integrating the products of science and technology into society.
•
~n any e~e!lt, _:while matters inv_olving Government attention to
Sc;ence orgamzat10n, Federal plannmg for support and utilization of
Science .a~d Tech?ologr, and the development of national .priorities
an? pohcies deahng With them had surfaced from time to time in
prior decades-by the mid and late sixties such concerns had achieved
unprecedented visibility.
By this time the public in gen~ral and the Government in particular
were ~ell aware not only of the social dividends to be reaped from
the science haryest but of .the potential disadvantages as well. In fact,
the apparent discontent directed toward technology in 1970 moved the
Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development to report:
Our ?hoic~ in d~aling with science and technology-and thus
our pohcy-1s predicated on two basic questions·
( 1) Do we ignore them or use them~
·
( 2) If we use them-how~
At this point in history it is quite clear that our Nation is committed to the. u~e of .s~ience and technology. In fact, the Federal
Government IS rmphcitly so charged by the Constitution which
entrusts to it the responsibility to i'establish justice insure
domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense promote
the general welfare"-?one o~ which, h?wever imperfe~tly inno"'1\ated, could be possible Without reliance upon science and
technology.
From the long rifle to the laser this has been so.
B~t eyen if, to. this point, it had not been so, the future would
~:ture It. There lS.no need to reiterate the many critical problems
facmg modern society by way of proof. We need only take note
of the fact that when, in conjunction with these problems we are
called upon to. handle hard, specific question8---{)ur answ~r more
often than n<?t Is"~ don't kno~." It makes little difference whether
we are dealmg with pollution, transportation, unemployment,

crime, education, health care or international trade, all too often
we do not have sufficient accurate information on which to base
rational decisions for the years ahead.
We have a plethora of questions but a dearth of ~nswers. Answers come with knowledge. Knowledge comes with r~earch.
Research means scientific investigation-physical and social. Solutions require the appropriate applicatioil of research results....
So how do we go about it¥ • . .
.
Even a cursory examination has disclosed the nonexistence of
any formal or structured policy with regard to the us~, support or
management of science and technology. It further discloses that
the Congress Jlas nev~r made !!- sustained inquiry i~to the question of a national science policy per se-altl?-ough It ha~ many
times considered isolated facets of science policy, usually m conjunction with some specifically defined problem, program or
mission.
The investi~ation referred to made a number of discrete, considered
recommendatiOns (page 173) which were largely ignored by both
the Executive and Legislative branches. Nonetheless, an im:portant
philosophica~ base was created which now-four years later-Is servmg the full Committee well in its current inquiry.
Needfo1' Continuing Study
Now, also, the peed for an investigation which is both broad an.d
continuing has become apparent. Hence the scope and design of this
effort which is described in more detail in the next section of the report. ·
The resulting pattern is foll_?wing a natura~ and consistent sequence
in the wake of the Subcommittee's 1970 hearmgs and the evolutiOn of
the Technology Assessment Act of 1972 which originated and developed in the SCience and Astronautics Committee as well.
The complexity of the issue !icS it has finally crystallized was .recognized by some authorities years ago. Alan Waterman, the first director
of the National Science Foundation, was one of these. In the Foundation's 1961 annual report, Dr. Waterman discussed it in these terms:
The question of central coordination and planning inevitably
raises the question of policy-concerning which there has been
much discussion. The msistent question is, What is our policy
with respect to science and technology~ • * *
But, before answering that question, let us examine what is
meant by policy.
·What is the meaning of a national policy for science~ Is it the
same as policy for scientific research and education~ If .not, with
what is it concerned~ Does national policy mean the pohcy of the
Federal Government, for the country, or in terms of Its own
activities?
Webster's New International defines policy as "A settled or
definite course or method adopted and followed by a government,
institution, body, or individual." By extension, this means the
principles under which an organi~ed group consciously and deliberately operates or aims to conduct Itself and its activities. An
essential element is awareness, that is, the planned and purposeful nature of the theory and practice of the activities of the organization. Thus, policy may run all the extremes between complete
36-1154-74-2
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laissez-faire and rigid autocracy, but neither is policy unless
planned and encouraged. * * *
.
.
Viewed in broad perspective, the whole matter of n!J-t10na~ science policy may be summed up as follows : For any nation, se1en?e
and technology constitute an essential eleme~t of progress and, 1.n
particular, of national secu~i(y- and econO!D;lC strengt~. :for this
country to exercise leadership m a competitive worla, 1t IS ess~n
tial that policies and practices be developed along the followmg
lines:
( 1) The vigorous cultivation of science n?t only along the paths
of foreseen objectives but also throughou~ Its breadth an~ depth.
In particular, this means thorough attentiOn to the education and
training of the scientists and engineers that will be needed. * * .*
(2) Amon<Y the possible developments that may result from SCIence, careful::, attention must be paid to ~hrn:e that offer gre:t~t
promise in the accomplishment of our obJectives. Such selectiVIty
IS important in maintaining a sound economy.
( 3) A strong effort sh?uld be undertaken to edu~ate our people
to a general understandmg of the purposes of Science and technology, their potentialities, and th.eir limitations i~. <?rder that
wise and intelligent use may be made of these capabilities.
But we cannot stop here. In an age where science has given us
the key to unlock the energy of the atomic nucleus and has shown
us the feasibility of escaping our planet and exploring the universe, we must understand that the capital discoveries of science
are only ju~t b~ginning and that scien~ an~ te.chnology will inevitably raise Issues of the deepest social sigmficance. * * *
To solve these major problems and maintam any kind of equilibrium will require the utmost of all participants. Whether future developments take the form of stupendous power over nature's resources, of influence and control over life or over man's
minds, or of traffic with our sister planets, they will certainl:y
create problems of such concern to the human race that mankina
must learn to cooperate in their solution.
Major Policy Oha!nges
At that point in the history of science policy development, the N ational Science Foundation was about to be stripped of its original statutory responsibility for coordinating and evaluating the support and
conduct of basic research throughout the Federal government. This
was a task which Congress had bestowed on NSF without providing it
with either the authority or status within the Federal hierarchy to do
the job. Dr. Waterman had found the task impossible and said so.
He was clearly relieved to have this duty removed from NSF through
Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962. Under the Plan this same duty
fell to the new Office of Science and Technology, leaving the Foundation primarily with the function of supportmg basic research and
science education through academic and non-profit organizations.
However, another cardinal shift in policy a.ppears to have begun
with the National Science Foundation Amendments Act of 1968 which
authorized NSF, under special conditions, to engage in applied research. This Act had been preceded by a number of internal Presidential directives from President Johnson to the major research agen-

cies of the Federal government to concentrat~ funds and effor~ in
areas designed to px:o<Iuce rapid _results. President ~ohn_son left httle
doubt in anyone's mrnd that a qmck return on our scientific effort was
uppermost on his own.
In rapid order there followed the so-called Mansfield Amendment
which, though technically applicable for only a short period of time
with regard to Defense Department apJ?ropriations, had the eff~ct. of
reducing some of the support of basic research by the "missiOn
a<Yencies." The Mansfield Amendment, simply stated, stipulated that
the Defense Department should not support basic research except in
cases where a tangible defense objective could be identified.1 While
many scientists, and others, considered the Amendment to be cast as
a contradiction in terms, the philosophy behind it nonetheless spread.
Other agencies caught the drift quickly and in practice began to
follow suit.
Added to these trends, and in spite of the pronouncement of
the Nixon Administration in March 1972, wh.ich espoused the
cause of Science and Technology as an ingredient in the so~u
tion of major contemporary problems, most Federal agenCies
moved rapidly in. the directiOn of applied research and development. The theme of the Office of Management and Budget came
through quite clearly as one of concentration on the kind of research
oriented toward the rapid use of either "off the shelf" technology or
applied science. The objective, in most cases, seemed to be the "quick
fix." This 'I?Wdus operaiuli extended to the National Science Foundation itself, to the extent that the intent behind the 1968 expansion of
the total research mission of NSF became distorted-so much so that
in a few years NSF found itself expending almost a quarter of its
total research support on appli~d research.
.
.
As might be expected, durrng the course of this metamorphosis
lessons of the past regarding the dependence of applied technology
upon the findings of basic research were, if not lost from view, perceived rather drmly. Few seemed to recall that virtually all of the
"breakthroughs" which permitted the development of such devices as
nuclear power, radar, jet propulsion, ~ransistors,. antibiotics and the
li.ke had been based purely upon findrngs resultmg from the efforts
of ~en and women whose motivation was in large part one of curiosity
and a thirst for knowledge.
The movement toward scientific pragmatism, then, is a major ~me
which the Committee will consider as it looks at other more tangible
problems definitively linked with planning and organization.
Relevance of Research
It is not difficult to see, in the foregoing context, that the enlistment
of science and technology in the cause of such matters as a strong
economy international relations, sufficient energy, clean environment,
and the ~vailability of critical materials will be lengthy and complex;
possibly controversial. In fact, the very relevance of SCience and Technology per se and the measure of its use will doubtless be called into
question.
• Publlc Law 91-121, Sec. 203, specified that "None of the fu~ds authorized to be appro.
priated by this Act may be used to carry out any research proJect or study unless such a
project or study has a direct or apparent relationship to a specific military function or
operation."
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The Committee is cognizant of the first of a series of "White
Papers," issued by former Presidential Science Adviser Edward E.
David, which concluded with the following observation:
We now have the problems of overpopulation, of pollution, of
diminishin.g resources, of the risk of totally-destructive warweapons. But what is the solution~ A retreat from technolo~?
Impossible. We can retreat from technology only by arbitranly
decreasing world population and restricting man's range. Mankind has never agreed to arbitrary restrictions and he never will
voluntarily give up the benefits of technology. He knows he has
far more to lose than gain.
The solution is exactly the same as it has always been: the
still further advance o:f technology. One solution lies in new and
unlimited sources of energy, which are clean and safe. With such
~ner~,. man can clean the world, recycle its resources, reduce its
meqmties.
Can we be sure that science and technology will find the answers ? ,Can we be sure that solutions to our problems exist ? No,
but we can be sure that nothing but science and technology can
find them, if they do exist.
To put it as bluntly as possible: Science and technology must
answer our problems. If they don't nothing else will.
While it is tempting to espouse this theme wholeheartedly, in the
interests of fairness and an approach as devoid of bias as possible
the Committee at this point has indicated no assumptions of any kindincluding the relative value of Science and Technology as an instrument for rmproving the public welfare.

THE COMMITTEE PLAN
By way of tral}slating the n~ed :for th~s in9uiry into act~on, the Committee designed 1ts proposed mvestigat10n mto three ma.Jor segments.
THE INITIAL PHASE

The first part was devoted primarily to eliciting information on t~e
background and status of the contemporary Federal posture on SCIence and technology.
.
The purpose was to derive an accurate view of just what the pohcy
and planning situation i&-wi.th regard to g~als, p~ogr~ms, and organization. The Committee reviewed appropriate historiCal and background material. So far as possible it tried to ascertain what plans
were and are contemplated for carrying out the objectives asserted by
the President in both his Science and Technology Message o:f 1972 and
his Reorganization Plan No.1 of 1973.
.
To repeat that reorganization plan eliminated the Office o.f SCience
and Teclmoiogy from within the Executive Office of the ~res1den~ and
transferred its functions to the Director of the N at10nal SCience
Foundation. This action was done statutorily and became effective on
July 1, 1973.
.
.
.
The President also apparently d~d !!-way ~I~h the Offi~e of S~1ence
Adviser to the President (at least m Its tradi~Ion,al SpeciO:l .Ass1st~nt
sense) and with the President's Science Aqv;Isory Commttte~wi.th
the remnant functions of these offices (the nnhtary excepted) hkew1se
transferred to the Director of the Foundation: ~he inter-agency ~ed
eral Council for Science and Technology, c,onsistmg of representat.IVes
of all the science-oriented agencies and whiCh has always been chaued
by the President's Science Adviser, is also chaired by the Director of
the Foundation.
Among other reasons, the first set o.f hearings last July was ~eld
partly in response to the need for studymg the effect of the reorgamz~
tion plan and partly because of this Committee's ove~ght responsibility of both the National Science Foundation and sCience and technology generally.
.
.
It 1s significant that as those hearmgs opened, Chairman Teag~e
took special notice of the apparent fall-off of Federal support for SCIence and technology :
I do not w1sh to dwell on the trends of Federal support for
science and technology over the past decade or so. But I do w~sh
to point out that of the six committees of Qongress wh.Ich
existed during the middle sixties with the ·functiOn of studymg
and keeping track of Federal research and development efforts,
only this committee remains today.
I should also like to point out, at least dollarwise, the peak
Federal effort in supporting scientific research and development
which took place in the mid-sixties has been diminishing. Where
(11)
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the Federal Government. put 12.6 :r;>ercent of its budget into research and dev~lopment m 196~, it IS today putting an estimated
6:4 percent of Its budget to this use. And while Federal obligatiOns for research and development have increased an estimated
9 percent since 1965, the inflation factor has increased from 35 to
39fercent, depending u.Pon what index is used.
. think the implicatwns of these facts are clear. Government
!\ttltude toward and support of science and technology is not what
It .was a few :years ago. Wit~ol:lt .presently attemptmg to define
this trend as right or wrong, It 1s mcumbent upon this committee
totryt?findout what is happening and why.
The h~armgs were held July 17-24, 1973, and included most officials
who are m charge of the overall Federal science effort. Witnesses were
as follows:
Dr. ~· Guyford Stever, Science Adviser to the President
and Director, National Science Foundation· accompanied by
Dr.. Russell C. Drew, Directo~, Office of S~ien~e a~d Technology
Pol~cy, Dr. ~loyd Cooke Chamnan, Plannmg-Pohcy Committee,
Nati~nal Science Board, and director of urban affairs Union
C~rbide Corp., New York; Dr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff 'Deputy
Director of National Science Foundation and Dr. Paul 'F. Donovan, Head of the National Science Foundation Energy Task
Force.
Dr. William 0 ..Baker, president, Bell Telephone Laboratories
and ad hoc adVIser to the Administration on technologicai
matters.
Dr. John C. Sawhill, at that time Associate Director for Natural Resources, Energy and Science, Office of Management and
Budget.
Dr. Edward E. Davi~, executive vice president, research and
development and plannmg, Gould, Inc., former Science Adviser
to the President.
Mr. William D. Carey, vice president Arthur D Little Inc
formerly chief of Science and Technology for the Bureau ~f th~
Budget.
H?n. Gt:orge P. Shultz,. then Secretary of the Treasury and
special assistant to the President on economic and domestic affairs
( wri~ten response ~o questions only).
Followmg the hearmgs and subsequent to preliminary review of
t~em by the staff, t~e Committee requested a critique of the information ':1-nd. plans disclosed by the hearings from three different
orgamzatlons :
(1). T~e Committee on Science and Public Policy of the American
AssoCiatiOn for the Advancement of Science.
.(2) The Federal. Science and Technology Committee of the Industrial Research Institute.
(3) The Science Policy Research Division of the Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress.
The work of these groups in response to the request has been completed, and the three reports are carried in full in Part II of this
report. Each has identified a variety of issues and problems which the
respectiye grou:r;>s ~elieve need to be further probed. The reports are
summarized beginnmg on page 16.
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THE CURRENT PHASE

In the near future the Committee expects to resume its hearings
with major em.Phasis on the views, commentary and criticisms of nongovernment witnesses who will, hopefully, represent a broad variety
of background and thought.
It is further intended that this report and the materials contained
in it-together with the first phase hearings-will provide a general
base for the second phase of the hearings.
In this regard, it is important to point out that while there have
been a number of changes in key personnel as well as relationships
within the Executive branch since July, 1973, it does not appear that
these have seriously affected the picture presented to the Committee
at that time.
In response to an inquiry from Chairman Teague, Frank G. Zarb,
who succeeded John Sawhill in the Office of Management and Budget,
stated: "In reviewing Mr. Sawhill's testimony, I find that I am in
agreement with the points of view he expressed." (See page ~33.) Dr.
Baker has indicated no substantial change from the ad hoc science advisory arrangements originally contemplated. Finally, the departure
of Mr. Shultz as Secretary of the Treasury and as the conduit to the
President for science advice, according to the 1973 reorganization,
seems unimportant; there has been little evidence that Mr. Shultz' role
was ever much more than pro forma.
For these reasons, it is believed the Committee can reasonably proceed with its plans without undue .concer~ that th.e ~.xecutive science
policy apparatus has altered drastically smce the Imtial phase began.
THE FUTCRE PHASE

When the Committee has finished the hearings now contemplatedand it may be necessary to extend these depending on the nature of
their contents-it plans the following action:
(1} Intensive staff study of the information and views received.
(2) Based on such study, the solicitation of a wide range of additional written commentary designed to supplement oral test1mony and
to accommodate those unable to appear as witnesses.
(3} The issuance of a second interim report by the Committee containing an advanced set of findings and possibly suggesting alternative
courses of action for both Legislative and Executive branches in order
to make more effective use of science and technology.
By the time the foregoing plans are completed and the hearings of
the second phase have been available long enou~h to be digested, the
contemporary Federal mechanisms for promotmg and carrying out
policies, plans and organizational structure to deal with science and
technology will have been in operation for approximately two )'ears.
At this point, the Committee would expect to undertake a third hearing phase-this time to make a concrete assessment of how well or how
poorly our Science and Technology programs have turned out, the reasons for their effectiveness or lack thereof, and, if warranted, the
promulgation of legislation to accomplish significant alterations of
the system.

MATRIX

AREAS AND ISSUES FOR STUDY
The Committee's request for observations and comments on its July
1973 hearings produced three reports which presented three substantially different approaches. The AAAS subcommittee focused on substantive policy needs. The Congressional Research Service examined
policy implications of the hearings, concentrating uj>on organizational
issues and questions. The study group of the Industrial Research Institute likewise addressed organizational aspects.
While each group had the record of the hearings, none of them
was limited to its content. Rather each could address observations and
issues for future inquiry and hearings.
A comparison of principal issues and questions identified by the
three groups and by the Committee appears in the matrix to follow.
Note that the three groups each mentiOned:
Coordination and evaluation of Federal science activities;
The role of the Science Adviser in military R&D;
The functioning of the NSF's Science and Technology Policy
Office;
The multiple assignments of the Science Adviser together with
possible consequent conflicts of interest; and
Access to the President.
At least two of the groups identified the following additional items
for future attention:
Advice for science policy;
Advisory bodies for science policy;
An annual report on science policy;
Budgeting lor science and technology;
Decisionmaking and priorities re science policy ;
Functions of the Federal Council for Science and Technology ;
Implementation of Reorganization Plan No. 1;
The OMB and science policy;
The role of the Committee on Science and Astronautics;
Stability of funding for science and technology; and
A strategy for science policy and programs..
(14)
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arise; and (3) to assure the inherent health of science and technology
as basic national resources. s
Questions proposed for future consideration included:
SUMMATION OF REPORTS TO THE COMMITTEE
To indicate further the issues and questions raised in the three reports set out in Part II, there follows for each a summary of principal observations, recommendations and questions.
THE AAAS CoMMI'ITEE

ON

SciENcE

AND

PUBLIC PoLICY

The subcommittee of the AAAS committee suggested an issueoriented framework for evaluating new organizational arrangements
for federal policies for science and technology. Its comments were
presented in five sections that included many questions for future
consideration.
Section I. The context of science and technology policies in the
seventies
Science policy 1 in the mid-seventies operates in a situation different
from that of the fifties and sixties. Some of these differences will
affect its future substance and organization.
Declining budgets mean harder choices.-The experience of nogrowth Federal budgets for research and development 2 together with
a lar~~ 1_1umber of fe~eral agencies engaged in R&D require improved
capabilities to determme the need for and use of R&D investments for
specific policy objectives. These developments place demands upon
several categories of :policymakers.
For Fe~eral agencies, competent planning and evaluation is required
to determme the agency's need for and use of R&D investments.
~or the OMB, the need is more imperative than ever to choose intelligently among competing claims and, in making these choices to
avoid substituting its judgment on goals, policies, and programs for
that of the President or of Congress.
. For .t~e NSF~s Office of. ~cience and Technology Policy ( STPO),
m addition to directly adviSII_lg OMB on ~I? allocations for specific
programs, STPO must proVIde OMB with mformation concerning
the long-term effects of changes in R&D funding in specific programs
and areas.
For the Congress, it must perform program review and budget
a1Jocation. with thre~ objectives in mind: ( 1) to allocate R&D funds
m~re .c?nSistently with a careful an~ de~iberate judgment of national
pnor1tles; (2) to ensure that the sCientrfic and teclinical capabilities
of the nation are uniformly strong enough to meet new needs as they

(a) What has been the experience in allocating a no-growth R&D budget
among changing claims?
(b) Have long-term concerns, such as support of basic research and graduate training, suffered unduly?
.
(c) How can the STPO strengthen its contribution to preparation of the
President's proposed budget?
.
(d) How can Congress help in achieving a balance between responsiveness to new needs and ensuring adequate funding for long-term tasks?
(e) How can the House Committee on Science and Astronautics serve the
proposed joint budgetary committee of the House and Senate?

Science policy must be considered as part of public policy decisions.-The AAAS subcommittee sees policy makers in need of a better
understanding of how science and technolo~ fit into the policy process. where science and technology need to be encourafced, and where
discouraged as the public !nterest de!llands caution..' Science. policy,
in other words, needs to be mtegrated mto general policy planmng and
program evaluation."
Questions posed for this theme included:
(a) Should science policy considerations be integrated into the decisionmaking process in much the same way that economic, financial, and social
factors are 7
(b) To the extent one opts for a strategy stressing integration, how ought
the science policy function be organized in agencies and departments?
(c) What special problems arise due to the risk and uncertainty which
are characteristic of science!
(d) Is there a need to supplement agency efforts in linking science to
policy goals with attention to the overall coherence of the nation's R&D
capacity? Should this be a responsibility of STPO for the government and
of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics for the Congress?

Different science policy strategies are needed to meet the variety
of policy goals.-The need for planning and improving the operations
of complex social systems (as opposed to development of items of
technological hardware) reveals two goals for national science policy:
(1) To provide financial and other mcentives to further the growth
of institutions capable of problem-oriented policy research and social
demonstration and experimentation; and (2) to develop a more comprehensive policy-oriented way of generating and using knowledge in
major policy areas--such as defense, natural resources, or human
development.
Questions posed for consideration included:
(a) How can science and technology contribute to meeting national goals
during the years head7
(b) Should science and technology contributions to different policy areas
be more policy-specific?
(c) How should this be done?

1

The AAAS committee dellnes "science poltcy" to mean "science and technology poltcy "
• Apparently the Committee dtd not tate Into account the substantial Increase in
Federal fundlnlf for energy R&D now about to emerge from the legislative process.

(16)

• The AAAS Subcommittee notes that these objectives are dUIIcult to translate Into
concrete Congressional action, partly because Congress does not review the budget lls a
unitary body, and partly because short-term and long-term needs have to be care!ull:v
balanced.
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Science policy requirements of State and local, government~ are
clumgilng.-The AAAS subcomiiUttee expects that the gradual shift of
government priorities in the direction of quality of life, state and local
governments will become more involved with technological issues1 and
m need of a new kind of science advice. It would have State, regtonal
and local governments develop their capabilities for policy planning
and analy~Is f!-nd for program management..The F~eral government
should shift Its emphasis from assistance m creatmg: sCientific advisory mechanisms to assistance in improving the quahty of state and
local policy planning and analysis and program management.
Questions posed included:

{2) Science and technology figur~d impo~tantly ill Presidenti.al decisions and that therefore a sCientific advisory body of the high~t
quality and objectivity is needed to serve the head of state and his
polic_y planners.
.
,
(3) The foundations of the scientific enterprise needed sustamed
Federal support and therefore sp,ecialized institutions--Nffi and
NSF-had to be developed to proVIde this support..
. .
These assumptions need reassessment as to their present validity
and need for cha~ge. The AAAS subc?mmittee ;recommended ~hat the
Committee on Science and Astronautics focus Its future hearmgs on
the entire range of institutions involved in the discharge .of science
policy recommendations, including those of Federal agenCies as well
as State and local governments, academic institutions, industry and
other R&D centers.
Specific questions suggested included:

(a) What has been the experience with Federal science policy assistance
to state and loeal governments to date?
(b) What are the principal science policy needs of state and loeal governments in the years to come1
(e) How ean the Federal government help to meet the science policy
needs of state and loeal governments?

I nte'r'JUJ,tionalscience policy cooperations demands rethinking.-The
extension of many national ~roblems across international boundariesin matters of env1ronment, limited natural resources, shortages of food,
population control, and public health-illustrate ur~ent problems
which can be addressed only on an international scale. Many of them
are directly related to science and technology in origins, solutions, or
both. Increased international cooperation IS necessary. The starting
point is a rethinking and reform of relations among nations which
are increasingly interdependent, and impact on each other through
their industry and growth. Plans and institutions for a truly international science policy should be designed and readied for action.
Questions posed included:
(a) What has been the experience with bilateral or multi-national cooperative projects in science and technology?
(b) What new approaches are required to deal with worldwide problems
such as man-made changes in the environment or shortages of natural
resources?
(c) What should be the respective roles of STPO, the Department of
State, and other Federal agencies in developing a new strategy for science
and technology in international alfairs?
Section //. The need for diversified strategies for science and

teclvnology
Section II develops the concept of sectorial policies for science and
technology and draws the organizational implications of that
approach. Specific strategies for linking knowledge and action in major
policy areas need to be developed for, among others, national security,
foreign policy, economic development, infrastructure development\
physical enVIronment and natural resources, social programs and
human resources, and advancement of science and technology.
AsswmptJio'TUJ tibout science policy and their urganizational, implications.-The AAAS committee identified three major assumptions for
science _policy during the fifties and sixties.
(1) Science and technology were integral components of many policy issues .and therefore were the legitimate business of several departments and agencies of the government.
• Including energy, transportation, and commnnlcatlons.

In the past, Federal science policy was ~tructured around three organizational objectives: a basically decentralized approach to federal R&D
activities· the provision of direct science policy advice to the President;
and the a~ailability of support for basic science and graduate training from
science-oriented agencies.
(a) Are these goals still valid?
(b) What changes, if any, are required?
(c) What new principles, if any, need to be added?
(d) If the above goals are still yalid, how have they been alfeeted by last
year's science policy reorganization?

Diversity in Agency uses of science and· technology.-The AAAS
subcommittee suggests that decentralization of major R&D programs
among individual agencies has its limitations and indicates that the
agencies have yet to develop specific and detaded connections between
their policy missions and their R&D programs. One should know
whether, and in what detail, departments and agencies with major
R&D responsibilities have defined and developed their objectives and
methods for science and technology in terms specific to each agency.
Science policy and regulatory agencies.-The AAAS subcommittee
breaks new ground in pointing to the direct impact of regulatory
agencies upon R&D efforts and directions, decisions that can impose
constraints and create uncertainty that may curtail important R&D,
often unknowingly. The effects of FPC regulation of the price of
natural gas upon developing the technology of coal gasification is an
example that raises the question whether the FPC considered this
effect at all, and whether FPC consulted with science policy leaders
at the time. It is vital, according to the AAAS subcommittee, that
all regulatory policy decisions be examined as to their implications for
science l.olicy. This is the responsibility of the regulatory agency
involve , and for the NSF's Science and Technology Policy Office
and the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. These offices
should become active when regulatory agency research ignores these
implications.
Social, R&D.-Science policy should also extend to agency social
experimentation or demonstration and agency evaluations of different
social intervention strategies. Innovations in agency activities should
be viewed as a policy tool encompassing demonstration and E'iValuation
as well as traditional R&D.
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R&D strate1ies for broad policy areas.-Additional argument for
stronger relationships between R&D and agency policy can be made
in view of the trend towards grouping Federal agencies in broad
policy clusters. "Goals, needs, resources, programs, and implementation arrangements need to be defined in terms of the policy environment characteristic of each agency." It would be desirable to examine
the different ways Federal departments and agencies relate their R&D
to the policy missions for which they are responsible, and to ask: How
are results of R&D programs brought to bear on the policy planning
and evaluation process? At what level in the agency does this effort
toward integration and feedback take place~ What results are
achieved~ What plans exist for improvements~
A suggested format for examining agency science policies.-The
AAAS subcommittee suggested that the heads of several agency policy planning and evaluation be asked to appear at hearings. I£ the
results prove useful, OTA could be invited to hold hearings on agency
science policy, examining one agency at a time. Later, a more ambitious
examination could be undertaken, focused upon major :policy areas
that involve several agencies so as to delineate the divis10n of labor
among them and to highlight organizational issues. Such science policy
reviews might inquire into national security, foreign policy, economic
development, infrastructure development (energy, transportation and
communications), physical environment, natural resources, social programs, human resources, and advancement of science and technology.
Questions suggested included:

research and development can come to fruition only if equal attention
is given to the appropriate institutional and social arrangements surrounding innovation. "Linkages between research and technology and
social change are too important to be left to circumstance."
Imtitutional requirements for r_olicy research.-Attention is needed
to the linkage between the Nation s research and development goals and
its research and development institutions. Most attention to date has
focused on goals and managing R&D, while the research system itself
has received little attention. Most R&D institutions came into being
in response to older social goals. "Are they willing and capable torespond to new political objectives~"
Specific questions suggested include:

(a) What are the science policy objectives of agencies administering
major R&D programs?
(b) How are science policy implications of regulatory decisions assessed?
(c) How can science policy be use in planning and implementing social
programs!
(d) For which specific functional policy areas should science policy
strategies be developed?
~e). How do Federal agencies relate their R&D activities to their policy
miSSIOns?
(f) How can STPO, OTA, or the Committee on Science and Astronautics
facilitate the development of sectorial science policies?

Section Ill. Imtitutions needed to Link R&D to Public Policy
Section III examines the institutional requirements for using science
and ~c~ology in pursuit of so~ial objectives. The public sector needs
new mstitut10ns and cooperative arrangements to perform policy?rie?te~ research f?r different l~vels of government. Work by these
mst.Itut10ns should mclude experrmentation and testing in real world
environments. Much can be learned from the institutional innovations
which. accompanied brea~hz:oug.hs in agricultural and military R&D,
bu~ d~rect transfers of. mstitut10nal arrangements from one policy
obJective to !illother will not ":ork. Against this background, the
AAAS committee poses the question : how do the various departments
of ~he .F.ede~al s-ov~rnment today perceive the task of developing or
:r:evi~ahzmg mstltutlonal n~tworks for putting knowledge to work and
link111g .the sep~ra~ functiOns of research, technological development
and soCial application~ It can be asked also whether the social introduction of new technologies should not be left to the forces of the
market. It is increasingly obvious, to the AAAS subcommittee that

'

The success of military R&D during and after World War II and of
agricultural R&D around the turn of the century illustrate the need for
building institutions capable of linking R&D to current policy purposes.
(a) Is sufficient attention given to the application, experimentation, and
diffusion stages of R&D in the public sector?
(b) What has been learned from the private sector in this respect? What
has been learned from other countries?
(c) Which policy areas are doing well and which are doing poorly? What
can be learned from both success and failure?
(d) What can government do to remedy deficiences? Should government
become involved at all?
(e) Specifically, what should be the roles of STPO and of other government agencies?
(f) Are there characteristics common to institutions responsible for
policy research, social experimentation and demonstration, testing of public
investments in new technologies, and other forms of using R&D in the
public interest? What has been learned from organizations such as COMSAT
or government-university-industry consortia?
(g) Should Congress study alternative institutional arrangements to
foster debate on the issue? Should it do more than that at this time?

S ection IV: Oentralscience policy reBpOn8ibilities.
Section IV describes the potential role of the NSF's Office of Science
and Technology Policy in advancing new science policy goals. This
office could become a center for analysis of R&D policy options and the
science P?licy implications of pub~ic :r;>olicy developments. Several unresolved Issues caused by Reorgamzat10n Plan No.1 of 1973 are identified and discussed, including the double role of the science adviser, the
split between military and civilian science policy and the remoteness
of the science adviser from the President.
A policy reearch foCU8 for STPO.-The AAAS subcommittee sees
the role of the STPO mainly as one of stimulator, facilitator, and
monitor of all aspec~ of Federal science pol.icy. It could closely follow,
evaluate and synthesize the efforts of agencies to develop specific R&D
strategies and institutional networks for innovation. The subcommittee .believes the STPO would be well advised to focus on high-level
pohcy research and attempt to exert its impact on decision making
t~~ough the quality of its studies rather than through attempts at exercismg authority. "If STPO is good at this task, it will provide indispensable assistance to OMB and the President's principal staff, as well
as to the operating agencies involved. Ideally, STPO would supplement the work done by OMB by introducing a longer time frame into
the ~sessment of policy options than is allowed by the 24-month perspective of OMB's budget cycle." Agencies would analyze their spe-
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cific areas of responsibility, and STPO would do so for the entire
goV'ernment--giving priority to issues straddling agency lines, or without a lead agency.
A science policy advisQ'T"!J committee.-The AAAS subcommittee
recommends that a science policy advisory committee be created. It
would consist of informed individuals from many disciplines and occupations, responsible only to .t he science adviser, and would re-establish
a vital link to experts outside the government.
The dlual role of the science lulviser.-The AAAS subcommittee
noted concern over the potential conflict inherent in the science adviser's double role as policy coordinator for agency policies and recipient of Federal funds for his own NSF programs. Unquestionably
this arrangement is awkward and eventually it must be changed.
The separation of military and civilian science policy advice.Reor~anization Plan No. 1 has caused a most serious problem for the
relatiOn between civilian and military R&D advice. A definite split in
sources of this advice is part of the new arrangements. The science advisory function based in NSF is not expected to :perform the former
role of PSAC in questioning and evaluating military R&D. Science
policy advice for national security is no longer the responsibility of
the President's science adviser. "It probably is not even the responsibility of any single individual ..." The AAAS subcommittee recommends that this important issue be raised for clarification.
The President and science policy.-The AAAS committee expressed
concern over the increased difficulty in bringing science policy matters
to the President's attention, saying: "We suggest that the committee
ask how damagins it could be in time that science policy is absent from
the President's otlice and from his most intimate circle of counselors."
The iwmediate future.-Lacking direct access to the President, "the
only avenue open to the science adviser for the immediate future will
be to work as closely as possible with OMB, the Domestic Council, the
the President's Economic Adviser ..."
Questions suggested included :

on Committees. It also anticipates substantial use of OTA by Congress
to study bud~ets, evaluate programs, and identify new policy issues
for Congressional action. OTA also should be able to help Congressional committees on specific matters.

(a) How does STPO, after almost one year's experience, define its principal responsibilities?
(b) \Vhat has been achieved so far? What is planned for the future?
(c) How have STPO's relations with OMB and other offices of the Executive Office developed? And relations with agencies and departments?
(d) Sh~u!d STPO see its principal task as defining policy options for
R&D decisions and analyzing scienee policy implications of major policy
issues? How is this done?
(e) What arrangements for external advice have been made or planned?
Should there be a permanent body advising the science adviser?
(f) How successful has the science advisor been in combining his roles
of science advisor and head of NSF?
(g) How serious has been the eJfect of separating civilian from military
science policy advice?
. (h) Who is. respo~sible for scie~ce J?Oiicy advice regarding national security and foreign pohcy, and how IS this function carried out?
(i) What can. be said about the long. term eJfects of removing the science
advisor from direct advisory responsibility to the President?

Section V. A word on Oongrestiuruilresp&TUJ?,oility
. The AA.~.S. ~u~committee anticipates broadened general science polIcy :r:esponsib1ht1es for the House Committee on Science and AstronautiCs under the recommendations of the House Special Committee

THE INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, INC.

The report of the IRI study group to the Committee on Science and
Astronautics found, in reviewing t~e national programs th9:t are urgently needed and the difficult techmcal management and pohcy problems that must be surmounted, that it is "critically important" for. the
House Committee on Science and Astronautics to pursue several lines
of inquirY. as to the adequ!lcy of the recently est~bli~hed science policy
organizatiOn and to provide a forum for exammatwn of refinements
and alternatives. Selected excerpts from the study group's report
follow:
The nature of the challe?UJe
. . . the nature of our technical problems has changed since the
OST was founded, because performance systems have been replaced by economic systems in our high {>riority neec;Is. This shift
brings with it a powerful new set of poliCy issues with the nec~
sity to iriclude not only science and tec~ology but also economic,
social, legal and political factors.
The N atiow.it S oience Foundation
The study group recognizes the need for the NSF to s~onsor and
·support the abilities and contributions of t~e University smenc~ community. At t~e same. time, the NS;F " ... Is not culturally smted to
intercept the mdustrial research science scene and even less the world
.of technology.
... we suggest that the Committee pursue the matter of qualifications within STPO to bring experie?J.ced iudgment to J?r.
Stever's assistance in the cost-benefit and mcenbve aspects of mcorporating new technology into commerce and society.
Authority leAJel of the new structure
Testimony before the Com.mittee is. cited questionin~ whether ~he
new science advisory mechamsm proVIdes Dr. Stever with authonty,
mechanism and ~'clout" for science and technology overview. "We believe it would be unwise to take a long term "wait and see" risk in this
connection ..." The study group urges the Committtee .to ~ontii?-:ue
monitoring the effectiveness of the structure to marshal the JUstificatiOn
logic for critically important technical directions and appropriately
influence the budgetary process."
The study group suggests attention to Dr. David's proposal that .the
Science Adviser have the powerful prerogative of executive authorization of Federal R&D, and the concept of a statutory term for the
advisor.
.Ability of OMB as a receiver of teclvnological advice
We believe there is good reason for the Committee to inquire
further as to whether OMB is developing a strength of techno36-154-74------3
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logical understanding sufficient to receive and give judicious treatment to advice from the Science Advisor, the mission agencies
and industry.

•

•

•

•

In particular, we recommend that your Committee examine the
... links between OMB, STPO and mission agencies in the light
of evidence that they are effective in the budgetary process.
M i8si()lfl,-oriented agerwies
The study group approves plans to make the FCST a Committee of Assistant Secretaries, for this mode of operation is critically
important to the Science Advisor's role. Again, it calls attention to Dr.
David's concept of executive authorization as to the tool or prerogative
by which the Science Advisor could be more effective.
DU<il burden on the Saience .Advi807'
In our view the Committee should examine a body of opinion
as to whether there is a necessary association of these functions
or that better results would be expected of a Science Adviser who
is not only underburdened as to the NSF directorship but also
independent in his treatment of the NSF. . . .
Absence of Defense R&D from Science .Advi8or's scope
It is suggested that the Committee look into coordinating Defense
research and development with civilian technology so as to "derive
timely benefits from defense R&D without compromising its special
nature and mission."
The interface between science and teclvrwlogy
The study group emphasizes th~t technology and its close partner
economics will be more important than science in many of the difficult
decisions ahead. It notes the need for a "continued and purposeful
mix of basic and applied research to refine and generate technology."
Public rep<JTting
It is also suggested that the Committee examine the merits of a public
reporting role for the science advisory apparatus, as proposed by Dr.
David.
Adequacy of the present structure-the central questions
According to the IRI study group, the matter of adequacy of the
present structure transcends any question as to whether science has
been downgraded. Rather the question to be addressed by the Committee is whether the present arrangements operates effectively:
(a) To review the activities of the mission agencies on an overall
basis;
(b) To study and judge their interactions and to balance their relative merits and priorities;
(c) To provide the Chief Executive and Congress with an overall
view that mcludes a creative synthesis rather than the least common
denominator of many pressure groups.
Stated more broadly the Committee should seek to deternine
whether the Science Advisor and the apparatus supporting him provide a unifying point of sufficient authority and competence within tho

government to ensure coherence in policy, wisdom in decisions and
. .
. . .
effectiveness in .organization for:
(a) Taking ~rmely. counsel from the broad, pluralist!~ part1c1patlon
in study and discussiOn that lead to great national dec1s1ons;
(b) The solving 'of mission problems involving high technologic content and the partiCipation of more than one agency;
(c) Continuing consideration of defense research, development, and
of technologic and engineering activities in the industrial sector;
(d) A basic research program intelligently integrated with the
above in quality and quantity;
(e) The development of a trained manpower resource geared to aU
the above.
The scale of this task raises again the questions:
(a) Should this assignment be one unhampered by a further responsibility for administration of NSF~
(b) Does the task call for additional authority (clout) and if so how
can such authority be installed in the function without resorting to the
unreliable base of presidential closeness or the short term influences of
political change ~
THE CoNGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE

The CRS report identified the policy implications of the Committee
hearings of July 1973 and selected, unresolved problems; presented
several considerations for committee action; and closed with 15 specific
questions for future hearings.
Policy implications of the Jul;y 1973 hearings
CRS identified the policy implications of the hearings from five
points of view :
1. Effect on the science adviBory mechani8m.-The scheduling of the
July hearings so soon after the Reorganization Plan may have forced
NSF and OMB to move faster in arrangements for NSF policy assistance to Dr. Stever. "With the emerging energy crisis and the distractions in the Executive Office by the revelation of events related to
Watergate, it is doubtful if the NSF director could have commanded
the attention of the OMB so promptly had the hearings not made this
necessary."
~. Effect ()If/, relations of agerwiea to the science advi8ory mechanism.-No evidence was seen to indicate that the hearings had improved inter-agency relationships in areas for which NSF and Dr.
Stever assumed the coordinating functions of the OST. Future hearings should include witnesses from some agencies 't o provide more
insight on how the coordinative system is working, as well as the NSF
Director's assessment of agency relations with his office.
3. The ability of the Ooi'n!mittee to obtain statements and testimony
from the Ewecutive Office science adviBory unit.-Tp.e limited appearances of Dr. Stever in his Presidential science advisory role did
not tell much about whether executive privilege may be an obstacle.
While other science advisers did not invoke executive privilege, should
NSF assume a more influential position the chances of it invoking
executive privilege may increase.
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4. Ef!eqt of the hearings on attitude of the saientific commvunity.The he!l-nngs probably h~d a ~aximum .(?Olicy impact in providing informatiOn on the executive science adVIsory system to the scientific
community. The hearings publicized the .Administration's intention to
rely more extensively on a wider segment of the scientific community
through ad hoc groups than in the past.
5. Effect of the hearritnf!B on funding and directiorn of the aaientifia
effort.-_The hearings registered the Committee's concern that the level
of ~undmg for research and development did not compensate for inflatiOn S? that the actual ~evel of effort 'Yas on the decline. The hearings
also registered strong disapproval of Impoundment of science funds
by OMB. In ~anuary 1974, O~B Director .Ash is reported to have an!lounced the discontmuance of Impoundment, in favor of placing funds
I~ r~erve. "'J'?e Committee may have had an impact on the OMB actiOn m releasmg all NSF FY 1974 funds in December 1973 but we
believe it is more likely that the energy crisis was the mo'tivating
factor."
Selected unresolved problema
CRS .ide~ti~ed five unresolved problem areas relating to the 1973
reorgamzatlon:
1. J?irect acces~ to the President.-Th.e scientific community appears
convmced that dire~t access to the President by the Science .Adviser is
necessary. The White House staff tend to become an inaccessible elite
n.ecessnrily co~cerned with power and tactical maneuverl_ng for position. The hearmgs brought out that (1) a voice from the White House
has more "c~out" than a communication from NSF; (2) it would be
extremely difficult for NSF to get a message to the President through
the tiers of non-scientists in the chain of command.
S: Dangers of the "all eggs in fYM b(]JJket" syndrome.- The present
poh.cy arrangements appe.ar designed to weed out options in science
a~viCe and to present. a smgle choice by "proven management techmqu~s .... co~t effectiveness ....accumulated analytical wisdom." .A
Presidential science apparatus should help to identify multiple options
that warrant some support, even when the bulk of the effort goes elsewhere.
9. The role ot the saien:ce AdviBer se'f"Vitng an elected offiaial.Whe~her the Science ..A.dvi~r and advisory bodies that advise the
P~es1dent should pubhcly differ with the President is an issue which
rmght J;>e explored to clarify the roles of science advisors in the political enVIronment close~ th~ top of the Executive hierarchy.
4. lnterag~ncy coord~natwn.-The Federal Council for Science and
Technoloro: IS not an e1fective .body fo_r iny,era~ency coordination of
~ederal S~leJ?-c.e programs. Th~s coordmatwn, mcluding determination ?f priorities and formulation of a strategy for science is a vital
questiOn.
'
5. 4 S'lfWTna:ry evaluation of the reorganization is needed.-ReorgamzatiO!l P.lan No. 1 was. decided upon without consulting either
the NS~ Director or the National Science Board. New responsibilities
wez:e assigned to ~SF without supplementary resources and the Foundatw!l had to divert manpower and funds from other programs.
Despite a small budget for FY 1975, OSTP plans to examine in
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depth such broad subjects as international science and technology,
materials, the world food situation, the role of social research and the
transfer of technology in the civil sector.
CRS reports it has seen nothing in the public r~cord which really
appraises how the new functions assigned by the reorganization have
impacted upon the Director and the .NSF. It notes Dr. Stever's testimony that he had underestimated the problem of his new responsibilities, and suggests exploration o£ this matter.
CRS notes too the designation of Dr. Stever to represent the President in international scientific programs, including chairing such joint
bodies as the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation. This new major responsibility is a third "hat £or
the NSF director, one that can be demanding o£ time and energy because of foreign travel."
(/onsideration8 for futwre Committee action
CRS cannot see any course of action for the Committee other than
to continue the lines of inquiry begun in the July 1973 hearings. Five
specific commentaries included :
1. The present science advisory arrangements are considered transient and likely to change considering the departure of Treasury Secretary Schultz and Dr. Sawhill from the OMB, which have closed
two o£ Dr. Stever's channels to the President.
2. The Committee may wish to continue the initial objectives of its
hearings.
·
3. The Committee may invite suggestions to improve the present
system, CRS offers 11 specific suggestions for the committee to explore.
4. The Committee could reexamine proposals £or changes in the
Federal science structure. Over the years many proposals have been
examined by the Committee, including its ow~ proposal for a ~ at~onal
Institute £or Research and .Advanced Studies, other orgamzatwnal
suggestions £or Federal science and technology, and those to improve
the former OST and Executive Office organization. Summarizing,
CRS suggested that the Committee can serve both immediate and
longer range national interests by considering the various alternatives
for science advisory organization and perhaps taking a position with
respect to those it considers meritorious.
5, The Committee can continue to monitor the situation for Federal
support for research and development and the role of science in government. CRS called attention to allocation of resources by the "firebell" approach. "The Nation consistently whistles up in time of crisis,
turninp; to science and technology to provide instant answers to first
one ur~ent problem, then another ..." CRS highlights Dr. Stever's
discussion o£ the "crisis approach" and his assignment o£ first priority
to the need for the Nation to be freed from the trap o£ having to use
sci~ce on a crisis-to-crisis basis. On the other hand, Dr. Sawhill of
OMB saw advantages in a crash program response to the demands
of a crisis. The questions which should be answered is whether Dr.
Sawhill's rationale represented OMB and Executive Office philosophy,
or his own. Is a crisis situation indeed necessary before a problem can
be addressed~ "Only by anticipating problems and planning ahead
can quick, flexible, and orderly responses be mobilized. Forward plan-
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ning can help ameliorate a crisis situation. At very least such a stance
can greatly reduce the costs of national a.daptions t~ great challenges ..."
6. An overview .of ~io~edical research issues is needed Lacking in
the Present. orgamzat10n IS some source at the White House level in
the biOmediCal and medical sciences that can consider and advise on
the role of the Federal Government on policy questions.
Q1UationtJ for futwre heatrings
qRs conclude~ its reJ?Ort with the following listing of 15 questions
which the Commi~tee nngh~ wish t? explore in future hearings.
• 1. Who or what IS proVIding advwe PSAC formerly provided~ Specifically, what groups have been utilized a.nd how~
2. What is NSF doing to assure that the several national programs
o.f resea~h and development-energy, health, transportation, education, soCial systems, and renewable and non-renewable resources among
others-are coherent atnd co01YiiJnated across departmental lines and
that Government efforts are coordinated with industrial efforts 1 What
a~e other departments and agencies doing to help Dr. Stever~ What
differences, if any, do they see' in relationships with NSF as compared

toOST~

3. What !urther ?evelopm~nts have there been in making the Fed~ral Oowncil for Sqwnqe and Technology a more useful mechanism for
mte:agency coordmat10n ~ ~eetings of the Com:cil since July 1973 ~.
Actions taken? What committees have been activated reconstituted
?r newly crea~d? What staff support is provided and b; whom? Meet~
mgs held, actiOns taken, and future plans for these committees? What
arrangements are there for interface of FCST structure with the nongoyernmental scientific and technical community W With the National
Smence Board?
.4. In November 1973l. Dr. Stever told an Appropriations subcommittee tp~t. ~e ~ad "unaerestimated" the extent of his science poli
reBp~b2l2tws wh~n ~e ~rst J:lad the~ responsibilities thrust on u:.r,
Wliat IS Dr. S~~r s d1stnbution of time among his multiple roles 9
How much addi~IOnal authority has he delegated to subordinates in
oz:de~ to free himself? How are the duties being institutionalized
Within .NS~ so that they would be carried on when Dr. Stever leaves at
some time m the future 9
5. How doea. STPO differ ~rom OST as to organization and appro~ch 1 In assignments~ Are 1ts resources considered adequate to do
zts. JOb? Row does Stever use the office¥ What are the interrelationships of the qmce of E?ergy ~&D and STPO? What is STPO's prog~am emphasis?. Re~at10ns With departments and agencies? Mecharusms f<?r coord?tation? Contacts with the scientific and technical
eommumty 9 ~VIdences that the views of this community actually
reach the President 1
6. Who iJn EXO!! is ~ilng !Jcience advice from NSFf What channels are used to obtam this adVIce 1 How is the President ~ept informed
of developments 9 What evidences are there that the White House
actually cares, t~~t it p~rticipates in decisions knowledgeably? Who
makes what aeciSions With what knowledge?
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7. Are there any indications that NSF is rising ~ th~ ea:ecuti~e
hierarchy or is it too soon to tell¥ A riS;e ~ th~ execl!bve hierarchy lS
both a necessity for NSF success and an mdication of 1t.
8. What are the implications for NSF of pf!1U1ing leg.islation to reorganize energy R&D¥ How does Dr. Stever mteract w1th Dr. Wemberg in the FEO 9
9. What other organizational arrangements have been proposed to
strengthen the science advisory structure¥ ~xam_pl~ a~e a Tec~ology
Resov.rces Council in EXOP; and a Counc1l of Scientific Advisers.
10. Is "'l'idilng the waves" a viable strategy for research 9;nd dev~l
opment funding~ Dr. S~ver ~id that in. the. long ~!1 science will
benefit from the present Situation because 1t Will be ndmg an energy
wave for the next few years. When asked if this would. be disastrous
for science he said a study of the ups and downs of science over the
last 30 yedrs showed that we've always ridden waves. Waves of the
future will be the basic issues of life.
11. Must we rely on crisis motivation as a basis for action regarding science and technology 9 Dr. Sawhill~,tpproved th~ idea; Dr. S!-ever
sa1d we need to release ourselves from the trap of haVIng to use science
on a crisis-to-crisis basis.
12. How are health research, and defense research, under other
Associate Directors in OMB, co01'dinated with energy and science 9
The question was asked of Dr. Sawhill at the July 1973 hearings but
only a~g~neral answer was received.
13. Who is I_>roviding the counterveiling advice to balance the
"monolithic pressure of the Defense Department" on military technology W All the science advisers except Dr. David are on record as
registering concern on this point.
14. What can be done to hel:r;> Dr. Stever in his joM What can the
committee do¥ What can the scientific societies and the scientific community do¥ What have they done since the plan became effective¥
15. What inhouse scientific and technical ca:r;>ability does OMB have
to make it competent to determine relative priorities in allocations of
resources for competing civilian R&D programs¥
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QUESTIONS ARISING FROM THE FIRST PHASE OF THE
COMMITTEE INQUIRY
The first phase of the Committee's hearings on Federal Policy,
Plans and Organization for Science and Technology were completed
in July, 1973.
The record of those hearings helped to identify and crystallize
many of the issues, problems and concerns which abound wherever
and whenever the matter of effective science policy and science advice
emerges.
The following 24 categories of questions have been developed in response to the concerns then expressed and as a general guide toward
further inquiry into them.
Functio'IUJ of a Science Strategy Oenter
What are the central ingredients of a "strategy center" for the
mobilization of science and technology for public purposes?
Specifically:
How important is the gathering of a current data base on
o~portunitles, needs, and resea.rch directions to be exploited 1
How important is the existence of an analysis team to examine
the data base in order to draw from it policy recommendations for
consideration at policy levels~
How should the relationship be characterized between those at
policy levels and those performing the analyses of science and
technology data~
What are the requirements of those at science and technology
poli~~ levels, wi~h respect to authori~Y; for d~c~sions, ability to
~ob1lize ~1 national support for deCISIOns, ab1hty to obtain initial fundillg, access to the Congress for presenting testimony to
authorizing and appropriating committees~
What are the requirements on the analysis team at the center
for such fields of expertise as economics, political and social assessments, urban problems, legal problems, and international affairs 'l
Can such non-technical expertise be adequately integrated into
analyses when supplied by other ~encies, or does it need to be
organizationally a part of the analysis team in STPO ~
In deter!fiining the sco_Pe of issues ~uitable for analysis, should
the analysis team be subJect to restraillts from the White House,
or sho.uld these restraints be applied at a later point in the
analysiS'l
If the analysis team, in addition to its responsibility for assessing major problems and opportunities in science and technology,
must also implement ~ternational.science agreements, respond to
req"!l~ fr?m the White House for analyses of urgent scientific/
political crises, and attend to the health of the national science and
!echno~ogy. s;rstem, -vyill it necessarily have to limit its scope to
Issues ill criSIS? Can It do any orderly planning to avert crises~
(80)

Democratic Oontrol of Technical Advice
The American Association for the Advancement of Science analysis
of the President's science advisory mec~anism concludes ~hat the role
of technical experts ought to be subordilla~ to demo~r!l-tlc co!lt~ol. .
Where are the points of entry for ~2r:press10n of poh~Ical opillic;m ill
the STPO structure? Or is the opilllOn of the ~res1de~t.'s Science
Adviser supposed to be apolitical and value-free, With pohtlcal values
injected at a later point~
A Stable Ohawnel From Science Policy Studies to DeciaWnmalcers
The importance of continuity in policy formul~tion and analysis is
repe~tedly str~d in the.litex:ature of .science pohcy. The. place ?f. the
President's SCience AdVISer ill the hierarchy of. executive opmi?nforming raises questions as to how a stable pattern ill the flow of pohcy
advice can be sustained.
Testimony in 1973 by the Secretary of th~ Treasury, and by the
principal OMB science official to the Committee may be somewhat
vitiated by the movement of these officials to other pursuits ~ortly
after giving their testimony. Ev~n if STP.O generat~ the highest
quality of studies and the President's SCience Adviser translates
them into the most' considered and incisive guidance, 'Yho will. be p:epared to make use of this guidance or read the supportillg studi~s with
understanding based on long familiarity with the issues they discuss 'l
Future Planrving vs. Ourrent Program M orvitoring
At what point in the evolution of a la!ge new ~chnologic!l-1 issu.e is
it imperative that the office of the President's SCience Adviser withdraw from the scene~
.
For example, in his testimony before the Senate Space Comm1t~e,
Dr. Stever referred to his responsibilities "i~ the energy area,': a.n? .m
particular to the "Office of Energy R&D Pohcy." Such responsibilities
cannot help ~ecoming operati~nal. They ~r~, accordi~gly, eno~mously
time consumillg. Because they illVolve deCISIOns affectillg ongomg programs, they command highest priority of attention. (Long-range pl!lnning is almost always put aside in favor of short-range operatillg
decisions, in an agency with both kinds of functions t«? perform.) .
Will not such priorities divert Dr. Ste!er'~ op~ratwn from sCience
and technology poFcy to progra~ momtorillg ill specific areas of
national effort, wh1le the equally Important but less urgent task of
science and technology planrung goes unattended~
Measuring Policy Effectweness
Against what criteria does the President's Science Adviser propose
to measure his own effectiveness and that of STPO ~
.
In enhancing the utility of scientific knowledge for pubhc purposes? In increasing the level of gove~nl!lental effort t?wa~d tpe fulfillment of priority programs~ In bmldillg necessary illstitutwns of
Government? In searchmg for incentives to motivate p~ivate efforts
and in applying such incentives~ In detecting and removmg obstacles
to technological progress~
An Annual R&D Policy Report
A number of witnesses and commentators have suggested the utility
oi a.n annual report on issues and policy actions at the level of the
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?resident's Science Advi~r. Pres'¥llably, such a report would resemblem scope that of the National Science Board. However, there would'
also be important differences: the Board's advice would come from
outside the executive establishment while the President's Science
Adviser is intimately within it. Would his report then tend to covermatters after the fact rather than proposals for future action~ What
functional purposes might such a report serve 9 Would it be fair tosay that such a report might:
Provide for a contmuity in the evolution of national science and'
technology policy 9
. Pro~de a lc;mgitudinal record of change in policy for Congres-Sional mspection t
~ert t~e Congress to emerging issues likely to involve legislative action t
Provide communication to the science and technology commup
nity nationwide about focal issues1 to invite the building of a
national consensus of informed opiruon ~
Maintaining the Quality of Science Policy Studies
. If STPO. and the President's Scie~ce Adviser are not e<J.Uipped with
hne authonty for the control of pohcy or even for reqmring reports:
or funding decisions, then their Impact on policy appears to depend
on the quality of their studies of maJOr policy issues. What ,procedures
have been es~ablished. to ensure that they achieve and mamtain this
level of quality~ Spemfically, what procedures have been established~
To insure selectivity of issues so that the limited resources of
STPO are reserved for issues of paramount national importance f
To communicate to agencies concerned with these paramount
issues the intention of STPO to take the issues under advisement t
To mobilize the best available personnel with expertise in these
issues to study them~
To assure that before policy studies and reports are issued they
are of the requisite quality and objectivity~
To assure that STPO also mamtains a continuity of expertise
in the areas for which it has assumed policy custody~
Balancing I 'fllilustrial R&D
If, as Dr. Stever has suggested, the "best check is the results," the
question arises as to whether this principle has relevance to the observed fact that different categories of industry in the United States
show wide differences in level of technological skill and achievement,
and in their use of the resources of science and technology.
Is it considered within the scope of STPO or the RANN program,
to ascertain and measure such differences, and devise corrective measures, incentives, and opportunities 1
Science and Technology or Science vs. Technology
Is a conflict developing between the community of science and the
community of technology1 At its inception, the National Science
Foundation was told to concentrate on the support of basic research.
Personnel in NSF were thoroughly indoctrinated in this policy. Subsequently, when the NSF charter was broadened to encompass applied
research and exploratory technology, a tendency might have been
expected for staff resistance to this expansion in scope. Similar con-

:flict might also be expected in the two communities. I~· thTh~atton
concerned with these related but different kinds of ac~IVIty.
IS c~m
flict if indeed it should exist, would come to the pomt of resolu~Ion
in the Office of the President's Science Adviser. A number of questiOns
arise in this context:
Is such a conflict evident or in prospect' .
h
How has the National Science Foundatio~ s~aff resolve~ t e
difference between science and technology m Its programmg!
Is it possible for the Science and ~echnology Polley Office .to
combine representatives from both smence and technology on 1ts
advisory panels~
.
Does the staff of STPO reflect the dual nature of the Smence
Adviser's scope of responsibility~
.
Recent industrial criticism of the tendency toward Irreleva~ce
to social problems of much university research, presumably ~
eluding that sponsored by NSF, suggests the need for so!'Ile mstitutional means for the closer couplmg of such resear~ with the
industrial user. Is such an institution in prosp~ct, and If no~ then
what means might be entertained for improvmg the functiOn. of
technology transfer fr~m .the basic science laboratory to applied
science and technology m mdustry ~
STPO Staff Orgooization
.
Should the STPO organization be established by categon~ of
social impact, scientific disciplines, ag~ncy miss~o~s, or som~ combmation of these~ In other words should It be a mmiature national goals
staff, National Science Foundation, a scientific OMB, or some combination of several or all of these~
STPO Operation
It is understood that pressure is being applied tc;> adm¥strators. of
Federal research laboratories to contract out an mcreasmg fractiOn
of their programs.
.
.
Ifas the issue of inhouse versus contracted resear?h rec~Iv~d analysiS
at the STPO level~ Will it~ How does STPO VIew th1s Issue now t
Does STPO propose to conduct its own analyses entirely inhouse, or
will it resort to contract studies as the basis for policy determinations t
Regulatory .Agencies
How can the Science Advi~or.establish rappory with the regulatory
agencies whose work has a Sigmficant technologtcal content~
The substantive aspect of regulation requires scientific!l'lly-developed standards and criteri.a. ~hould the Offi?S of the. P~es1dent have
the obligation to assure scientific excell~nce m estabhshmg these~ Is
there also an obligat~on ~o asses~ the soCial consequences of regulatory
decisions based on smentific findings~
.Ad Hoc vs. Oontilnuing Science .Adtviaory Panels
The asserted preference o~ the Pr~sident's ~cience -:\d':iser for ad
hoc advisory panels over advisory Ullit~ posses.smg conti!!mty seem~ t;o
carry the implication that the emphasis of his offi~ '!Ill be on cn~Is
management rather than on development of a cont~mty of expertise
to deal on a sustained basis with persistent, recurnng, and emergent
ISSUes.
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Does this preference for ad hoc panels indeed forfeit opportunities
for crisis avoidance~
Science Coordination and theNew F ederali8m
Has the Science Advisor established contact on policy planning,
programs, or information exchange, with science advisory organizations at the State Government level* How does STPO propose to respond to the President's concept of the "New Federalism"~
LimitatiOM of the A..dvi8ory Role of Teohnical Societies
. Adv~ce f.ro~ t~hnical and scientific societies can be very useful, but
It h~s If:s hmitatlOns. One of the main problems, of course, is lack of
cont?n~uty. Officers of such organizations tend to be replaced annually,
yet It IS the officers who tend to be called on to speak for the group.
. How does the Science Advisor propose to achieve .continuity of adVIce on changing trends from this source? Would it be useful to conduct as much as possible of the advisory relationship in writing, so as
to have a. record that succeeding officers could consult? Or would it be
worthwhile to encourage the formation of policy boards within the
te~hnical societies, servmg for longer periods than a year and perhaps
w~th members~ip serving staggered terms to achieve continuity~ A
third course might b~ to hmit the substance of such advisory activities
to ad hoc and transitory problems rather than continuing issues. A
fourth solution might be to select senior advisory panels without reference to the memoership of panelists in technical societies. Are these
suggestions valid~
Elevating the Federal Council
The Federal Science and Technology Committee of the Industrial
Resear~h Institute attaches importance to making the Federal Council
for Science and Technology a committee of Assistant Secretaries
rather than of lower level delegates.
'
However, this issue involves much more than the question of interagency control and direction. Detailed technicallmowledge and wide
acquamtan~e with personnel with relat~d expertise throughout government agencies are at one pole and semor level authority and breadth
of scope are at the other. As the civil servant rises in the hierarchy of
~xecutive authority, the first set of qualities diminish while the second
mcrease. Persons lower down in the hierachy provide continuity of
program and pla~ing, as well as technical expertise. Yet, the gap
~tween technologists at these levels and the Assistant Secretaries
high above them tends to be wider than that among Assistant Secretaries of qifferent DeJ?artments of the Government.
How might ~he Smence .Adviser close this gap, or preserve to the
Federal Counml the expertise that tends to be lost when coordination is
relegated to UJ?per levels! As a prac!ical matter, the intra-agency gap
bet~~n techmcal expertise and policy control tends to widen unless
positive steps are taken to close it. Relations between the technical
staff and the Assistant Secretary require a lot of attention. What
mean~ ar.e there to achieve both inter- and intra-agency policy
coordination'
Ea~ecutive-Legi8lative Science Policy Seminar
What would be the utility of a seminar series in which the membership of the Federal Council for Science and Technology met peri-

odically with the members of the Science and AStronautics Committee, or with a selected group of Members of Co~gress from a nu~ber
of committees, to explore m depth, one at a time, the most sahent
issues of mutual concern~
.
What ~J.lternative operational arrang~ents migh~ be tried to
couple these two institutions in a constructive cooperatiOn? How can
the two institutions be assured that they share a common data base
for policy decisionmaking W
Strengthening International Science Polic'!( in Governrru:~.Agenaies
To what extent and with what effect is It the responsibility of the
President's Science Adviser and STPO to work for the adequate staffing of science and technology policy units in other agencies of Government~

For examJ>le . the U.S.-U.S.S.R. science agreement appears to be
centered in STPO. Other international arrangements are managed out
of NSF by the Bureau of Science and Technology (SCI) of .t he Departme~t of St~te, .and J:>y the For:eign Office of the National Acade~y
of Sciences. This diffusiOn looks hke an awkward arrangement. Whi.le
an active role for the Science Adviser and STPO may be reasonab~e m
the evolutionary phase of. a n~w internati?nal agreement, the sustamed
implementation and momtormg of established agreements would seem
appropriately to be located elsewhere.
Should it be a responsibility of ~he Science Adviser to ensure that
recipients of such continuing operatiOns are adequately staffed, funded,
and supported~
The Federal Function: Military anuJ Space vs. Civil Programs
Is it necesarily true that as R&D priorities.shi~ from d~:fense and
space to civilian needs, .the ~n:pp,ort and coo~dmat10n functiOns of the
Federal Government will dimimsh ~ Has this bee:t;t ~he case, for example, with either the environmental or the energy criSIS~
Major Categories of Budget Allocation
The major problems of the United St9;tes today and i:t;t the early
:future appear to involve energy, the enVIron~ent, material~ supply
and conservation, food production and allocatiOn, and s~orl:J?.g up a
faltering economy. Yet, although the problems are multlplymg and
the opportunity to search :for solutions thrm;tgh. R&D W?uld see~ t? be
expanding, the ]evel of R&D investment IS, If anythmg~ declm~g.
What are the implications :for the leadership of the natiOnal sCientific effort if this assessment is correct~
For example defense and space were and continue to be inherently
Federal concer~s. But as Government attention shifts to problem areas
like the food/population balance, materials supply, housmg and urban
development and urban transportation, there is a tendency tow.ard a
lessened Federal role; traditiOnally these ~ave. ~en ~o.m~ermal or
municipal concerns. However, Federal fundmg IS ImpliCit m contemporary social programs. Should the scientific aspec.ts o~ su?h progra.ms
be left to local initiative, or is there a role :for scientific mterventlon
controlled at the presidential level~
.
Is not this a prime example of the need for a structured national
science policy ?
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Stafl}ng OMB For Science and Technoiogy Budgeting
.Given th~ somewha~ conflict~ motivations of the bud eta and
Sci~nce atdS?ry functions, would It not be desirable for the ~resiaent's
of~hncOMBVISerffto exert his ~nflu~nce to encourage the strengthening
sta ~o~petence rn. science and technology Y
e
A ful~er abpree1at10n by OMB of the potential contributions of sci~hce in. tee fnology to national welfare, economic development and
. e so vmg o pro?l~ms of materials, energy and environment ~i ht
mcreadseRthe selectivity ~nd ~ve~tual productivity of Governme~t-s~pporte &D. Should th1s prme1ple be emphasized to OMB'
Budget Cycle vs. R&D Time Cycle
'
The OM:S develops its scientific and other budget programs on an
~nnual basis. A great deal of our scientific research however needs to
el!/anned an~ progra~ed on a much longer time ~cale.
'
«;>es the Science Adviser take this difference into account~ Is it not
possible to formulate or tabulate s.cientifi.c research J?rograms over a
three-t~-five year ~uture on an outline basis-at least m a few selected
categones of defimtely needed national research~
The Role of R&D in Deci8ion-Makilng
A number of knowledgeable people in both Government and ind st~ are ~o~cerned. that major decisions will be made involvin ;atlonal mi~siOns without careful consideration of their scientifi; and
technological aspects.
For e~ample, a significant number of such decisions are sure to be
m~de with rega:r<;I to energy and materials during the next few years
W~l these dec~10ns be made primarily, or J?erhaps solei on th~
bas~s of economic factors? Or cost-benefit ratio? Will a cl;eful appraiSa~ or assessment o~ the sc.ientific an~ technological factors be
ta~en mto account and given their appropriate w~ight-wh11tev th t
wjfht may turn out to be 9
er a
. ow can the present organizational mechanism effecting Federal
sc~ence and t~chnology pro~ams be sure that the latter compone t
will be taken mto consideration 9
n
An'fiiiiDl Review of R&D Budget
'Ye are told that under current arrang:ements the Science Adviser
reVIews. the total Federal R&D budget either for or with the OMB
Is this correct~ If so, what are the exact mechanisms used¥ Wh
ta~ does the STPO play 1 How is the review integrated into the
u get process, and how. much ~ttention does OMB pay to it~
In case~ where a .con~Ict of VIew may arise, what weight is given
to the Science Advisers recommendations' Are they controlling'
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TENTATIVE FINDINGS
Much of the preceding material set out in Part 1 has been devoted
'"to identifying issues, problems, priorities and a host of SJ?ecific questions related to Federal policy, plans and organization for science
-and technology.
If, in the furtherance of this inquiry, the Committee succeeds in
.clanging or in resolving even a fraction of these, it will have madeit believes-a contribution.
Meanwhile, the Committee is projeeting several tentative finding&:perhaps observations would be a better word-with regard to certain
overriding matters facing it. These may be summarized as follows:

Lack of Certainty
After study of the results of the first phase of the Committee's inquiry, there IS a pervasive feeling of uncertainty in almost ever.y aspect of the policy' planning and organizational science situatipn.
For one thing, the Committee has little reason to believe that the Director of the National Science Foundation in his role as science adviser to the President has greater access to the President than did
his immediate predecessors. Secondly, the information which has
-thus far been made J>Ublic by the Science Adviser and by the Science
and Technology Policy Office, while suggesting internal progress, provides no clue as to the effectiveness of the current arrangement.
Thirdly, the Committee is unaware of any concrete policies, programs
or plans which have been formulated in a coherent way and promulgated as a guide to the conduct of general Federal support of science
and technology.
These comments are not intended in a critical vein. Since the present
arrangement did not become effective until July 1973, and since the
general political atmosphere has itself been. unsettled to an unusual
extent, undoubtedly more time is needed. On the other hand, it is very
desirable that such clouds of uncertainty be removed as soon as possible.
Basic Tenets in Question
·
The Committee may wish to call into question two beliefs which
'have tended to become "sacred cows" of the scientific community, at
least in the past 10 or 15 years.
One o£ these involves a question stated earlier: Just what is the relative importance of science and technologY as a concern bf the Federal
government~ Where does it really stand m the order of national priorities~ The background of this Committee would naturally tend to have
it ascribe a very high position for science and technology-but is such
a position genuinely deserved 1 Perhaps other more fundamental, more
humanistic less technical matters should replace science and technology on the list, or at least lower them. This is not to suggest that such
(37)
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is the case, but the Committee would like not merely a reaffirmation
but a well thought out re-examination of the original contention.
The second matter in question regards the "pluralistic system" of
Federal support for science and technology. Under this system, of
course, each mission agency normally undertakes by far the greater
share of the research which is involved in its mission; undertakes it
or oversees it. But how effective is this system in view of the following
conditions which presently dominate the national scene: {1) the increased operational budgetary demands of every agency, {2) inflation,
(3) the higher competition for that part of the total Federal budget
which is not committed-and note that whereas in 1967 about 42% of
the Federal budget was in the so-called "controlled" (or uncommitted)
category, in 1974 only about 25% of the bud~et is in that category, (4)
the "Mansfield ~drome", which has been diScussed earlier and which
has tended to discourage mission agencies from supporting basic research, ( 5) the modern tendency to look for the "quick fix" in tackling
multidisciplinary social problems for which science and technology
can be utilized as an important tool, and ( 6) the increasing complexity
of problems (such as the energy shortage) which cross traditional
organizational boundaries~
This final point once again brings to mind the need to reach and keep
an appropriate balance between basic and applied research. This is a
matter to which the Committee addressed itself in forceful terms as it
considered this year's budget of the National Science Foundation. 1
Quality of Advice
A correlary of _the questions directed to the "pluralistic system" is
the. further questiOn: How good is the quality of scientific advice on
which a great deal of the value of the system de~;>ends ~ This matter is
broached largely because of the dichotomy which exists concerning
the ea:ect of the Federal Advisory Committee Act enacted by the Congres~ m Septem!Jer 1972. 2 lp general this Act requires that the/roceedmgs of advisory committees shall be open to the public an the
record of such meetings available for public scrutiny. Without attempting to make any judgments regarding the value or effectiveness
of the ~ct, the. Committee nonetheless does take notice of continuing
com;plamts whiCh allege that the Act is reducing the effectiveness of
adVIsory bodies as wep as the willin~ness of many .competent persons
to serve on them. It IS a matter whiCh the Committee would like to
h~ar discl?-ssed, partic_ularly by those persons who have had experience
with adVIsory committees both before the Act went into effect and
since then.
The entire question also would appear to have sharp applicability
for the "ad hoc" advisory' system. described by Dr. Baker during the
first phase of the Committee hearmgs. Accordmg to Dr. Baker's testimony, a method of putting together temporary scientific or technolo~ical ~dv~sory groups, based on immediate need, would be followed
widely m lieu of the more structured system which existed when the
Office of Science and Technology was in existence. The questions raised
her~, however, would seem to have significant meaning for the ad hoc
d•Ice as well.
• House Rept, 93-995, p. 126.
1

P.L. 92-463 ; 86 Stat. 110.
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The Evaluation and Ooordirw,tion Fwnction
The Committee inclines toward the belief that, in the conduct of the
Federal R&D efiort, some effective evaluating and coordinatin~ force
is necessary. It does not con~true this belief in any way as being m conflict with the "pluralistic" theory, insofar as that theory has acceptance. The Committee does not feel that the two are mutually exclusive. But it does need to know whether such an evaluative force currently exists. If so, who is exercising it and how~
.
Wheh the N atiorial Science Foundation was first formed It had,
among other things, the task of developing policy with regard to
basic research as well as that of evaluating scientific research :programs
undertaken by other Federal agencies. 8 In 1962 these functiOns were
transferred to the Office of Science and Technology which was created
under Reorganization Plan No. 2.in Mar~h of that _year. In Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973 President NIxon abolished the Office of
Science and Technology and, after noting that NSF had originally
been responsible for "evaluation of the government's scientific research
programs and development of basic science policy," transferred "to
the Director of the National Science Foundation all functions presently vested in the Office of Science and Technology."
While there is some difference of opinion on the point, the evaluation and coordination function, if it exists at all, would appear to lie
with the Director of the Foundation-not with NSF itself or with the
Science and Technology Policy Office. The .question is, since neither
NSF in its early days nor OST during its existence succeeded in
implementin~ these functions to a si~cant degree, what is the probability of their being implemented e:tYectively now~
Org(Jifl,izational Structwre
Since science and technology became a major factor in government
operations, a number of organizational systems have been tried or
suggested. These include the following:
(1) The Office of Scientific Resear~h and ~evelopment-Under t~e
Direction of Dr. Vannevar Bush, this Office maugurated and coordinated research efforts needed to further the cause of World War II.
The Office was an operational one and is widely conceded to have been
successful in its mission.
(2) ·NSF's original dual role-This was the system previously described when NSF was charged not only with the support of basic
science and education but in the development of policy and evaluation
of Federal research in general.
(3) Special Assistant to the President for Science-This was the
role of the original Science Adviser who functioned purely within
the Executive Office of the President. That role was held by 3 advisers,
James Killian, George Kistiakowsky and Jerome Wiesner. The system
operated almost exclusively within the confines of the Executive Office
and had no liaison with the Congress or the ;public.
. ( 4) A Department of Science-About ~his time or s~ortly after the
Idea of a cabinet level Department of Science was seriously broached,
discussed and debated by several congressional committees. But it
never picked up significant support.
1

P.L, 81-507, Sec. 3(a) (1) and (6l.
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( 5) The Office of Science and Technology-This type of advisory
organization combined the President's Science Adviser with a further
duty, which was primarily to be responsive both to the Con~ess and
to the public. Otherwise, the function of the Science Adviser, m collaboration with the President's Science Advisory Committee and as
Chairman of the Federal Council for Scien.ce and Technology, did not
differ greatly from the way it had developed during the Eisenhower
Administration.
(6) A Council of Science Advisers-Such a system has been advocated off and on for a number of years. The idea would be to establish
a council of advisers in the same mode and using about the same operational ~ques as are used by t~e Council of Economic Advisers.
(7) NIRAS-The National Institutes for Research and Advanced
Study was suggested by the Science, Res~arch and Development Sub<'ommittee of this Committee in its 1970 report. While based somewhat on the National Institutes of Health model; the NIRAS concept
encomfassed a good deal more. It would have combined the function o science policy recommendation with major national research
activities plus cross-fertilization with a number of advanced study
institutes.
(8) NSF's present dual role-in which the Director of the Foundation serves not only as head of an operating agency but also as the
science adviser to the President, plus acting as chairman of the Federal Council on Science and Technology.
A variety of other types of science and technology organizations
have been suggested from time to time, including present legislation
sponsored by Senator Magnuson which would provide for a Science
and Technology Resources Council, among other things. However,
those listed appear to have achieved the most attention to this point.
The Committee would very much like to hear more on the matter in
two principal ways:
(a) A convincing rationale for the establishment of one of the
foregoing types of organizations, or for a combination of several
of them; or
(b) Completely fresh suggestions with regard to science policy
organization.z or at least concerning those which have not heretofore surfacea. in the Congress.
A FO'I"''TUil SrMnce Policy?
Finally, the Committee would like to explore in detail the question
of whether the nation needs a formalized, structured kind of science
policy-or whether an unstated, fluid policy which shifts and alters
with the times is satisfactory.
If we assume that a formalized science policy is desirable, then
,..,.e are faced with the question of whether or not 1t should be formalized by statute. If so, this presents a still further subset of questions,
most of which break down into one of two categories: (a) should the
statutory declaration be unrelated to any organizational factor or
other ancillary pur~ of the legislation; or (b) should the statutory formula involved be a part of some major piece of legislation which does look to the creation of a new or revamped sc1ence
organization W
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BACKGROUND
Following the Committee's hearings on Federal Policy, Plans and
Organization for Science and Technology held during July 1973,
Chairman Teague and the Committee determined to request outside
comments, observations and critiques of the record as it had been
presented~ the. Committee at that time. In order to o~ta~ a broad
series of v1ewpomts, three separate and unrelated orgamzatlons were
contacted and requests made for their assistance.
The three divergent groups selected were the following:
1. The Committee on Science and Public Policy of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. A request was made of
this group for a number of reasons. One, it had only recently been
established and might reasonably be expected to :provide a fresh viewJ>Oint. Second, the AAAS is the largest single sc1ence organization in
the United States and one with which this Committee has had only
cursory contact. Third, a report from this group could be expected
to reflect, certainly in many ways, the sentiments of a sizable portion
of the academic community.
2. The Federal Science and Technology Committee of the Industrial
Research Institute. The IRI is a professional society whose membership includes approximately 250 of the nation's largest industrial companies and virtually all those which are heavily engaged in research.
It therefore appeared to be a uniquely well qualified group from which
to seek the observations and views of the American research industry.
The Federal Science and Technology Committee has been in existence
for some time and has had frequent informal contacts with this Committee. However, this is the first time that the House Committee has
requested a formal report from the IRI.
3. The Science Policy Research Division of the Congressional Re- ·
search Service is the third organization from which the Committee
sought assistance to identify problems and issues raised during the
first phase of its inquiry.The Division has worked closely with this
Committee since its inception and has provided invaluable inputs on a
regular ba~is. The survey which it has done has particular value
since the CRS is well acquainted with the entire Federal scene, both
Executive and Legislative.
It should be emphasized here, as the letters of transmittal in these
reports make clear, that the reports themselves should not be construed as representing positions of the parent organizations in any
way. They do represent a consensus of the individuals selected by the
organizations to respond to the Committee's request.
(43)

THE UNIVERSITY oF TExAs AT AusTIN,
LYNDON B. JoHNSON ScHooL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS,
AU8tin, Tecc., May~' 197J,.
Con~an OLIN E. TEAGUE,
Oha~rmatn, Committee on Science and Astronautics, U.S. H OU8e of
Representati'Ves, Washington, D .0.
DEAR CoNGRESSMAN TEAGUE: I am pleased to submit a memorandum
prepared for the House Committee on Science and Astronautics. The
memorandum is in response to your letter of November 30, 19'73 to
Raymond Bower, Chairman, AAAS Committee on Science and Public
Policy. The AAAS Committee appointed a small subcommittee which
pr~ared the report.
We hope that the report will be of use to you. If additional information is needed please let us know.
Sincerely yours,
JURGEN ScHHANDT,
Professor of Public Affairs.
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INTRODUCTION
This memorandum is submitted in response to Chairman Teague's
letter of November 30, 1973, r~uestin~ the assistance of the AAAS
Committee on Science and Pubhc Polley 1 in preparing for the 1974
hearings of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics on Federal Policy, Plans, and Organization for Science and Technology. Our
task was defined as "a review, evaluation and such critique as you
might care to make" of the July 19'73 hearings held by the House Committee. In discussions with the Committee staff it was -pointed out that
to be most useful, our report should focus on substantive policy needs
rather than on the recent history of reorganization and that specific
issues should be identified for exploration during the next round of
science policy hearings.
Although we readily accepted the invitation out of our desire to provide whatever help we could, we were apprehensive about the fact
that our committee is in its first year and has hardly been able to
develop the organization and support normally required for advising
on p~blic policy issues. "\Ye .ask1 therefo!8, that the House Committee
keep m mmd the severe lumtatlons of time, ·resources, and manpower
under which this document was prepared.
To draft this memorandum the following subcommittee was established:
Marian Blissett, The University of Texas at Austin.
Sanford A. Lakoff, University of Toronto.
Mack Lipkin, Jr., Strong Memorial Hospital, Rochester, N.Y.
John M. Logsdon, George Washington University.
T. Dixon Long, Case Western Reserve University.
Jurgen Schmandt, The University of Texas at Austin, Chairman.
Richard Scribner, American Association for the Advancement
of Science.
Christo_p!J.er Wright, The Rockefeller Foundation.
David Walrath, The University of Texas at Austin, served as
staff assistant to the subcommittee.
The full AAAS Committee, as well as several other individuals,
reviewed early drafts of the memorandum, and their comments are
reflected in the present text. Nevertheless, the content and the opinions
expressed here are the responsibility of the subcommittee, and the
memorandum should not be regarded as an official statement by
theAAAS.
~approaching our task we decided against a sequential :{>oint-bypomt or witness-by-witness critique of the July 19'73 hearmgs, but
~portant issues identified on that occasion were examined and placed
m the context of changing policy objectives. In addition, an effort was
made to uncover some omissions or doubtful assumptions (as we saw
1

For a list ot committee members see the appendix.
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them) in last year's hearings and to suggest an issue-oriented framew<;~rk for evaluating the new organizational arrangements for federal
SCience and technology policies. Our report is based on the expectation
that the forthcoming hearin~ 'Yill ~iscuss new policy needs and relate
these ~ the prospects and limitatiOns of the recently rebuilt policy
mechamsms.
Our comments are presented in five sections:
I. TJ:e Context of Science and Technology Policies in the
Seventies.
IT. The Need for Diversified Strategies for Science and
Technology.
Ill. Institutions needed to Link Research and Devel~pment
to Public Policy.
IV. Central Science Policy Responsibilities.
y. .A W o~d on Congre~ional Responsibility.
. SectiOn I provides an overview and defines major policy needs. Secbon~ II t?rough :rY spell out in gre~~:ter deta}l wh~t those policy needs
~ntail, prrmanly I~ te~ms of substantive consideratiOns and secondarily
m te~ms of or.ga_n~zatwnal matters. Section V comments on some Congressw~al ll;Ctivitles closely related .to the policy developments discuss~d m this memo~and~m. Ali sectiOns share a common format : discussion of substantive Issues IS followed by a group of questions
suggested for consideration during the hearings.

SUMMARY
This report is to assist the House Committee on Science and .Astronautics inJ?reparing hearings on Federal Policy, Plans, anq Organization for Science and Technology.
Section! identifies changes vn science policy tasks characteristic of
the seventus.
The expC'rience o.f no-growth research and development (R&D)
~udgets, to.!!-'c!l~er With .a l~rger number o~ ~ederal agencies engaging
m R&D act1nhes, reqmre Improved capabilities to determine the need
for and the use of R&D investments for specific policy objectives. While
changing national priorities lead to changing R&D investments, support for ,the long_-term hea!th of science must be guaranteed. The government s operatmg agencies need to develop closer ties between R&D
operations and policy planning. Different science policy strategies need
to be spelled out to meet the variety of policy goals. State and local
government:s. ~eed help jn developing P?licy pl9:nning and management c~tpabilities-a task broader than smence policy assistance as perc.eived in the past. New political vision and commitment are reqUired
to find solutions to problems which demand action by more than one
nation. T~e r?l~ ~f ~Dis large, at least potentially, but dependent on
new pohtiCal Initiatives.
Section II develops the concept of secto-rial policies for science and
technology and draws the organizational implications of that
appoach.
Specific strategies for linking knowledge and action in major policy areas need to be developed. The following areas might lend themselves to such an effort: national security, foreign policy, economic
development, infrastructure development (encompassing energy
transportation, and communications), physical environment and nat~
ural resources, social programs and human resources, advancement
o~ science and technology. .A format is suggested for systematic reVIew by Congress of sectorial science policies.
Section III examines the institutional requirements for using science and technology in the pursuit of social objectives.
The public sector needs new institutions and cooperative arrangements to perform policy-oriented research for different levels of
gov~rnmen~. Work und~rta~en by these institutions should include experimentatiOn and testmg m real world environments. Much can be
learned f~om ~~stitutional in_novations which accompanied break~hr~ug~s m m1htary and agricultural R&D, but direct transfers of
mstitutwnal ~rangements from one policy objective to another will
not ~ork. It IS suggested that th~ Congress provide a forum for discussion_ of alternative institutional approaches:
Sect'W'!" IV describes the potential role of the Science and Technology Polwy Office (STPO) in advancing new science policy goal8.
(~1)
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The office could become a center for analysis of R&D policy options
and the science policy implications of J?Ublic policy developments. It
could develop a long-term study capability which would supplement
the shorter trme frame of OMB. Creation of an advisory group to the
science adviser and the STPO is recommended. Several unresolved
!ssues resulting from last year's reorganization are discussed. These
mclude th~ .double rol': ?~ scie~ce advis~r and agen!ly head, the split
between nuhtary and CIVlha.n science pohcy, and the mcreased distance
of the science adviser from the President.
Section V duCWJses briefly the H O'U88 Science and Aatronautia
Oo:mmittee'! enlarged ~ate which follows from the traMfer of the
sczence advUJO'I"JJ fwnction from the White House w the NatUm.at ScienceFO'!Mldation.

I. THE CONTEXT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
POLICIES IN THE SEVENTIES
Science policy 1 in the mid-seventies operates in an environment significantly different from that of the fifties and sixties, and some of the
differences must be mentioned to prepare for our discussion of national science policy goals and approaches in years to come.
Declining Budgets Mean Harder OMices
No-growth R&D budgets cause all-important differences. For the
better part of a decade Federal spending for science and technology
has hovered around the $17 billion mark. While the proposed budget
for 1975 comes close to the $20 billion mark, this increase is barely
enough to make up for inflation losses suffered over the years, and
must be characterized as a no-growth adjustment. The impact of nogrowth R&D funding on the quality and vitality of American science
and technology let alone the long-term consequences for the wel1-b~g
of society cannot ;y:et be full:y assessed. Many years may pass b~fore
shortages in scientific and engineering manpower or inadequate .lmowledge in new areas of national concern became apparent.
Allocation decisions have become tougher and can be expeet.ed to
stay tough in the foreseeable future. Th.e overall limitation of R&D
funds came hand in hand with a diversification of national R&D olr.
jectives. An increasingly large number of Federal agencies are competing for a share of R&D funds and a variety of social policy programs
now have significant R&D components. As a result, spending for civilian R&D increased from 20 percent of the total in 1964 to 35 percent
in 1975. Spending for military R&D continued to rise, though more
slowly than in the past, reaching the $10 billion mark in 1975. Significant budget reductions occurred in the space program with spending declining from $4.6 billion in 1966 to $2.3 billion 1975. While
total Federal spending for R&D has remained at nearly the same level
since the late sixties, the uses made of this budget category have
changed significantly. A more even division of funds between milita.ry
and civilian programs resulted, but no magic formula exists which
would define the ideal split between the two categories.
These budgetary developments place several demands on policymakers. Competent planning and evaluation capabilities on the part
of each agency are required to determine the agency's need for and
use of R&D investments in achieving its policy objectives. On the
part of OMB, the need is more imperative than ever to choose intelligently amon~ competing claims and, in making those choices, to avoid
substituting Its judgment on goals, policies, and programs for that
of the President or of the Congress STPO as the government's prin1 We shall ahorten the term "sclenee and teehnology polley" to "sclence pollcy" !rom
here on, but It should be clearly underatood that tbl8 Is not meant to give leA lm·
portance to technol017 aa opposed to aclence.
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cipal science policy resource needs to assi~t OMB in _this task. In
addition to advising directly on R&D allocatiOns for specific programs,
STPO must provide OMB with information concerning the long-term
effects of cuts or increases in R&D funding in specific programs and
areas. Science allocations are easy to cut down in times of tight
budgets. STPO must be resourceful in pointing out the long-term
dangers of such a policy for the health of American science. The
Congress, for its part, must perform its program review and budget
allocation functions with three objectives in mind: (1) to allocate
R&D funds more consistent with a careful and deliberate judgment
of national priorities; (2) to ensure that the scientific and technical
capabilities of the nation are uniformally strong enough to meet new
needs as they arise; and (3) to assure the inherent health of science
and technology as basic national resources. These objectives are difficult to translate into concrete Congressional action, partly because
Congress does not review the budget as a unitary body and partly
because short-term and long-term needs have to be carefuily oalanced.
The Bolling Committee's recommendations for improving the Congressional budgetary process will provide an opportunity for better
linking of R&D expenditures with national poliCies. The House Committee on Science and Astronautics can help in coping with this task.
Questions for conaideration during the hearings:
Group #1:
(a) What has been the experience in allocating a no-growth
R&D budget among changing claims'!
(b) Have long-term conce7"1UJ, such as support of basic research
and graduate training, suffered unduly'!
(o) How can the STPO strengthen its contribution to preparation of the President's proposed budget?
(d) How can Congress help in achieving a balance between re&p07L8iveness to new needs and ensuring adequate funding
for long-term task& f
(e) How can the House Committee on Science and Astronautics
serve the proposed joint budgetary committee of the H ouae
and. Senate1
Science Policy Must Be Considered as Part of Puhlic Policy Deciaiona.
A second factor accounting for changes in science policy is related
to changing attitudes toward science and technology. For some time
it seemed that an anti-scientific stance might spread widely, and
although this has not materialized, some less dramatic changes have
occurred that must be taken into account. Exalted visions of science
and technology as universal problem solvers of last resort and prime
movers toward the "Great Society" have been abandoned. Few would
still see science and technology as means for eliminating partisan
politics and political controversy. Many public issues have important
scientific and technical components, but the dangers and linntations
of shaping policies according to experts, however well qualified, and
individuals not accountable to democratic control, have been recognized. The proper predominance of political cOnsiderations in the
establishment of social goals has been reasserted. New national priori-

ties, such as energy and environmental protection, need strong ~c~e~ce
programs, and it will be importa~t to develop new ways. for mobilizmg
the country's scientific and technical resou~ces f?r meetmg th~se goals.
Again a number of policy needs can be Identified. The pohcymaker
must ha~e a better understanding of how science and technology fit
into the policy process, where they need to be enc~uraged1 an~ where
discouraged as the publ.ic inte~est demands cautiOn. SCientists ~nd
engineers must operate mcreasm~ly as .Part of team~ encompa~s~ng
knowledge. and e~pe.rience of va~wus km~s. Economic and P<;>htl~al
considerations will mfluence their work m many stages. SCientific
advice tf> the government must be organized so that scientifi.c and te~h
nical considerations are explicitly related to other factors mfluencmgo
public policy decisions. Science policy, in other words, needs to be
inteurated into general policy planning and program evaluation.
Q~stiona for consideration during the hearings:
Group#~:

(a) Should science policy considerations be integrated into the
deciaion-molcing process in much the same way that economic, financial, and social factors aref
.
.
.
(b) To the extent one opts for a strategy stress~ng ~ntegratwn,
how should the science policy function be organized in
agencies and departments'!
(c) lVhat special problema arise due to the risk and uncertainty
which are characteristic of science?
(d) Is there a need to supplement agency efforts in linking science
to policy goals with attention to the ?Verall cohere11;0~ ~I the
nation's R&D capacity? Should thu be a respona~bzlzty of
STPO for the government and of the House Co'!lllirbittee on
Science and AstronatUtics for the Congress?

Different Science Policy Strategies are Needed to ·!Jfeet the Variety of
Policy Goals
The widening ra~ge ~f policy ~reas .to wh~ch science and technolo~
contribute today highhO'hts a th1rd drmenswn of. change. The earlier
preoccupation with defense- and space-related ISS~es has not completely disappeared: half the Federal R&D budget IS spent for these
purposes. But the percentage was higher in t?e past. 4- wide range of
policy areas now have ~&D components designed t<? Improve un~er
standinO" of that area's Issues and to develop techmques for solvmg
its problems. This is true, for e:cample,_in energy, envm?nmental protection, resource development, mter~atwnal ~ra~e, pubhc health, and
a variety of so.cial programs. The sCience pohcy mput that could help
in dealinu with policv issues in these and other areas often does not
require ~assive investment in either dollars or brain power t? develop
new technological systems. Instea.d, ~nowledge and e~p~ri~nce are
required that can tie together contnbut10ns from many disCI:plmes a!ld
professions, including those concerned with human behavior, social
organization, economics, ~nd the law. Moreover, much of the knowledge required already exists, but needs to be brought together and
addressed to the problems at hand.
36-11>4-74---5
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:sulting from man's activities, the limited availability o:f natural resources, shortages in supplies of food and fertilizer, population control and public health provisions illustrate the range of problems
which increase daily in urgency and which can be addressed only on
an international scale. Many of these problems are directly' related to
science and technology, in their origins or their solutions or both.
Increased international cooperation is a logical answer to these challenges. In the opinion of some experts, nothing short of arrangements for "global management" are required. But little progress in this
direction is made or can be expected through the use of existing international mechanisms: The trend is rather in the opposite direction
of less international cooperation. To overcome disenchantment with
present international arrangements and to moun,t projects adequate
to the need, new political commitments must be made that will go
beyond the technical considerations now determining scientific and
technological cooperation among nations. New and more effective approaches to international cooperation generally-bilateral as well as
multinational-need to be developed. Many projects will continue to
be. con.cerned ":ith. scientific and technical. matters. But t~e start~~
pomt 1s a rethmkmg and reform of relatwns among natwns wh1ch
are increasingly interdependent, exerting an impact on each other
through their industry and growth. While major action, in all probability, may have to wait until a worldwide crisis has reached the red
alert stage, the United States would be well advised to prepare for
such a condition. Plans and institutions for a truly international sci~
ence policy should pe designed and readied for action.
Questions for consideration during the hearings:
Growp :Ji:/5: ·
(a) What ha;s been the ewperience with bilateral or multinational
cooperative projects in science and technology 'I
(b) What new approaches are required to deal with worldwide
problems such as man-made cluunges iJn the enviromnent or
shortages of natural resources?
(c) What should be the respective roles of STPO, the Department of State, and other Federal agencies in developing a
new strategy for science and technology in international
affairs?

* * *

The preceding overview of trends, developments, and goals for the
Nation's science poli<?_y identified some of the issues that are discussed
in !P'eater detail in Sections II through V. The list of policy issues,
obviously, was far from exhaustive. Those goals that were mentioned
contained items for an agenda for action, but clearly there can be
other action agendas. The hearings will serve an important function
if they present and expore a variety of plans for action.
The su~gestions in this report revolve around a central point: the
time is 'l"/,pe for a more deliberate and diversified search for ways of
putting science and technology to work in a large number of policy
areas. This requires a view of science policy not as a single policy tool
for reach~g. social g?als, n?t as an integral part of policy planning
and analysis mall maJor pohcy areas.

II. THE NEED FOR DIVERSIFIED STRATEGIES .FOR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Assumptions about Science Policy and their Organizational Implications
Science Policy during the fifties and sixties was organized in response to at least three major assumptions : ( 1) that science and technology were integral components of many policy issues and therefore
were the legitimate business of several departments and agencies of the
aovernment; (2) that science and technology figured importantly in
Presidential decisions, and that therefore a scientific advisory body of
the highest quality and objectivity was needed to serve directly the
head of state and his principal policy planners; ( 3) that the foundations of the scientific enterprise-fundamental research and science
education-needed sustained Federal support, and that therefore specialized institutions, such as NIH and NSF, had to be developed to
provide that support.
The hearings held in 1973 explored some of the results that can be
expected from the President's decision to abolish the Office of Science
and Technology as part of the Executive Office of the President and to
transfer most of the civilian but none of the national security-related
responsibilities of the President's Science Adviser to the Director
of the National Science Foundation. Little purpose will be served by
additional comments on the advantages or disadvantages of the new
arrangements compared with the old system. The forthcoming hearings, however, will provide an op:portunity to assess to what extent
the three basic assumptions underlymg the nation's science policy organization are still valid and to what extent changes are appropnate. In
this context it will be useful to ask how these assumptions have been
affected by last year's changes in the White House science policy
structure.
Beyond this, we recommend that the hearings foau'8 on the entire
range of institutions ifnvolved in the discharge of science policy responsibilities, includVn.g tho~e ?f F'_ede;al ag_encies as well as state and
local government.'!, acatf,em~c znstztutwns, ~Industry, ar:<I other R&D
centers. A broad exammatwn along functiOnal hnes IS necessary to
assess the division of responsibilities in science policy matters best
carried by differ~nt .Parts of the F~~e~al governmen~ ~~ ~ell as state
and private institutiOns.. S~ch a d1v1~Ion of respons1bl~It1es has long
existed to be sure. But 1t 1s undergomg changes both m response to
the kind of policy changes identified in Section I and to the rearrangements instituted by Reorganization Plan No. 1.
Questions for consideration during the hearings:
Group #6:
In the p<Mt Federal science poUcy was structured around three
organizatw:aaz objectives: a basically decentralized approach to
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federal R&D activities; the provision of direct science policy advice to the President; and the availability of support for basic
science and graduate training from science-oriented agencies.
(a) Are these goals still valid?
b) What change{], if any, are required?
c What new principles, if any, need to be added?
If the above goals are still valid, how have they been affected
by last year's science policy reorganization?

1~)

Diversity in Agency Uses of Science and Technology
One would expect that a decentralized approach under which major
R&D programs are administered as part of individual agency responsibilities would find as much general support today as it did in the
vast. Even vast calls for centralization in science policy, perhaps in
the form of a Federal department of science and technology, seldom
aimed at combining under one roof the administration of all or most
government financed R&D programs. But have the promises of diversification in fact been realized? Might it be that although decentrahzation was acclaimed as an organizational principle for the government's R&D approach, the administering agencies have not yet
developed specific and detailed connections between their policy missions and their R&D programs?
In the first place, one would like to know whether and in what detail
those departments and agencies with major R&D responsibilities
have defined and developed their science and technology objectives
and methods in terms specific to each agency. The number of agencies
involved has grown considerably over the years and now includes at
least the . following: The Atomic Energy Commission; Agriculture;
Commerce; The Environmental Protection Agency; Defense; Health,
Education and Welfare; Housing and Urban Development; Interior;
National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National Science
Foundation; Transportation; Labor; and Justice.
Science Policy and Regulatory Agencies
In addition, agencies not administering a substantial R&D budget
also have important science policy responsibilities. Decisions made, for
example, by the regulatory commissions of the Fed~ral government
often have a direct impact on R&D efforts and directions. It is
possible, as was pointed out during Phase One of the hearings, that
re~latory legislation _designed. for certain so~ial objectives, such as
environmental protection, can Impose constramts and create uncertainty that curtail important R&D work, such as energy-related
research. In some instances society may opt to accept this consequence
but it should do so knowingly and deliberately. It has not always don~
so. "'\Yas enough known~ for ex~mple, about. the effects of gas price reg"!llatwn by t~e F~C on 1mprovmg exp!oratl_on technologies or developmg coal gasificatiOn? Were the relatiOnships questioned at -all? Did
the~ ~me. to the 3;ttention of those responsible for formulating the
~atlo~ s SCience pohcy? Or, a~~ second example, were the FCC restrictions 1mposed on cable televisiOn ever assessed with respect to their
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im act on the growth of competing communicat~on technolog~e~? T~e
okt is vital: all policy decisions must be exammed as to their lmpli~ations for science po?icy. This is first of all a task for the agency
involved, but it is also a task for the STPO and the Office .of Technology Assessment (OTA). T~ese _offi~es should become !Lctlve when
a ency research ignores these Imphcatwns, or when the mvolvement
of several agencies necessitates a more broadly based study.

Social R&D
.
. .
Agency activities aimed at social exp~ri~entation. or den'l.on~tratwn
and auency evaluations of different soc1al mterventwn strategies represent"' another group of projects not normally th~ught of as ~D
programs. Income maintenance, vouchers for housmg or educatwn,
and preventive health care plans are examples ~f recent Federally
initiated demonstration projects. The numbe~ and Importance of these
activities will increase in the future as agenmes such.as HEW, ~abor,
and Justice attempt to develop R&D approaches smted to their P.articular orientations. It has been estimated that at the present t1me
approximately $3 billion is spent annually for these purpose~-an
amount which should be part of the Federal ~~ budget \n~t IS not
currently included in it because of narrow statistical d~fimti. .'lls developed in the past. While this in itsel~ 'Yarr~~ts corr~cti~n, the more
important point concerns agency .Pohmes: Innova.ti_on should be
viewed as a policy tool eiicompassmg not ~nly traditiOnal R&J? but
demonstration and evaluation activities as well: ~~e l?ng-estabhshed
DOD pra.ctice ?f subdividing it~ innova~ive actiVIties m research,_ development, testmg, and evaluatiOn provides a useful.model. ~ethmk
ing along these lines will help to remove ~I? fro:r:n ~ts o.ften Isolated
status w1thin agencies, to break down artifiCial distmctiOns bet":"een
"hard" and "soft" R&D, and to make departmental R&D functwns
more a part of the policy planning process..
. .
.
Broadly viewed, some form of research IS ongmated 3;nd used m the
efficient operation of all Federal departments a~d agenc1~s. Thus, they
all play a :ole in s~apin~the govern~ent's sc1enc~ policy, and they
need to' be mvolved m th1s task more directly than m the past.
R&D Strategies for Broad Policy Areas
.
.
An additional argument for agencies to strengthen the relatiOnship
between R&D and policy can b_e made in view of pla~ fo~ go':ernment
reorganization. With a trend toward agency orgamza.twn m broad
policy clusters-such as defense, natural resources, environment, a~d
human resources-the definition of mission-specific R&D strategies
becomes an even more urgent and meaningful task. Goals, needs, resources, programs, and !mple~entation arrange~en.ts need to be defined in terms of the pohcy environment characteristic of each agency.
In the past major aO'encies with intensive R&D programs, such as
DOD, AEC and NAS_A,_ greatly influenced R&D thinking in other
policy areas. But the hnuts of procedural transfers have become apparent. Each agency can learn from the other agencies, but this does
not absolve it from the obligation to search for arrangements and ways
to put knowledge to work specifi~ally su.ited to its special n~eds a~d
conditions. Differences among pohcy environments and constituenCies
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are great, and no single model for operating R&D programs can be
expected to work across the board.
Improved planning of its R&D objectives and approaches should
become an integral part of an agency's policy plannmg process. R&D
should be viewed in conjunction with other policy tools, such as subsidies, taxation, or regulation. In many cases1 similar results can be
reached through different approaches, and 1t will be desirable to
achieve at least some degree of comparability among the various alternatives. In other instances, one government activity may counteract
another, unless both are seen in the context of the same policy problem.
In agricultural policy, for example, it has long been recogmzed that
direct subsidies sometimes achieve a goal precisely opposite from that
sought by government financed agricultural R&D. The former aims
at decreased production, the latter at increased yield.
It would be desirable, therefore, to examine the different ways
Federal deJ?artments and agencies relate their R&D programs to the
policy missiOns for which they are responsible, and to ask: How are
results of R&D programs brought to bear on the policy planning and
evaluation process' At what level in the agency does this effort toward integration and feedback take place~ What results are achieved~
What plans exist for improvements f
A Suggested F01"1nat for Examining Agency Science Policies
The type of questions raised here might be most effectively explored
at the hearings if the head of agency R&D operations and the head of
agency planning and evaluation were both asked to testify. Since the
number of agencies involved precludes systematic agency-by-agency
discussions, we recommend that the committee try thi& appoaeh for
two or three selected agencies. I£ the results are useful, the committee
might invite the OTA to hold agency science policy hearings on a
systematic basis. The review techniques originally developed by the
OECD in its country review system might prove helpful in this task.
Agency R&D assessments currently being conducted by the National
Academy of Sciences provide another model.
In time, a more ambitious, more .policy-oriented procedure for
review and examination might be developed. Instead of reviewing
single agencies, the focus could shift to major policy areas and involve
the various agencies sharing responsibilities in each sector. As a result,
the existing division of labor among agencies would become clearer
and organizational issues in need of change would be highlighted. A
seQuence of science policy reviews might examine the following major
policy areas: national security, foreign policy, economic develpoment,
infrastructure development (energy, transportation, communications),
physical environment and natural resources, social programs and
human resources, and advancement of science and technolozy. Each
review would lead to detailed reports and action recommendations to
Congress and the Executive branch.
Different -procedures can be developed for the systematic review of
agencies and ~olicies. The procedure matters less than that a new process come into being allowing for continual reexamination of the relationships between R&D and policy.

Questions for consideration during the hearings:
Gr{:{

#Lt are the science policy
objectives of agencies administer1

. ·
f
ulet"""'' decisions
major R&D programs •
(b) How are science policy ~mplwatwna o reg
~· :~
(c)

H~~:,s::: science policy be of use in planning and implement-

ing social progra"f"8?f t! ___, pol:.m, areas should science
lt'or_ which BP,ecific uno«~'''-""' •v:~
p_ol~cy strateg~ be dev~lopeld1t their R&D activities to their
(e) H O"f do '!e~eral agenmeB re a e
th 6 Committee on Science and
polwy muszons1
{f) 7J.:;';O::tZ'[f~u~1'tfth: dev elopment of sectorial science
policies?

(d)
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institutional ossification and weaknesses. But again, the contemporary
critique does not negate the original achievement. Its history shows
only what must be expected: successful institutional innovations are
:subject to aging and prone to cling to their original mission too long
after it has been achieved.
Against this background of the past it can be asked: how do the
various departments of the Federal government today perceive the
task of developing or revitalizing institutional networks for putting
knowledge to work and linking the separate but interdependent functions of research, technological development, and social application~
As is true of research strategies, these institutional networks must be
specific to each a,:rency, and they will often have to be developed incrementally rather than through one ambitious master plan.
It can be asked if the social introduction of new technologies should
not be left to the forces of the market. But in many instances the nature
of the decisions to be made and the need for protecting the public interest no longer allow a laisser :faire policy~ For a long time, government.
has shouldered growing responsibilities for the promotion of innovation, and its agencies are well placed to give increased attention to the
social, political, economic, and legal aspects of technological change.
In doing so! they would add a third dimension to their traditional
rol~s of originating knowledge and de¥eloping teclmology. It is increa!;:ingly obvious that research and development can come to fruition
onlv if equal attention is given to the appropriate institutional and
social arrangements surroun~ing innovation. ~inkages between research and technology and social change are too Important to be left to
circumstance. Manv have expressed concern that much of what is
known nf'ver has an impact on social change. Perhaps the reason is not
that this knowledge is irrelevant, but that knowledge without an appropriate institutioMl environment is powerless and therefore useless.
Institutional, Requirements/or Policy Research
The argument so far has been addressed mainly to the need for the
linkage between research and its use, but the case must be extended to
the linkage between the Nation's research and development goals and
its research and development institutions. To date, attention has
focused on goals and on reorganization within government for managing R&D, while the research system itself has received little attention. Most R&D institutions .came into being in response to older social
goals. Are they willing and capable to respond to new political objectivf',s ~ The new domestically oriented objectives almost all require
understanding of social and economic constraints, opportunities, and
institutions that are of marginal imJ>ortance to space and military
R&D. '"1lether it be energy, the environment, transportation, crime,
or any of the myriad concerns upon which we are now spending money,
each area requires strenuous efforts at understandin~ the related social
institutions, economic implications, legal constramts, and political
feasibility. R&D work as presently orgamzed rarely makes these efforts.
The university, to be sure, combines within its mstitutional borders
the various competencies required. But both the discipline orientation
of the university system and the problem orientation of the Federal
government work against tapping the uriiversity's potential for the
purposes we are now discussing. It would be erroneous to assume that

tinuino- reliance on project gra~~ will b!ing about the necessary

~ontitutio~al changes in the universities and mother researt offgand

t

In~ions As it is universities are willing to accept the fdun s
er~ '
za thd will not organize to meet the government's nee s un e~ ~ a~~I\y ahd assurance of continuing support are also offereg. A s1m~lar
\~ation exists in much of industry and l!'mong n<?n·,P~O t orgamzas~
Willin!mess to innovate and reorgamze has dimimshed w1th the
ti~:;tainty gf Federal funding in recent years. Supportd to state .an~
local governments has been equally spotty and address~ more to u~u
tating Federal science policy structures than to meetmg substantive
needs m policy research.
Questio'fi!J for con8ideration during the hearings:

Grouth::~~cess of military R&D during and after Worl~ War II

and of a 'l'iooltural R&D around the turn of the c~ntV:ry illustrate
the neeJ for building institutions capable of lmkzng R&D to
(JIJ/!Tent policy purposes.
. .
..
(a) J s suf!!.cient attention given ~o the appl~catwn, eropenmenta.
.
tion and dzffusion stages of R&D vn the publw. seGtor?
(b) What has been learned from the pnvate .sector m thUJ
res ectf What has been learned from other countrw_s'!
.
Which policy areas are doing well and whwh. are dmng
poO'l'ly'! What can be learned from both success an:J fa;zlure'!
(d) What can governmerd do to remedy deficien<nes'! Should
goverrvment become irvvolved at <ill'!
(e) Specific<illy,.what should be the roles of STPO and of other
government agencws f
. . ·
·bl
(f) Are there characteri8tics common to. znst~tutUJn& resp()tlUJ~ e
fo·r poliq! research, social experimentatwn <J:nd demon8tratwn,
testinn of public investments in new technologU38, and other fO'T'1Tt8
of us,f;,g R&D in the public interest'! What has bee"!' lear;ted_ from
orrganizati011.8 such as OOMSAT or gove'!"Mnent-unwerszty-zndustry CO'fl..801'tiaf
. · •t t • - - 1
(g) Should (Jongress stl.dy ulternatwe znstz u w·ru.u- arra-ngements to foster debate on the i8suef Should it do more than that at
thi8 timet

{c)
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STPO needs to include people with exP.erien~ in.many of these ar~as.
Science policy, while continuing to receive bas~c d1re<?t10n .from pohcyoriented natural scientists, cannot rely on their quahficatwns alone.
IV. CENTRAL SCIENCE POLICY RESPONSIBILITIES
A Policy Research Focus For STPO
.The pre?eding secti?ns. this report were addressed primarily to
science policy tasks of mdividual departments and agencies of the Federal government. But this is not to say that the tasks requiring Federal
action which were identified do not require important contributions
from the Science and Technology Policy Office. We see the role o'f
STPO mainly as one of stimulator, facilitator, and monitor of all
aspects of Federal scieMe policy. Specifically, STPO could closely
foll~w, evaluate, an~ synt~esi~e t~e efforts of agen~ies to develop
specific R&D strategies and InstitutiOnal networks for mnovation. The
sugg~tion was made earlier in this report that the House Committee
on Science and Ast~o_nautics and QTA undertake systematic reviews
of agency R&D pohc1es. These reviews, of course, need contributions
from STE~O and OM.B w.ho would a:r;ticulate general policy principles
and coordu!-ate contr1butwns f~om different .Federal agencies.
. The precise role of ~TPO will emerge: only in time. In our opinion,
It would be well. adYJ-Sed to focus. <:m h1gh.-level policy research and
~ttempt .to exert 1ts Impact on dec1swnmaking through the quality of
1ts stu~1es ra~her. than through attempts at exercising direct line
authonty (which 1t does not formally possess). It is an open question
whetp.er STPO. will ~ave impact through advice directlY. given to the
:rresident, but Its weight thro~ghout ~he government w1ll be felt if it
IS ~apabl~ of. thorou.g hly d~finmg policy. options. If STPO is good at
this task ~t W:Ill provide mchspensable assistance to OMB and the President's pnnc1pal staff, as well as to the operating agencies involved.
~deally, STPO. would supP.lement the work done by OMB by introduc~ng a longer time frame mto the assessment of policy options than
IS allowed by .the 24-month perspective of OMB's.budget cycle.
The .foregomg su~gests that STPO should undertake policy research
on maJor R&J? options as. well ~ on the science ~()licy implications
of a great variety of pubhc P,Ohcy developments. What the agencies
are expected to analy;Ze for their specific areas of responsibility, STPO
would do for the enti:r;e .O'?Vernment. Issues straddling agency lines or
not ';lnder th~ respo~Ib1Y1ty of any one agency would receive priority.
Obviously th1s functwn cannot be performed without significant and
continuous input from individual agencies. Many of the tasks encumbent on S!P9 would ~onsis_t of defining issues for analysis in like
~rms, reviewmg and. disc~ssmg .agency contributions, and synthesizmg agency papers to Identify natwnal policy options.
A Oo'lTIIJ'Mnt on Staff Assistance
. It ~as suggested earlier in this paper that policy research concernmg science and technology not only requires competence in these two
area~, bu~ al~o knowledge abo~t the economic, social, legal, and political Imphcatwns of technological change. Accordingly, the staff of

ot
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.A ScieMe Policy Advisory Oom;m,itte~
.
.
.
The same comment appJies .to outside. a~YJ;Ce whiCh STPO ~mght
ant to solicit in dischargmg Its responsibilities. Some broademng of
;ackgrounds repre~ented wa~ discernible. during the later years of
The President's SCien.ce A.dvi~ory.Committee (P~AC), but an even
more deliberate move m th1s directwn would be des.Irable.
Another question is whether such sources of advice should be organized on a permanent or an ad hoc basis. We fe~l that some. of the
inions expressed during Phas~ O~e o:f the heapngs con?ernmg the
0
·£proved preparedness of the scientific commumty to advise the gov~rnment are overly oi_>timistic. It is certainly true that a la:r;ger.nuiD:ber
o:f scientists and engmeers have become aware of the pohcy rmph?ations of their work and are prepared ~o comm~nt on t~em, b~t mformed judgment on specific policy optwns r~qmres conti_nuous mt~r
action with STPO on. a ?r.oad range of Iss.ues. A sc1enc~ po.hcy
committee of informed mdividuals from a va:r;Iety of academic ~sci
plines and occupational background~, respons~ble only t? the science
adviser, would stre~gtl).en. the new sCI.ence a~v1S?ry !unctwn and h~lp
in improving relatwns with R&D-oriented Institutions, ~hus a v1tal
link to experts outside the government would be re-estabhshed.
We recommend that a science policy advis'ory committee be cr:eated.
We also suggest that the PSAC practice be followed under.w~ICh the
main committee received assistance :from a number .of spec.Iahzed ~x
pert panels. A new science .P.olicy advisory comnnttee nnght stnve
for a hi()'her degree of partlc1patwn by members than can no.rmally
be expecled from a group meeting infrequently f<_>r short penods of
time. 'Vhile the number of committee members migh~ b~ small, each
might be asked to contribute a significa?-~ :part of h1s t~e, _both to
provide direct input into major staff activities and to mamtam com.
munications with his original constituency.
Obviously, a science policy comill:ittee w:ould not p_reven~ the sCience
adviser from soliciting ad hoc advice on Issues of h~s choice. But <_>ne
external group of. qualified in4ividuals .should examme, over a penod
of time the entire scope of sCience pohcy. We suggest that the committee ~sk the science adviser :for his reactions to such a proposal.
The Dual Role of the ScieMe· Adviser
Concerns have been voiced by a variety of observers a~out the ~is
advantages o:f performing the government's central S?Ience P?hcy
function from the institutional enviromnent of the N atwnal Sc1ence
Foundation. A primary concern is with the potential conflict inherent
in the science advisor's double role as policy coordinator of agency
policies and recipient o:f part of the Federal R&D budget to run
NSF's programs. Unquestionably, the arrangement is awkward. First
indications are that the science adviser tries to minimize conflict by
removing himself from direct participation in OMB's preparation o:f
the NSF budget, leaving this function to the director of STPO.
Eventually this arrangement must be changed.
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If ~TPO w;ere .to empha~ize the kind ?f J?Olicy analysis suggeste~
here, Its coordmatmg role m1ght be less obJectionable to other agencies
It must als? ~~ recognized. tha~ some o.f N~F's programs, such as thd
RAN~ activities1 ~~ movi_ng m the directiOn of policy-oriented and
expe:r;mental actiVIties whiC~ can properly be viewed as close to the
fun_ctwns of the office respons1.ble f?r shaping the government's science
pohc:y. Also, ~he ~SF f_unctions m support of research in physics,
chemistry, e?gmeermg, bwlogy, and environmental and other sciences
as well a~ Its supJ?ort o! s~ience education, are directly related t~
g~neral. SCI.ence polw.y obJectives. The health of the nation's scientific
enterpriSe IS of such Importance that it must not be left to the interests
and programs of individu_n.l government agencies alone. In time, Federal R&D funds appropnated. for NSF a~d the agency's diversified
staff. can be helpful m devclopmg the functiOns of the science adviser.
In his role as NSF director, !1e can ~nitiate experimental programs to
test ~ew appro.aches to me~t~ng pohcy needs which he has identified
as SCI~nce adVIser.. In addition, the search for new incentives and
financmg methods !n R&D is clearly a science policy function which
the N~F sho~ld piOneer. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that
NSF Its~l.f will become the government's major testing ground for
new policies and programs, a function which was once assigned to
the Office of Econon,:tic Opportunity. The recent downgrading of NSF's
program for Experimental R&D Incentives supports this observation.
The Separati~ of Military and Civilian Science Policy Advice
. -<\·most seri?~S problem exists with respect to the relation between
CIVI Ian and military R&D advice. Until last year's reorganization this
C?untry was. alone among Western nations in having its scienc~ advisory functiOn address both civilian and national security needs and
~rogrB;ms. F'!r many ye~rs this meant an almost exclusive reoccu a~Ion with natwnal secur1~y and space matters, because thes!'figure:fso
i:portantly on the President's agenda. Durino- this period the memrs o! PSAC worked closely with the staff of the National Securit
Council. In more recent ye~rs, attention shifted to other policy areJ
such as energy and the environment. The shift has also been described
as one. fro~ research and development opportunities to social needs
.'\Ylnle this t~e~~ can ?e expected to continue, a definite split betw~en
military and civilian science policy advice has become part of the sys~eNS;~r the new arrangements. The science advisory function based
m
. IS no~ ~xpected to perform the PSAC role of questionin and
Kll~Iatmg mili~ary prop?sals. A .former science adviser, J am~s R.
I Ian, sees this as a maJor flaw m the new arrangements. He feels
that the ~ohuntry ~ust reconstruct a method for providing the White
H o_use Wit the kmd of "countervailing questwni
ob · t ·
ammation ?f milita~y tec~ology': tha~ ~ill allow ~~ p;:~id:!te~
make effective appraisals p~Ior to hi.s decisions in this area. The histor
of PSAC su~ports. the pomt of VIew that an independent adviso y
group, ~eportmg directly ~nd exclusively to the President has be~
mfl~enhal as a counterweight to proposals submitted b th
d
services and DQD. The new science policy arrangements ~av! t~~=d
us.fack to the ~I~~s before Vannevar Bush who first brought together
miitary and civihan aspects in advising President Roosevelt. Today
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science policy advice in national security matters is no longer the responsibility of the President's science adviser. It probably IS not even
the responsibility of any single individual, with some responsibilities
encumbent on the staff of the National Security Council and others
carried out by the Chiefs of Staff and The Secretary of Defense. We
recommend that the committee raise this important issue and request
clarification about responsibilities and activities in military science
policy advice.
The President's Science Adviser, under the new arrangement, has a
!'ay only over half of the government's R&D budget. Vital questions,
such as the implications of military R&D for the economy, cannot be
addressed without full access to and involvement in national security
matters. The same can be said about science policy advice relative to
foreign policy-an area straddling, by definitio~, both civilian. and
military conce~s. We ~ecommend that the committee ask the science
adviser about his role m these matters. We further recommend that
the commi~tee explor.e :~a~s for reuniting the military and civilian
science policy responsibilities.
The Presidency and Science Policy
Members of the scientific community often express concern over
increased difficulty in bringing science policy matters to the President's attention. Another former science adviser, Donald Hornig has
remarked that there is nothing sadder than an adviser whose a~vice
is not wanted. If this describes the basic condition of the science advisory function in the years preceding Reorganization Plan No. 1,
the new arrangements have only institutionalized what had become
actual practice. However, such an explanation does not take into account that the NSF-based science advisory system is also more removed from day-to-day interaction with OMB and the principal assistants to the President. We suggest that the committee ask how
damaging it c'!uld be in time ~f that s.cie!lce pol~cy is absent from the
President's offiCe and from his most mtimate Circle of counselors. A
broad-based assessment of current opinions might be the best first
step toward corrective action ~n. the futur~. Al~ernatiy~ly, a <f!spassionate examination of the realities of Presidential dec1s10nmaking as
well as changes in national priorities might lead to a ~iffere?-t conclusion. It will in any case be valuable to reopen the discussion of the
President's need for scientific advice.
The Immediate Future
The only avenue open to the science .advise: for the immediate £1?.ture will be to work as closely as possible with OMB, the Domestic
Council, and the President's Economic Adviser, to whom he is now
officially reporting. The role assigned to the science adviser in the
view of OMB expressed during the hearings last July provides a broad
mandate. His responsibilities were defined as follows:
(1) To provide an independent analytical capability;
(2) To develop and supply the Executive Office of the President
with a framework for evaluating R&D systematically; and
(3) To identify and make recommendations concerning critical new
research needs.
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Christopher Wright, The Rockefeller Foundation.
The AAAS Committee on Science and Public Policy responded to
the invitation issued by the House Committee on Science and Astronautics by assignin~ responsibility for preparation of the preceding
document to a special subcommittee. The AAAS Committee, in line
with its general operating procedurest closely monitored preparatio~
of the report without, however, assumrng the role of authorsliip.
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INDUSTRIAL REsEARCH INsTITUTE, INc.,
New York,N.Y.,April~,197J,.
The Hon. OLIN E. TEAGUE,
•
•
Chairman Committee on Scwnce and Aatronautwa, U.S•. House of
Repr;sentative, Washington, D.C..
.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The Congress10nal Subcomnnttet: of the Fed1 Science and Technology Committee of the Industria~ Research
i:titute is pleased to submit a critique of the subject hearrngs as per
your request.
.
.
d
·
As noted in our discussions leading to this assi~ent an a~arn
in the report, these com~ents ax:e offered to proVIde the Committee
ith viewpoints from an rndustrial background but d~ not represent
:consensus or position of the Industrial Research Institute.
If a need for further discussion develops in your study of the report
we will be happy to come to Washington for_ that purpose. . . .
We commend the House Committee and Its staff for their diligent
interest in developing an effective Fe~eral science str~ctur~.
Our committee stands ready to assist you ~rt~er rn. this m~~;tte: or
any other area of science and technology pol~cy rn which the Insight
of industrial research and development expenence would be useful.
Sincerely,
GLENN A. NESTY'
Chairman, Congressional Subcommittee, Federal Science &:
Technology Cdllrllmittee.
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noted in our discussions leading to this assignment and a~ain
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with viewpoints from an industrial background but do not represent
a consensus or position of the Industrial Research Institute.
If a need for further discussion develops in your study of the report
we will be happy to come to Washington for that purpose.
We commend the House Committee and its staff for their diligent
interest in developing an effective Federal science structure.
Our committee stands ready to assist you further in this matter or
any other area of science and technology policy in which the insight
of industrial research and development experience would be useful.
GLENN A. NESTY'
Sincerely,
Chairman, Congressional Subcommittee, Federal Science &
Technology O(jrTVI1tittee.
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FEDERAL POLICY, PLANS AND ORGANIZATION FOR
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Industrial Research Institute appreciates the opportunity extended by the Committee on Science and Astronautics to present com.
.
.
ments on' the subject hearings.
The problem of developmg and Implementing the plans whiCh th1s
nation will have to carry out in the field of science and technology
appears to us to be larger, more intricate and more challenging than
ever before in our history because of siptificant changes in the size
8,nd nature of the demands we face. This IS especially true with respect
to the crucial role of technology as distinguished from science per se
in the vears a.head and the degree to which the interest and responsibilitv· of multiple agencies, industry and education are involved. In
reviewing the, national programs that. are urgently needed and the
difficult techmcal management and pohcy problems that must be surmounted, we feel that. ~t is ~ritically imp'ortant for your committee to
pursue several lines of mqmry as to the adequacy of the recently established science policy organization in the federal government and to
provide a forum for examination of refinements and alternatives. In the
course of our comment on the record of the hearings. it was inevitable
that judgements and preferences in Federal Science Policy and Organization would find some expression in this document. It should be
recognized that the document is the result of discussion and study by a
very small segment of IRI acting as interested and experienced individuals to assist your Committee and should not be taken to represent
a consensus of IRI, which in fact has no clear mechanism or charter
for expressing a consensus.
·we organize our comments under headings corresponding to principal thrusts of the hearings.
The iVature of the Challenge
Drs. Raker and David are to be commended for noting that the
nature of our technical problems has changed since the OST was
founded1 because performance systems have been replaced by economic
systems m our high prioritv needs. This shift brings with it a powerful
new set of policy issues w1th the necessity to include not only science
and technology but also economic; social, legal and political factors.
Major problems in this sphere ·cannot be approached through mechanisms such as NASA, for which considerations of performance took
priority over costs and interfaces with existing institutions and traditions were minimal.
1'he National Science Foundation (NSF) and Science and Technology
Policy Office (STPO)
Tht\ role of the NSF in the new science policy structure was an important aspect of testimony and committee questions. "\Ve clearly rec(7fl)
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OO'nizP the need for the NSF to sponsor and support the abilities and
~ntributions of the University science community and to provide for
an adequate basic research operation. At the same time the NSF is not
culturally suited to interpret the industrial science scene and even less
the world of technology. As Dr. David points out, the NSF could give
the new structure supportive strength in technological areas only by a
radical change in its role and mission. Dr. Stever noted that NSF
would really be misused if it took technical developments beyond the
"proof of concept" stage. Certainly the NSF would become heavily
involved with issues much larger than those of proof of concept if it
undertook a. backup role in technology guidance. Clearly recognizing
this fact, Dr. Stever states that he plans to seek a wider base of support
in technology by calling on the mission-oriented agencies as well as
NSF and emphasizes the special role of STPO in th1s regard. In view
of this plan we suggest that the Committee pursue the matter of qualifications within STPO to bring experienced judgement to Dr. Stever's
assistance in the cost-benefit and incentive aspects of incorporating new
technology into commerce and society. Of particular concern should
be the sco'pe and effectiveness of STPO to tap the advisory capacity of
industry.
Dr. Stever testified that in evaluation of applied science (technology) , a practice which is the normal strength of industry, the standard
used will be that "the best check is the results". We are sure that he
would hope for a better yardstick through earlier evaluation by substantial methods and will work to that end. The Committee could well
inquire as to progress in setting up such evaluative and monitoring
strengths within the structure and with the assistance of industry.
Authority Level of the New St'T'UCture
Some of the testimony questioned whether the new structure provides Dr. Stever with authority, mechanism and "clout" for providing a science and technology overview at a level necessary to ensure
coherent and effective actions in a time of great technical challenge.
We believe it would be unwise to take a long term "wait and see" risk
in this connection and we urge the committee to continue monitoring
the effectiveness of the structure to marshal the justification logic for
critically important technical directions and appropriately influence
the budgetary process. The measurement of influence in terms of
closeness and frequency of the presidential relationship, referred to
in the hearings, would appear to be highly variable and thus unreliable even though very beneficial when it exists. A posture that transcends this relationship seems essential and we recommend that the
committee probe for such. In this connection we invite the committee's
attention to Dr. Da.vid's recent column in Science (March 1974, Vol.
183, No. 4127, p. 801). Under the title "Prospectus for Science Advising" he notes that a modernized White House science apparatus could
take on status and "clout" by reason of having specific, recognized
responsibilities, perhaps legislated. Dr. David suggests that one such
responsibility could be the powerful prerogative of executive authorization of Federal R&D programs following substantive review and
certification of those that are worthy. He adds "that the actual funding of the programs would, as now, be the task of OMB in the execu-
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part of the same overall picture. We suggest that the committee obtain
JUdgments as to how this can be done so as to derive timely benefits
from defense R&D without compromising its special nature and
mission.
Adequacy of the Present St'rUCturtr-The Oentra:t Questions
The matter of adequacy of the present structure transcends any
question as to whether "science has been downgraded." Rather the
question to be addressed by the Committee is whether the present arrangement operates effectively:
(a) to review the acti v1ties of the mission agencies on an overall
basis;
(b) to study and judge their interattions and to balance their
relative merits and priorities;
(c) to provide the Chief Executive and Congress with an overall view that includes a creative synthesis rather than the least
common denominator of many pressure groups.
Stated more broadly the Committee should seek to determine
whether the Science Advisor and the apparatus supporting him provide a unifying point of sufficient authority and competence within the
government to ensure coherence in policy, wisdom in decisions and
effectiveness in organization for :
{~) t~king timely cou~el £:om the broad, pluralistic participat~o!l m study and discussion that lead to great national
decisiOns;
(b) the solving of mission problems involving high technologic
content and the participation of more than one agency;
(c) continuing consideration of defense research, development,
and of technologic and engineering activities in the industrial
sector;
(d) a basic research program intelligently integrated with the
above in quality and quantity;
(e) the development of a trained manpower resource geared to
all the above.
The scale of this task raises again the questions:
(a) should this assignment be one unhampered by a further
responsibility for administration of NSF~
(b) does the task call for additional authority (clout) and if
so how can such authority be installed in the function without
resorting to the unreliable base of presidential closeness or the
short term influences of political change?
The lnterfru:e Between Science and Technology
·we have emphasized that technology and its close partner economics will be more important than science in many of the difficult
decisions that will have to be worked out, i.e. experience in the world
of application and implementation will take priority over scientific
expertise in those instances. However, we do not mean to imply satisfaction with the information base, i.e. such emphasis should not be
permitted to obscure the need for a continued and purposeful mix of
basic and applied research to refine and generate technology. At the
same time we would warn against the platitude that technology ex-
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Honorable OLIN E. TEAGUE,
Olwi1"1'1Wn, Committee on Science and Astronautics, House of Representatives, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN:
The enclosed study, "Federal policy, plan~,. and organization for
science and technology: An unstructured critique of the July 1973
hearings of the House Committee on Science and Astronautics" has
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
In December 1973 the House Committee ()fi Science and Astronautics requested the Science Policy Research Division of tl1e Con~ssional Research Service to prepare for its own use an "unstructured'
critique" of the committee's July 1973 hearings, "Federal Policy, Plans
and Organization for Science and Technology." The Committee specifically requested as frank and candid an appraisal of the hearings
as was poss1ble, and also actively invited suggestions for future action.
The critique which has been prepared in accordance with committee
guidelines., has been organized in three major sections: 1) an analysis
of the JUly 1973 hearings; 2) policy implications of the July 1073
hearings; and 3) considerations for future committee action.
The first section of the critique reviews the major purposes of the
hearings, evaluates the choice of witnesses, summanzes the main points
of their testimony, and concludes with our observations on the extent
to which the purposes of the hearings were achieved.
The second section is a brief discussion of some of the policy implications of the hearings with respect to their impact on Administration
action in implementing the new arrangements, fostering interagency
coordination, lessening the possibility of executive privilege, improving relations between the Administration and the scientific community,
and affecting the general level of science funding.
The third section considers future courses for committee action,
with suggestions for particular lines of inquiry and some questions
that might usefully be taken up in future hearings.
(91)
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I. ANALYSIS OF THE JULY 1973 HEARINGS

A. Major Purposes of the Hearings
an~n.i~;~n~ulf~3, 2i~ chairman of the House Committee on Science

would beuin a "cdmprih E .. Te!lgu~, a~ounced that the committee
or n. • "'
e ens1ve rnqmry mto Federal policy plans and
g, mzatw!l fo. rhthe support and utilization of science and ~hnology "
t e he' a ~mgs.
·
· on July 17' the chairman
.
·
In announcmg
that
the committ
, t o be
h gm
observed
derived from the j~r~sd~d~Iry I ad. several purposes. T~ese purposes
sight re
.b 'l'
.lOn~ assignments to the comrruttee for overand forsf~~sN~t~ty flrSs~Ientlfic resear~h a~d devel.opment generally
One i
d' t lOna Cience FoundatiOn, m particular
'
Science ~::nd~tio~u~rn!ow;as t~ a:cert~;n the effect on the National
which in the absence of corgamz~ wn . an No. 1 of 1973. The plan,
on ,July 1, 1973 abolished fugrOfflonalfdSis~pproval, became effective
transferred ·ts '· T
e. . . c~
Cience and Technology and
Science Fou~d~~ntaln r::l~~~dibll~tles ttohthpe Di~ector of the National
Director H. Gu ford S
'
ac 1?ns, . e res1d~nt d~ignated NSF
him to be the clairmant~fe~~o ~egis ~CCience -:\dviser, .and also named
e .e. era ounCil for Scwnce and Technology. These si ifi
Director were assr dan~ additwnal responsibilities to the NSF
sonnel to assist hFme . w.Itholut app_roval of additional funds or perreceived supplemental1~p~~p e~~~tmg thhm. Until the Foundation
1973, the additional costs w~ferlt Io~adtft e enhd of the calendar year
budget.
a sor e rom t e current Foundation

°

A second purpose of the hear·
.Administration witnesses on t~gs was to_dra.w commentary from key
sought to obtain commentar e reo~·gamzatlOn. The committee also
sons on the outlook for th~ y from m~orzx;ed non~overnmental perof the Reorganization Plan =~dc~s!ul. 1 m~e!llentat10~ and operation
Government-science relati '
o mvite t elr suggestwns concerning
.
ons.
A fin a l maJor purpose of th h ·
the concez:t of the members of eth:armgs was to _place on t~e record
AstronautiCs with the dim. . hi IHouse Comnnttee on SCience and
tific research and develo ~~~t ng evel of !e?eral support for scienrent attitude of the
tan~ to obtam rnformation on the curGovernment.
mims ratwn toward the role of science in

Ad · .

The Chairman cited st t · t ·
h.
cent of the Federal bud ~t1~ Ics w lch showed that whereas 12.6 peropment in 1965, the pres~nt pad be~n al~oca.ted to research and develamm;nt; he noted also the i:;~en age m 19_73 w~s only one-half that
cludmg statement at the
.ease 1fn the mfla~10n factor. His conconcern :
openmg 0 the hearmgs summarized his
I thinktoward
the implications
attitude
l the] sup ofrtthfse f. acts are clear. Government
what it was a few years ag~oW.~h sctlence anld technolo[D' is not
·
I
ou present y attemptmo0 to de(92)

fine this trend as right or wrong, it is incumbent upon this com·
mittee to try to find out what is happening and why. (p. 2)
The July 1973 hearings were the first of a planned three-part series
on the broad announced topic. The second part of the hearings,
planned for late 1973, were to provide an opportunity for public witnesses from industry, academic inst~tutions, n~t-for-frofit institutions,
and other sources to go on record with evaluatwns o the new arran!fflments as w~ll as recommendations and suggestions for improveme~t.
These hearmgs were deferred when other matters claimed the urgent
attention of the committee at the close of the first session of the 93rd
Congress.
As a substitute for the follow-on hearings of late 1973, the committee requested the assistance of representative groups of the scientific community-among them, the Committee on Science and Public
Policy of the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
the Federal Science and Technology Committee of the Industrial Research Institute, and the Science Policy Research Division of the
Congressional Research Service-in the preparation of critiques of
the July hearings.
The next phase of the inquiry was planned to be held at a time in
1974 when the committee had determined that sufficient time had
elapsed to permit an evaluation to be made concerning how the arrangements under the Reorganization Plan were working. It is understood that the next committee hearings have now been tentatively
scheduled for late spring or early summer 1974.

B. The Hearings Record

The hearings were held on July 17, 19, 23, and 24. 1973, barely three
weeks after Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973 went into effect on
,Tuly 1. The total time in hearings was approximately 71/2 hours, not
allowing for committee recesses to vote on the two afternoons the
hearings were in session.
The witnesses and dates of appearance were as follows:
July 17, 1973 (2 p.m.-4:30p.m.) Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Science Adviser to the Executive Office, and Director, National Science Fmmdation; accompanied by Dr. Russell C. Drew, Director,
Office of Science and Technology Policy; Dr. Lloyd Cooke, Chairman, Planning-Policy Committee, National Science Board, and
director of urban affairs, Union Carbide Corp., New York; Dr.
Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, Deputy Director of the National Science Foundation; and Dr. Paul F. Donovan, Head of the National
Science Foundation Energy Task Force
July 19,1973 (10 a.m.-11 :50 a;m.) Dr. William 0. Baker, president, Bell Telephone Laboratories
July 23,1973 (2:20 p.m.-4 p.m.) Dr. John C. Sawhill, Associate
Director for Natural Resources, Energy and Science, Office of
Management and Budf!et; since December 1973, Deputy Director
and Director, Federal Energy Office
July 24, 1973 (10 a.m.-12:20 p.m.) Dr. Edward E. David,
Jr., executive vice president, research and development and planning, Gould, Inc.; and William D. Carey, vice president. Arthur
D. Little, Inc.
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.The hearings
record, includin
.
mitted
to the witnesses
foil . g r;(lonses to wntten
questions transthe autumn of 1973.1
owmg eir appearances, was published in
.1. The
witness
ta:mly
long
enoughlist
f~rThe
the hwitn.ess r~st was a good short list, and cerWlth a number of the witn eann~ time. In fact, a more extended time
ple, Mr. Davis took note
fa.~~\th:D beSen p~fit~ble. For exammto by repeated roll call votes
a
r. tever s time was broken
electr_onic voting mechanism E~ad~ fore lengthy by failure of the
questiOns put to Drs Cook . d c_;)P or responses to a few specific
w:holly from Dr. Ste~er Dre Dn
onovan, the NSF testimony came
did not perinit him to prese~t r:w had a prepared statement, but time·
statement was entered into the' nrlr was he asked any questions. The
u~eful for the committee to have f:a nted record. !t would have been
~scuss future plans for th S . d an opportunity to hear Dr. Drew
hght of his OST ex erien~ Cience and ~echnology Policy Office in
the Committee on S~ence ae. Dr. Drew ~Id not. appear again before
connection with the NSF bud; tst~hna~tiC~ until March 14, 1974, in
Dr. Ba~er, the second witn~ au orizah~m for ~cal year 1975.
long service as a scientific advis ' wad a logrcal chmce because of his
erument on both civilian and . e_r an consultant to the Federal GovtiOn a~ cochairman of a volu~~hta:y£matters, a:nd because of his posiCouncil. The announced pu ry, If onnh.al Smence and EngineeringBaker, "besides its adviso rpose. o t IS council according to Dr
the national community oficioli· to se:ve as another link
the Nixon Administration d e~ IS thengmeers and technologists and
ward." 2 As of early March 197rmg e L1?72] campaign and afterDr. Baker wa~ still associated :rt~h~.counctl was still in existence, and
Although high-ranking officials from h 0
Budget have appeared before th H t eC ffice. of Management and
Astronautics on other occasions the ouse . ommit~e on Science and·
to w.arrant comment when the ~ se r;:easS10ns.a~e mfrequent enough
sentmg OMB, was such an oc~as~ur. .r. awhlll s appearance, represhort to permit the committe
n.bHis appearance however was too·
The witnesses for the finale mem ers to. question him fully.
David, Jr., former Science Adv~:Jr ~: .pea~mgs w~re Dr. Edward E.
tor, O.ffice of Science and Technolo resident Nixon, the last DirecCo.unctl for Science and Techno! gy, former 9hatrman, Federal
Sctenc~ Advisory Committee. and
a~d. Chairman, President's
long-.time employee of the B~reau of' Wtlham D .. CareY., a former
as ~Irector of the Resource and Scie theJu.d~et, .m cluding service
ehmces. They presented the onl critce1 I~ston. These were good
and helped to balance the AruJin.18t lC8; testimony of the hearings
witnesses.
ration and pro-Administration

otth:

I~

betwee~

Wr.'

It was unfortunate that Secretar 0 f
Shultz. could not present his views f Yh • the Tre.asury George P.
ments m person His prior com .t o t e new orgamzatiOnal arrangesible. Although. he responded ~0 1 que
me~t;;tons
apparen~ly
made
this impossubrmtted
to him
by the-

ilr.~}~~~,~·~ilF:r.M~~:~~=~f:!V.t~i1;~.J~\~~.f&:?.·~:i!.:!i~
1

U.S. Congress. House Commttt

' • Committee for the Re-eleetton
a er
refer to theset:ouncllln Support of the Preslden~~~~:s~~~~::.\)~f.ri.t,~~~ 2~f a Science and Englneertne

committee, the record on Dr. Stever's relationship to him and to the
President
unclear.except Dr. Baker prepared responses to
All the remained
other witnesses
additional questions submitted to them by the committee following
their
appearances.of full c0'1111f1tittee hearings. Science policy questions
2. Signifi:cance
have over the past decade been customarily considered by the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Development of the House Committee
on Science and Astronautics. Since its establishment in 1963, the
subcommittee has been the focal point for hearings on questions relat ing to scientific research and development generally, congressional
sources of information and advice in science and technology, the
utilization of scientific and engineering resources, and congres"Sional oversight of the National Science Foundation. However, the
July 1973 hearings were held by the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics, sitting as the full committee, and were presided over
by Chairman Olin E. Teague. Apparently the committee sees its oversight responsibility extended and given "new clout, new leverage"
through the increased responsibility given to the National Science
Foundation by Reorganization Plan No.1. This view was reflected in
·Congressman 'Mosher's comment to Dr. David that the committee has
oversight responsibility for the National Science Foundation "to a
·de~ee that we· never had any right to oversee your operation in the
White House. So our committee role is enlarged and becomes much
more important and I think we have got to keep that in mind."

(P:R·
143--44)
The
interest and concern of the members of the committee was
evident from the generally good attendance at the hearings and in the
probing questions they put to the witnesses.
3. /mpres~ of Administration witnesses and sulm;maries of thei'l'
testi'TTW'TtY· The Administration witnesses were Dr. H. Guyford Stever,
(acccompanied by Dr. Russell C. Drew, Dr. Lloyd Cooke, Dr. Raymond L. Bisplinghoff, and Dr. Paul F. Donovan); Dr. John C. Sawbill, and Dr. George P. Shultz.
Dr. H. Guyford Stever's testimony, his responses to the oral questions, and his prepared responses to the written questions all indicated
-a sincere effort to be as helpful and informative as possible. Dr. Stever
did not pretend to know all the answers, but he conveyed the impression that the plan was workable, if people put their minds to making
it work, which was what he intended to do.
Dr. Stever made public a letter of July 1 from President Nixo~
designating him Science Adviser to the President and to other entities
in the Executive Office, and appointing him to be Chairman of the
Federal Council for Science ~tnd Technology. In discussinp: the estab1ishment of the Science and Technology Policy Office, Dr. Stever said
he had structured the office to maintain a "maximum de~ of objectivity and impartiality on science policy matters." He noted further
his intention to use the Foundation's resources as well as those of
other Government agencies. Concerning advisory groups, he said he
was looking into the establishment of formal mechanisms to insure
good communication between himself and the scientific community,
hut his personal belief was that advisory groups are best used on an ad
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hoc basis, to deal with a pa.rticular problem, and to go out of existence
at the end of the problem. Dr. Stever discussed at length his activities
as U.S. Chairman of the U.S.-USSR Joint Commission on Scientific
and Technical Cooperation. He then described actions that had been
taken to coordinate energy research and developmen~ including the
esta.blishment of the Energy R&D Task Force at No:;F, his role as
Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee on R&D of the FPC
National Power Survey, relations with the Office of Energy Policy in
the White House, and his assistance to Dixy Lee Ray relating to the
conversion of AEC to the proposed Energy Research and Development
Administration. Dr. Stever acknowledged the support of the National
Science Board, and the interaction he was having with OMB Director
Ash and his key staff members, and with Treasury Secretary Shultz.
Dr. Stever was 'quizzed on the extent to which he, as Presidential
ence Adviser, might take the initiative in making recommendations relating to technological aspects of problems under consideration. He
said he considered it both a right and responsibility to do so. He acsince
knowledged having had three conversations with the
the plan was announced but stressed that he believed the best way to
get results was through developing relationships with the top people
in
thewith
White
House
play
the ball
ali rather
alone." than attempting "to run in a grandstand
The chairman of the committee expressed approval of the new
arrangement because "we have someone who's come down to where
we can talk to him." Subcommittee chairman Davis said he had found
the previous science adviser to be "most accessible."
In a prepared statement submitted for the record, Dr. Russell 0.
Drew outlined his initial responsibilities and those of the Science and
Technology
Policy
Office
in assisting Dr. Stever in his capacity as
Science
Adviser.
These
included:
1. Providing
advice,
consultation,
civilian
science and
technology
policy.and recommendations on national

Sci~

~resident

2. Developing
technical
options related to the solution of national
problems
in the civilian
area.
.
3. Appraising the overall effectiveness of ongoing Federal and
national R&D efforts and recommending policy and program action
toward the achievement of national goals through civilian science and
technology.
4. Serving as

t~e focal ,Point for coordinating Federal R&D pro-

grams: (STPO will provxde staff support for the Federal Council
for Science and Technology and assist the Director in the formulation
and coordination of FCST activities.)
!5. Interacting with academic and industrial science communities
broad matters. of
policy so as to further their application,
In every
approprxate
way, In strengthening science and technology in
the
United
States.

~:>n

scienc~

6. Providing
advice and
assistance(p.
in 48)
furthering U.S. international
science
and technology
objectives.
Dr. Drew's statement to the Committee noted that the chaUenge
him. and
staff in carrying out these functions, would
be
Identify_the Issues, to sharpen them to ensure that we are asking
the right questions, and, when approprmte, to assemble and coordinate

fa~~ng.
~

~is

.
Foundation and othel"
f the National Science , Their task would
the necessary resoll:rce~~d from the private secto~. which will reveal
reviews and assessl?en s mmend courses
Government a~nCies.
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h
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· g 'OST
or even
w
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The kinds of assistance he had enumerated in the energy areat pr.
Sawhill noted, were "an example of the type of support and the kind
of relationship that, I believe, can be developed in other areas under
Dr. St~ver's leadership. In other words, it is not only doing these
things in energy, but this is the pattern we will follow in a variety of
other areas, as well."
As a high-ranking OMB official, Dr. Sawhill's appearance was a
novelty to the Committee members and he was questioned at length
concerning the OMB's impoundment of science funds, the Agency's
reticence, and its inaccessibility. His plea of innocence about impoundment rationale on grounds that it occurred before he came to OMB in
April 1973 was not accepted. Representative James Symington summarized the general concern when he observed to Dr. Sawhill:
If there is any one thing you must have been told early on, if
you have not read it in the papers, it is that this committee and
the Congress is disappointed with the impoundments that have
occurred, especially with respect to our bills.
So it would seem to me you would acquaint yourself rather
specifically, and in some depth, with the rationale for why those
impoundments occurred. Instead, you tell us you are new on the
job and are not sure.
But of course we cannot really function as a committee preparing legislation unless when we get such a rare opportunity as
we have today to talk to someone from your shop, someone who
really knows what has gone on in the J.>ast, and why, and can explain such actions to us [that this indiVIdual cooperate], so we can
constructively continue the dialog to improve our relationship
with OMB in the future. (p. 123)
An indication of OMB intransigence might be suggested by the
'!Veak response of Dr. Sawhill to Mr. Symington's observation. The
Impoundment issue is obviously of high constitutional concern, and
the committee had a right to expect a more explicit response from the
OMB witness.
Per~a:r;>s th:e most encouraging aspect of Dr. Sawhill's testimony
was ~1s Imphed assurance of OMB support in approving increased
fund~ng for sta.ff to helP. Dr. Stever carry out his added responsibilities.
It IS uncertam what Importance should be attached to Dr. Sawhill's
t~stimony since he is no longer in OMB. In December 1973 Dr. Sawhill was appointed Deputy Director, and in April1974 Director of
the F:ederal Energy Office. His replacement is Frahk G. Z~rb,
who smce July 1973 has served as OMB Associate Director for Management and Operations.
Mr. Zarb, 38, .has a b!lsiness administration apd investment banking
background. His previous Government experience was as Assistant
SecrPta~y of Labor f?r Administration from April 1971 to December
1972. L~ke Dr: Sawhill, Mr: Zarb a:pr.e!Lrs to have had no close prior
connectiOns WI.th F~der~l sm~nce actlv1tles. However, continuity m his
?ffice at OMB IS mamtamed m the Energy and Science Division which
IS headed ?Y Hugh.~· ¥>weth, a veteran OMB official with a long
Federal sc~ence faiiUhanty.
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Dr Stever's channel to t
.
.
capacity that Dr. Schultz serve as
nd sulmmUilries of their testtrrwnYPresident.
. .
4. Irrupressio~ of pu:blw tmtneDes William 0. Baker, Dr. Edward E.
The three pubhc witne:os~s were r.
David, J r;, ~nd MOr. fJh~ml~~:;e~tatement was i~ su:r;>port of the
Dr. W tllw:m .
~r s
resent situation in historiCal pers~creorganization. In p)-ac~g ~e ~d War II period and thereafter, the
tive, he noted t~at m t e ?r ·n were through performaM~ sy.schallenges to Selene~ and engmee~I g ience and engineering are m the
terns. Today the roam challeng~s ~c "a) systems where other than
servic~ of man thro_ugh economtl: d;~inant roles.'
.
. .
scientific and techmcal fhacto~s P t~ t "if there has been a d1scontmu1ty
Dr. Baker expr~ssed t ~ view a
it due to the Federal reoror turbulence in the natiOnal comm~ctk a basic mistake in thinkganization, it has~ laFrga_facrr (;,ities in r!search and developroe~t."
mg about the ea_rher. e era ac ~ to "a widespread illusion' durmg
He illustrated his pom~ by refdNafion were supporting research and
the 1960's that o~r soc~ety hn 1 , the cultivation of science as a
developm_ent as en~~
t h~~ei~e:~phasis which has occurred dur"new nat10nal sport.
~ s .I
duced importance has been asing recent years did not sigmf{ thdt regineering but rather that the
signed to the uses of ~~searc afue e~o le's active Government agenchoices should be mad~blth~ough 11Pelivated but often remote, part
cies in ways not possi e m a sma ' t " ( 95)
p Shultz Secretary of t e
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.
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th~t "this c~mmittee will play its traditional leading role in bringing

th1s developrng theme to the Federal policy level and to the scientific
and engineering communities."
He characterized the science advisory arrangement in NSF as "unstable" because the tasks it must undertake are "formidable and deman~ing" and because an agency rooted in the academic style and
dealrng preeminently with academic basic research might find it difficult to take into account the non-scientific factors and considerations
which are/art of civilian science and technology policy issues. He
volunteere a number of indicators by which the Committee might
assess :NSF's progress. (p. 135)
In his view, the reorganization did not mean that science had been
downgraded, nor that It could be. However, he thought "the direct
influence of scientists on societal affairs" had been downgraded.
Whether this situation would persist would depend on whether NSF
:wa~ successful in raising its standing in the executive hierarchy and
Its mfluence on other Federal agencies and departments.
Dr. David made a strong argument for the need for a technically
based organization at an rnfluential executive level to influence directly decision-making and program planning on the national level.
lie expressed the opinion that unless the input of technical people who
-understand the innovation process was incorporated at this level, "un-realistic goals will be set and technically incompetent programs will
be put in place, will prosper, consume resources, and produce nothing.
Such a situation [he said] can lead to much routine busywork, while
others in the world find the ingenious and cost effective solutions."

(pT.lhi~6s )pomt
· was not expand ed.rn t h e quesbomng.
. .
s·mce D r. D avi'd d'd
I
state that he had repeatedly recommended the strengthening of the
Office of Science and Technology, it might be inferred that he had this
kind of an organization in mind, reporting through its chief directly
to the President. It would be useful to have Dr. David's further views
on this subject.
Among the kinds of immediate policy issues which Dr. David identified as related to the current Federal emphasis toward "consumer
and public-oriented technologies in energy, transportation, health, education, natural resources, ecology and environment, and social systems"
were the following:
1. What is the proper role of Government in supporting R&D to
yield commercial products~
2. What is the proper disposition of patent and other proprietary rights created by R&D partially or wholly federally supported~

3. Should the Government provide special incentives for private
investment in R&D and for export of high technology products 1
4. Should the Government provide grants and federally insured
loans to entrepreneurial ventures~
5. Can federally supported R&D aimed at public technologies
be responsive to marketplace needs and consumer preferences?
(p.139)
Looking to the future, he saw three major concerns which need to
he addressed. The first relates to the sizing, shaping, scheduling and
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and growth objectives, rather than on th
.
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nesses and to invite suggestions on how science and technology
ean be incorporated into the decision-making process a.t the Presidentiallevel; and
.
.
To communicate the concern of the Committee on Science and
Astronautics with the apparently diminishing level of Feder~!
support for scientific researc~ and developm~n~ and. to obtam
information on the current attitude of the AdmimstratiOn toward
the role of science in ~overnment.
Our summary impressiOns concerning the record on each of these
purposes are as.follows:
.
a. Determinvng the effeot of the plan on NSF. The hearmgs were
not really long enough to enable the Committee to examine the subject
in depth. It may .~e unre~listic to expect more inf?t:~a~ion concerning
the implementation of Important new responsibilities less than a
month from the.time they became effective. On the ?ther ha~d, des~ite
serious reservations, the Co~gr:ess had .taken no d1sapprovmg ~ct10n
with respect to the plan w1thin the nmety-day period after It was
submitted on January 2~, 1973. Thi~ meant that the pl~n could ha':e
become opera.tive when 1t appeared m the Federal RegUJter on Apnl
18 1973, had the Administration not set a later effective date. So the
F~undation had in reality a three-month period preceding the hearings
when they had a clear go-ahead in which to formulate plans to implement the reorganization.
It has also been suggested that the committee members may have let
the Foundation and other witnesses off too easily by not asking sufficiently penetrating questions or pursuing particular lines of inquiry
more deeply, perhaps because they were being kind, or they lacked
time, or for other reasons.
On the other hand, it is possible that the scheduling of the hearings
so soon after the plan became formally effective may have speeded up
implementa.tion of organizational arrangements. Both NSF and OMB
may have assigned this subject a higher order of priority in order to
be able to report progress for the record. One of our colleagues has observed that "it seems reasonable to suggest that if it were not the intent
of the committee to stimulate Dr. Stever and other witnesses into formalizing their first and best thoughts about their new responsibility,
the committee did accomplish just that. The hearings may have forced
timely thought and plans essential to some of the serious issues of our
times, and the committee was provided with excellent preliminary
insights."
b. Obtain additi()111]J information on the reorganization from Administration witnesses. The hearings provided an opportunity for
committee members to hear and question the Associate Director for
Natural Resources, Energy, and Science of the OMB concerning the
reorganization and related matters, as for example, the impoundment
of NSF and other funds. This was not the first appearance of a highranking OMB official before the committee but the occasion was a
sufficiently unusual occurrence to be a to:pic for comment. Dr. Sawhill's
testimony provided important insights mto the kinds of assistance he
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saw that Dr. Stever in his capacity as science adviser cou~d pro~ide to
OMB. His preoccupation with energy issues was ev1dent m the
testimony.
. .
If any one message was communicated to D:. Sa":h.1ll, It :vas the
members' dissatisfaction with the OMB's supern~po.sitiOn of.1ts own
assessment of priorities over that o~ the Congres~ m !mpoundmg congrc:::sionally-approved funds. Desp1te th~ committees repeat~d questioning of Dr. Sawhill, the record IS. sket?hY. conc~rn.n:g the
qualifications of OMB st~ff men;tbe!s to deci.de S?Ientific pno_nties and
allocations of funds. This gap m mformatwn Is further widened by
the shuffiing of personnel since the hearings.
.
.
An encouraging note was the apparently sympathetic attitude 9f the
OMB toward Dr. Stever's task and his need for additional resources,
and the implied assurance by Dr. Sawhill that a request for these
would be favorably received. It is to be hoped that his successor shares
these views.
Porha.ps the hearing provided the impetus for Dr. Sawhill and Dr.
Stever to consult in advance on questions likely to be raised, and thus
to become better acquainted. However, this advantage was short-lived,
because Dr. Sawhill is no longer in OMB. Since December 1973, as
Deputy Director of the Federal Energy Office, and now as Director,
he has been devoting full-time to ener~ matters. The question now
before the committee is how much of his testimony represented Dr.
Sawhill's view only and what kind of rapport is being established betwC'en the new Associate Director for Natural Resources, Energy, and
Science at OMB, Frank Zarb, and Dr. Stever.
The committee's attempt to illuminate the role of Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz as a channel for communication of science
advice from Dr. Stever to the President was largely a failure. Dr.
Shultz's responses to the questions submitted to him by the committee
were extremely brief and contained little if anything not already on
the publi~ record. Dr. Shultz has announced his resignation as Secretary <?f the Treasury, effective. May 1, 1974. Thus, by the time the
committee resumes further hearmgs on the question of Federal science
reorganization, a new Secretary will have been installed and it will be
necessary to ascertain what, if any, his rslationship will be to Dr.
Stever.
c. Obt,ain c~P;nta1'J/ conceming the reorqanization and Oovernm~nt scz~nce r:elatwna from nongov_ernmental witnesses. The public
witnesse'3 teshmony should be particularly useful to the committee.
All provided useful background information on the White Honse scie~Ice ~dvisory process which helps in understanding the current
SituatiOn. Each one offered suggestiOns concerning current and future
issues ~acin~ any science advisory apparatus and ways to evaluate the
oporatlon of .the pres~n~ system. In this respect, despite the limited
number of witnesses, It IS probable that the hearings at least made an
impc:>rtant start. Future hearings might perhaps concentrate on enlaigmg the record of evaluation and suggestions from informed observers among the scientific community.

.
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·V. The ability of the congressional aommi~tee itself t~ obtain spatementa and testimony from the E{l)ecutwe Office scwnce advUJory

II. POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE JULY 1973
HEARINGS
It is.possible.to identify policy implications from at least five differ-

~nt pomts of VIew. These are discussed briefly below.

A. The effect of attenti~ by a.con1res8ional com;mit~ee on the l~vel of
eff.ort by t~ Admm'l8tra_twn ~n staffing, managtng, and U8tng ittt:
scwnce advUJory mechmn'l8m
.We have alrea?y expressed the opinion that we believe the scheduh:r:g of the hearmgs so soon after the effective date of the ReorganizatiOn Plan may have had a cat~lyzing effe<:t in forcing the NSF and
ths O~B to move ahea;d faster m f~rmulatmg ar~a;ngements in NSF
to assist Dr. Stever. With the emergmg ener~ criSis and the distractions in the Executive Office by the revelatwn of events related to
W"atergate, it is doubtful if the NSF Director could have commanded
the attention of the OMB so promptly had the hearings not made this
necessary.
. No doubt the A~ist;ration.was. also aw~re that the exP.osure proVIded by the committee With legislative oversight responsibility for the·
NSF would be duly noted by the Government Operations Committees
and by the Appropriations Committees. When Dr. Stever appeare<f
before the latter committee in late aut1;1nm 1973 to request supplemental fu~ds for FY 1974, he was questioned on. many aspects of his.
new functions.
B. T~e effect of the hearinf!s on the .responsivene~s of e{l)ecutive agenmes to efforts by the ~cwnce tufvuory. me?han'l8m to obtain reports·
and data, to comrrvunwate pohcy a4V'l8o'l'Zes, and to coordinate programs and projects of multi-agency interest.
We have not seen any evidence as of this time to indicate that the
~earings may ha:ve facilitated or improved inter"agency rela.tionships
m ar~as for which NSF and Dr. Stever assumed the coordinating
functiOns ~f th~ former OS'l;'. One would hope that the exposure of·
D~. Stever s assignment provided by the testimony from the hearings·
m1gh~ haye been i.nst:n~~ive to policy o~cials in the departments and
agencies mvolved m ciVIlian R&D and might have resulted in conscious
efforts by these persons as members of the Administration team to
make the system work. Certainly the decentralization of authority
und~r the new arrangements should have provided an additional incentive .for them .to work to make the plan succeed. Future hearings·
s~ould mclude 'Yit~es~es from some of these agencies in order to proVIde more de!Jm~e msight on. how the system is working, as well as
further qu~t10nmg of .the Du:ec~or of N~F as to his assessment of
agency !8lat10ns With his office m Its capacity as presidential advihury:·
mecharusm.
(106)

wnit ba8ed on the precedent of these hearings.
The li:n,ited appearances of Dr. Stever in his Presidentia! scie~ce
advisory role really do not tell us much about wh~ther exe~utive P~IV·
ilege may be an obstacle. Dr. Stever told the committee he d~d _not thmk
it would be a problem and so far he has not invoke~ the J?r~vileg~.
The fact that Dr. Stever did not invoke ex~cutlve p~vilege m the
.July 1973 hearings could be looked upon as ha:v:mg established a prece·dent. On the other hand, the question can b~ raised whet~er Dr. Stever
had yet bee!l sufficiently .Pri~ t;o Executive Office busmess to have
anything to mvoke executive priVIlege about.
We do not recall that executive privilege was ever invoked by the
former Directors of the Office of Science and Technology.
.D. The effect of the hearings on th~ attit;de of. the scientific commu;n,it;y towa:ds the 4dministra~wn, 'IJYI,th partictifar respe~t to the
Administratwn's evidenced att'dudes toward scwnce pol~.
13oth the published hearings record and infor!Dati~n fr?m ~he ~ear
ings which was incorporated into numel'?us articles m s~Ien.tific JOUrnals provided additional details concernmg the reorgaruzat10n of the
executive science advisory system which have undoubtedly been noted
carefully by con~rned m~mbers o~ the scientific community: On the
assumption that informatiOn showmg the facts as they are Is n~ces
sary for understanding and dealing with a problem, the hearmgs
.
.
probably had a max~um policy impa:ct in .this regard.
The hearings publicized the .Admimstratwn's a;nnounced mtentwn
to rely more extensively than m the past on a w1d~r segment of the
scientific community through the use of ad hoc ~dVIsory groups. ~he
subsequent record is somew~at fra.gmentary on JUSt ~ow the Administration has gone !!bout domg this. Report~ of meetmgs Dr. Stever
has held with certam groups have appeared m the press, and the .fact
that the Vice President met with one particula~ grou:rr-~he Comnnttee
·on Scientific Society Presi~ents-to hear therr suggestiOns a;nd commen.t s was considered sufficiently newsworthy to be t~e subJect of a
·single article. ~e do not ~ow how useful these m~ti!lgs ~ave been,
-but we are dubious of the Impact on the present Admmistra;t10n of exclusively critical advice such as was reported to have been given on the
'latter occasion noted above.
E The effect of the hearings on the actual level and directions of scien. tific effort supported by the Administration, with particular refer·
ence to the vwws of the committee.
The hearings did not really exa~ine the general science and t.echnology situation other than to register the concern of the committee
that the level of funding did not even compensate for inflation so that
the actual level of Federal R&D effort was somewhat on the decline.
The committee members did register strong disapproval of impound-
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ID.ent of science funds by OMB and the irritation over this disregard
of the Congressional mandate by the Executive could not be overlooked. In January 1974, OMB Director Ash is reported to have announced the discontinuance of the practice of Impoundment, but
agency funds will continue to be placed in reserve. The latest OMB
report of February 4, 1974, on funds in reserve shows that while some
R&D money throughout the departments and agencies has been placed
in reserve, the amounts appear to be far less than during FY 1973.
According to the report, no NSF funds are now held in reserve.
The committee may have had an impact on the OMB action in releasing all NSF FY 1974 funds in December 1973, but we believe it
more likely that the energy crisis was the motivating factor.
F. Selected unresolved problems
This section brings together additional commentary concerning
aspects of the 1973 reorganization.
1. Direct access to PreBident believed necessary by scientific com-

1'1IIIJinThity.
. . WI"th"m t h e scient!
. "ficand
.
ere a.Ppears to b e a d eepseated conviCtiOn
technological community that direct access to the President is neces. sary to communicate the essence of science policies.- The upward struggle of laboriously architectured position papers cannot replace the
give and take of face-to-face communication, according to this view.
Direct access to the ~resident is necessary for :f).lll presentation of the
scientific side of issues, to communicate the necessity for support of
scientific programs, and to point out ways by which science can be
exploited to solve public problems. Exposing the President directly to
the realities of se1entific controversy in adversary proceedings may
have merit on particularly momentous issues.
Access to competent and informed scientific personnel in divisions
and bureaus, even to those serving as scientific assistant secretaries,
cannot substitute for access to the President. Actually, access to this
lesser level has never been a problem. But the access of Government
staff people to the White House establishment is bound to be limited,
and the receptivity in the White House establishment, peopled with
nonscientists, cannot be high.
To compound the problem, White House staff people tend to become
an inaccessible elite, necessarily concerned with power and tactical
maneuvering for position. A frequent attribute of power is inaccessibility. The hearings brought out that (1) a voice :from the White
House had more "clout" than a communique from NSF; (2) it would
be extremely difficult for NSF to get a message to the President
through the tiers of non-scientists in the chain of command.
2. Dangers of the "all eggs in one basket" syndrome.
One of the great dangers in the political use of science is the "all
eggs in one basket" syndrome. A Presidential science apparatus should
help identify options that warrant some support even when the bulk
of effort goes elsewhere. The present arrangements appear to be designed precisely to weed out options, and to rely on single choice by
(in the words of Sawhill) "proven management techniques ... cost
effectiveness . . . accumulated analytical wisdom."

has another aspect: access to the
The eggs-in-one-basket synCdr~e
lysis for all practical purposes
President. According to :Mr. _arey s ~nTrea~u Secretary Shul~z h~s
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It is our understanding that neither the NSF Director nor the N ational Science Board had been consulted about the Reorganization.
Plan until the basic decisions had been made. The responsibilities
were assigned to the NSF without immediate supplementary resources.
Initially, the Foundation used positions and funds appropriated and
intended for other programs. The fiscal ye&r 1974 was three-quarters
over before supplemental funds became available for spending by the
Science and Technology Policy Office. As of mid-March 1974, ST~O
had 10 senior staff on board, mcluding a Director, and eleven semor
staff vacancies.
To compound the difficulties of the new unit, the simultaneous
emergence of the energy crisis placed additional demands on the Director of the NSF and h1s support staff. Of 42 additional positions re-quested in the FY 1974 supplemental to support Dr. Stever in his new
responsibilities, 17 were for the Office of Energy R&D Policy; the remainder were for all the rest of civilian science an,d technology.
The FY 75 NSF budget requests $1.5 million for Science and Technology Policy Research [STPO] and triple this amount ($4.5 million)
for Energy R&D Policy Research "to provide data on science and
technology issues required by the President's Science Adviser." (NSF
Justification, p. 0-23.)
.
Despite this small budget, Dr. Drew claims that his office plans to
examine in depth such broad subjects as international science and
technology; materials (both minerals and materials) ; the world food
situation ; the role of social science research as it relates to domestic
problems (housing, transportation, health care, poverty, urbanization and others); and the transfer of technology in the mvil sector.
We have not seen anything in the public record which really appraises how the new functions assigned by Reorganization Plan No. 1
bave impacted upon the Director and the NSF. A recent article in
Science • cited several examples of scientific advisory assistance which
the NSF has provided over the last ten months. We wonder what
proportion of total time of the NSF Director and staff is accounted
for by these several examples. Dr. Drew has said there was a period of
inactivity in OST from January 1973 when the plan was announced
until it became effective in July, and that he essentially had to start
from scratch. The studies STPO proposes to undertake are so comprehensive that outside assistance will certainly be required. STPO
1s understood to be negotiating with the NAS to do a major study on
the world food problem but what other outside resources it plans to
use are not known.
Dr. Stever told a House Appropriations Subcommittee in November
1973 ' that since assuming the new responsibilities, business had
• Sha.pleyi Debora.h, Science Advising: New Setup Has More Resourcee, Less Vlslblllty.
'Science, v. 84, Aprll12, 1974: 145-146.
'U.R Congr~s. House Committee on Appropriations, Supplementa.l Ap_propriatton Bill,
1.974. Hearings before Subcommittees of the , .• , 934 Cong., 1st sees. Wa.sblngton, U.S.
-Govt. Print, Otf., 1973, 1364 p, At p, 822.
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III. CONSIDERATIONS FOR FUTURE COMMITTEE
ACTION
We have pondered the question of future committee action at great
length. We cannot see any course of action other than to continue the
lines of inquiry which the committee began in the July 1973 hearings.
A. Present a'l"l'angements c()11)Jidered transient.
Three of the witnesses at the July hearings ref.erred to the trans~ent
nature of the present arrangements. Dr. Baker $up ported 'Reorga,ntzation Plan No.1 because.he believed "it is the approach or the step that
we need now. . . . We do not know that this present structure will
be adequate for a long time, but we think it is a very good move for
now." (p. 77). Mr. Carey referred to recent organizations in science
and energy as a "game of musical chairs and I think we get too
exercised over transient questions of organization" (p. 160). Dr. David
expressed the view that the President must have a structure in which
he has confidence and which he feels suits his style. He thought· an
argument for the reinstatement of an Executive Office science advisory
apparatus "at letMt in thi<J Administration, is really a theoretical rather
than a substantive one." (p. 150). ·
Any arrangement involving personalities rather than institutions is
bound to be transient. Two of Dr. Stever's channels to the PresidentDr. Sawhill, and Dr. Shultz, have already gone or are soon to depart.
But the biggest uncertainty of course is the President's status until
the 1976 election. If the incumbent remains in office, it is not likely
he will entertain any fundamental changes in the science advisory
mechanism. The real question is, how transient is the present arrangement~ This question is not likely to be answered for several more
months, if then.
·
B. Continuation of the initial objecti'l.'e8 of the hearings.
The lines of inquiry which the committee established last year were
framed to consider both the immediate and longer range aspects of the
Federal organization for science and technology. They included: (1)
ascertaining and making public information from Administration
sources on the effect of the implementation of Reorganization Plan
No. 1 on the National Science Foundation and on departments and
agencies engaged in civilian R&D; and on how scientific and technical
advice is incorporated into national policy decisions at the Presidential
and Executve Office level; (2) receiving commentary and suggestions
from informed persons outside the Government on how science and
technology can be incorporated into the decision-making process at
the Presidential level; and (3) monitoring the general situation relating to Federal support for research and development and the role of
science in Government.
(112)
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Federal Science Activities and concerning National Science Policy
contain many different proposals, including the subcommittee's own
proposal for a National Institute for ResearCh and Advanced Studies,
other organizational suggestions for Federal science and technolo!!Y,
and many suggestions as to how the Office of Science and Technology
and the Executive Office science organization in general could be
improved.
We believe it might be useful £or the committee to take a £resh
look at these various suggestions, to see which o£ them might be applicable
at the present
time.
The matter
of science
ol"ganization has continued to be of interest
during the Nixon Administration but interest in this issue has been
at a relatively low key until the last year. Within the past several
months, we have seen numerous suggestions for instruments through
which to return scientific advice to the Executive Office. For example,
Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., has proposed a modernized Wbite House
science apparatus with specific authorized duties to do £or the
Executive what the authorization committees do for the legislative
branch. (Science, Mar. 1,1974: 801). Dr. George B. Kistiakowsky has
proposed a Council on Science and Technology ("COST") whose
.concern should be primarily critical and analytical, not managerial,
and include short- and long-range problems. Among its major. shortrange activities would be participation in the !ormulation o£ the
budget related to science and technology. (Science, April 5, 1974: 3842) Robert W. Sarnoff has proposed the establishment of a Science
and Technology Commission to be the iocal point £or planning and
coordinating government-supported research, development, and technical education, and to provide a means £or setting pr1orities in science
and technology. ( Oongressiona:l Record, Feb. 25,1974: S 143-44). The
Committee of Scientific Society Presidents has ·urged consideration
of reorganization o£ Federal science activities "such as creation o£ a
Department o£ Science and Technology, the establishment o£ a
Council of Science and Technology in the Wbite House, or the elevation o£ the position of the Science Adviser to cabinet rank." (The
Oherwist,
Nov.1973:
13). has suggested the idea o£ using scientific
Dr. Arthur
Kantrowitz
judges as a substitute £or the_present advisory committee procedures.
(Hearing before the Senate Committee on Rules and Administration
on Office of Technology Assessment for the Congress, March 2, 1972,

pp.Dr.
84-85).
Eugene Rabinowitch suggested the need £or a Council of Experts or an Institute :for the Analysis of Public Choices. (Scienoe and
PUblic
April1973:
19-23)
The Affairs,
committee
might hear
some o£ the proponents· of these ideas
and othel"S or invite them to submit statements £or the record.
Propoaals for new organizational forms have also been incorporated
in pending legislation. Legislation has been introduced in the House
(H.R. 10807) and the Senate (S. 2495) which would establish aNational Science and Technology Resources Council in the Executive
Office of the President to survey science and technology resources and
recommended agency assignments for the application of such resources
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The committee may wish to explore this question at greater length.
Jf it takes from ten to twenty years to reahze the results from a new
scientific or technical program and if the leadership must wait for a
crisis before mobilizing, doesn't that condemn the Nation to living in
protracted and repeated crises~ (Or, at least, leaving unexploited the
contributions of science and technology: to ameliorate the crisis
Although Dr. Stever decried the crisis situation as a basis for motivat.ion, he did not express similar disapproval that for the past thirty
yea;rs science has benefited from riding the "waves" generated by a
succession of crash programs.
•Just nsrtoday's money cannot produce an instant cure for cancer, or
heart disease, or unemployment, or many other problems, neither can
it produce the necessary research data base and the needed scientific
manpower to solve today's crash problem. Only by anticipating problems and planning ahead can quick. flexible, and orderly responses be
mobilized. Forward planning can help ameliorate a crisis situation.
At very least, such a stance can greatly reduce the costs of national
adaptations to great challenges. Crash responses are inherently costly
und wasteful. Moreover, they tend to be followed by lax periods of
recuperation when the over-stimulated Nation neglects its responsibilities for preserving its resources and readiness to respond.
The committee needs to hear some plain-speaking, nonselfserving,
knowledgeable persons add-ress this problem.
F. O'verview of biomedical research issues needed
The Nation is scurrying to spend billions for energy research and
development. At the same time, such pressing issues as health research
for the acquisition of technical tools for disease prevention or control,
nnd research on new systems for distribution, delivery, and payment
of health care are being overlooked.
A recent editorial in the ,Journal of the American Medical Association 6 discussed emergiqg problems in three important area&-postdoctoral education, research in general, and "human experimentation."
There are many others.
What is apl?arently lacking in the present organization is some
source in the bwlogical and medical sciences at the \Vhite House· level
wlio can consider' and advise on· what the role of'the ·Federal Gov6rnment should be on policy questions as broad as these.
One orgnnjzational response is contained in S. 2893, the National
Cancer Act Amendments of 1974, as J?llSSed by the Senate on March 26,
1974. One of the amendments provides for the creation of a Presidential Biomedical Research Panel to oversee and monitor the biomedical r<>search programs of the National Institutes of Health.
If the House accepts the recommendations of the Select Committee
on Committees concerning realignment of committee jurisdictions, the
House Committee on Science and Astronautics which will be renamed
the House Committee on Science and Technology will receive a specific responsibility for biomedi<'al R&D overview. The committee may
wish to hear some witnesses on these questions.

n

• An Antl:Intellectual Movement ln M~dlclne.l 1AMA, vol. 227, Jan. 28, 1914: 432-434.
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G. Questions for consideration at future hearings
Below are listed some questions which the committee may wish to
explore at future hearings. Each has arisen out of knowledge of a
particular situation as derived from testimony, remarks or commentary from informed sources.
1. Who is providing advice PSAC formerly provided 1 Specifically,
what groups have been utilized and how 1
2. What is NSF doing to assure that the several national programs
of research and development---energy, health, transportation, education, social systems, and renewable and non-renewable resources,
among others-are coherent and coordinated across departmental lines
and that Government efforts are coordinated with industrial efforts 9
'What are other departments and agencies doing? What differences, if
any, do they see in relationships with NSF as compared to OST?
3. What further developments have there been m making the Federal Council for Science and Technology a more useful mechanism
for intera~ency coordination~ Meetings of the Council since July
1973 ~ Actions taken? What committees have been activated, reconstituted, or newly created? What staff support is provided and by
whom ~ Meetings held, actions taken, and future plans for these committees~ What arrangements are there for interface of FCST structure with the non-governmental scientific and technical community f
With the National Science Board f
4. In November 1973, Dr. Stever told an Appropriations subcommittee that he had "underestimated" the extent of his science policy
responsibilities "when we fi~t Jlad. these r~ponsibilities. thrust. on
us.f' What is Dr. Stever's d1stnbubon of time among h1s multip~e
roles? How much additional authority has he delegated to subordinates in order to free himself? How are the duties being institutionalized within NSF so that they would be carried on when Dr. Stever
leaves at some time in the future·!
ri. How does STPO differ from OST as to organization and approach? In assignments? Are its resources considered adequate to do
its job? How does Stever use the office? What are the interrelationships
of the Office of Energy R&D and STPO? What is STPO's program
emphasis? Relations with departments and agencies 1 Mechanisms for
coordination? Contac~ with the s~ientific an~ technical community 9
Evidence that the VIews of th1s eommun1ty actually reach the
President!
6. Who in EXOP is using science advice from NSF? What channels
are used to obtain this adVIce? How is the President kept informed of
developments? What evidences are there that the White House actually
cares, that it participates in decisions knowledgeably? Who makes
what decisions with what knowledge?
7. Are there any indications that NSF is rising in the executive
hierarchy or is it too soon to tel] ? [David, p. 135, hearings. A rise
in the executive hierarchy is both a necessity for NSF success and an
indication of it, for such a rise will be due to a combination of actions
both by the Foundation and by other agencies.]
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DOCUMENTS AND DATA RELEVANT TO THE
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Throughout the first phase of the Committee's investigation, which
includes not only the imtial he~rin~ but all the informa~on and commentary contained elsewhere m this report, reference IS frequently
made to documents and data which are not fully exJ.>lained.
In order to help modify any resulting difficulties, the following
material has been collated mto Part III:
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CHRONOLOGY OF KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN EXECUTIVE
OFFICE ORGANIZATION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, 1945-1974

J'lilty 5, 19J,b
Dr. Vannevar Bush, Director, Office of Scientific Research and
Development, submitted report, "Science, the endless frontier" to
President Truman covering all aspects o:f the study o:f post-war science
which President Roosevelt had requested him to make in November
1944.
A principal recommendation o:f the report was for the establishment

of a National Research Foundation, responsible to the President and
to Congresst "to develop and promote a national policy :for scientific
research and scientific education'.' and :for other purposes.

October
17, 1946
By E.O. 9791, President Truman established a Presidential Scientific Research Board under Dr. John R. Steelman, Director of War
Mobilization and Reconversion, in the Executive Office o:f the President, to investigate and report on the entire scientific program of the
Federal Government with recommendations :for providing coordination and improving efficiency o:f Federal research and developn;tent.
August6,1947
President Truman vetoed S. 526, the first bill passed by Congress to
establish a National Science Foundation and an Interdepartmental
Committee on Science on the grounds that the proposed organizational
structure would make it impossible :for him to assure proper administration.
September-October 1947
The 5-vol. Steelman report entitled "Science and public J?olicy" was
issued. With respect to Executive Office science organizatiOn, the repoFt recommended that the President designate a member of the
White Home staff for scientific liaison, that the Bureau o:f the Budget
set up a unit for reviewing Federal scientific research and development programs, and that an Interdepartmental Committee for Scientific Research be created.
December f4, 1947
Interdepartmental Committee on Scientific Research and Development estaDlished by E.O. 9912. Presidential assistant, Dr. John R.
Steelman, was designated to provide liaison between the President and
the committee and between the office of the President and the scientific community.
(125)
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Decem1Jer31,1947
Office of Scientific Research and Development in the Executive
Office of the President was terminated and remaining personnel, records, and property were transferred to the National Military Establishment. OSRD, created in 1941, in the Office for Emergency Management, had under Director Vannevar Bush served as a high-level
coordinating body fer scientific research and medical problems related
to national defense during World War II.
May10,1950
The National Science Foundation Act of 1950 was signed, providing for the establishment of a National Science Foundation to develop a national policy for the promotion of basic research and education in the sciences.
Apr[l!J0,1951
An 11-member Science Advisory Committee in the Office of Defense Mobilization, within the Executive Office, was established by
President Truman "to advise the President and Mobilization Director Charles E. Wilson in matters relating to scientific research and
development for defense."
March9,1953
President Eisenhower appointed Admiral Lewis L. Strauss as a
Special Assistant to serve him as "liaison adviser on atomic energy
matters." He occupied this post and shortly thereafter that of Chairroan of the AEC until1958.
March 17, 1954
President Eisenhower issued E.O. 10521, which clarified and defined
Federal agencies' responsibilities for research and development, and
specified a broader role for the NSF than that in its 1950 charter by
providing that the Foundation "shall from time to time recommend to
the President policies for the Federal Government which will
strengthen the national scientific effort and furnish guidance toward
defining the responsibilities of the Federal Government in the conduct
and support of scientific research."
November 7,1957
President Eisenhower announced the creation of the position of
Special Assistant to the President for Science ·and Techiiology and
the appointment of James R. Killian, Jr., to the post.
November 29, 1957
President Eisenhower announced the enlargement, reconstitution
and transfer to the White House of the Science Advisory Committee
of the Office of Defense Mobilization. The action was taken to provide
a more direct relationship between the Committee, the President, and
the Special Assistant for Science and Technology.
July 30, 1958
The National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 which established
the National Aerona.utics and Space Administration also established
a 9-member advisory National Aeronautics and SJ?ace Council, consisting of the President and other named representatives.
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March 13, 1959
.
.
B E.O. 10807, President Eisenhower establi~hed th~ Fede~al Coun·
cil f~r Science and Technology, eonsisting of his Specm.l Ass~stant f~:
Science and Technology and representatiWS ~f the maJor science-~ri
ented departments and agenci~, to promote mteragency coop era~l0~
nnd coordination in the plannmg and management of Federa sCien
tific and technological programs.
. · th N
E.O. 10807 amended E.O. 1052~ of March 17, 1954, to 1~It . e ti:tional Science Foundation's pohcy adviSOry rol~ toifibasiC scieh" ~
research and education in scieooes, rather than "s~Ient c researc
general as the 1954 E.O. had specified. A new sectiOn 10 of E .0: 1~~~7
and coordination in the planning and management of Federa1scien I c
information activities of the Federal Government.
.
S .
E.O. 10807 also abolished the Interdepartmeiital Committee on CI·
entific Researeh and De'V'elopment.
April£5, 1961
An amendment to the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 19.58
· ed the membership and fu.nctiohS of the National Ae~nautlcs
~~dsSpace Council and brought th~ Council in~o the Executiv~ Office
of the President, with the Vice President as Chairman.

1

June 8, 1962
· ~ti" Pl
In the absence of Congressional disapp.roval, Reorgamz on. an
No.2 of 1962, establishing ~he Office of SCienc~ and Techno
m the
Executive Office of the President, became effective. .
. ....
The Plan transferred certain functions from .Nat~onal Sc1ence F~nr
dation to the new OST relating to the coordmatwn o! F~deral po. •
icies for the promotion of basic research and educa~10n m t?-e ~I
ences and those functions with respect to the evaluatiOn of SCientific
resea~ch programs of Fedetal agencies.
June 17, 1966
·
M ·
p .L. 89-454 established ~~ tempora.ry ~ational Cou~cll on !trme
Resources and Engineering Development m ~he E:x:ec_utlve Office of thd
President under the chairmanship of the ,VIce ~resid':nt to pl~n.~~;n
develop a coordinated Federal program m marme S<?Ience activities.
The legislation also established a Commission on. Ma:rme ~cie~ce, End
ineermg and Resources to make a comprehenSive mveehgatlo~ an
~tudy of marine science and recommend an overall plan for a national
oceanographic program.
f ·t
The National Council on Marine. R~ources went out. o . ex,Is ence
June 30, 1971, following the submission of the Commissions final
report.
March 5, 1970
.
.
By E.O. 11514, resyonsibilities of the .Council ~m Envuonmental
Quality in the Executive Office of the President, which had been established by PL. 91-190, were set forth.
July 1,1970
By Reorganization Plan No.2 of 1970 and E. 0.11541, Jul.Y 1,1970,
the Bureau of the Budget in the Executive Office of the Pres1dent was
redesignated as the Office of Management and Budget.
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Reorganization Plan No. 2 also established a Domestic Council in the
Executive Office of the Pr~dent. Duties of the Council, including the
developing for the President of alternative pro.l?osals for reaching national domestic goals, and providing policy a.dvtce to the President on
domestic issues, were spelled out in E.O. 11541.
July 1,1971

Domestic Council New Technology effort started.
SeptemlJer 13, 1971
William M. Magruder, named to head the New Technology eifort in
Augnst, was appointed Consultant to the President.
December 1, 1971!
Treasury Secretary George P. Shultz is named Assistant to the President for Economic Aifairs and Chairman of a newly-established Executive Office Council on Economic Policy.
Jamiuary 98, 1979

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973 transmitted to the Congress.
February 91!, 1979

Subcommittee on Reorganization, Research, and International Organizations of Senate Committee on Government Operations held a
hearing on Reorganization Plan.J..-o. 1 of 1973.
February 98, 1979

Legislation and Military Operations Subcommittee of House Committee on Government Operations held a hearing on Reorganization
Plan No.1 of 1973.
A '/)'rU 4, 1979
In H. Rept. 93-106, the House Committee on Government Operations noted that since a disapproving resolution had not been introduced, it was not required to report for or against Reorganization
Plan No.1 of 1973. However, the Committee came to the conclusion
that the Plan should not be opposed, despite the problems and uncertainties regarding its operation.
April5, 1979

Sixty-day period for Con~onal disapproval on Reo_rganization
Plan No.1 of 1973 ended this date. Plan to go into effect July 1, 19'73,
as specified therein.
May 14,1979

Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Director, National Science Foundation, appointed Acting Chairman of the Federal Council for Science and
Technology.
Jwne 1!9, 1973

President Nixon announced the appointment of John A. Love to be
an Assistant to the President for Energy and the Director of a new
Energy Policy Office to be established m the Executive Office of the
President. He also announced the creation of an Energy Research and
Development Couneil, to consist of experts in the field from outside
Government, to advise the Energy Policy Office.

1 N 1of1973wentintoeffect.
Reorgarozatlon p an o.
973
· • · f roerly performed
July 1, 1 .
1 . tifi.c and technical actlvltles ofrrred to the Direcd Technology were trans e
JnternatlOna sc~en

July 1, 19!3 .

~!rt:;t~~N:.~fo~~lsci!:~ Foundation.

.
d T hnology Polley
Office
Offic~ and named D:t_ fo~fue F~deral Council for Sclence an
proVIde staff sut>~d b Dr Stever.
nology, now cha1re Y ·
.
ced plans for
July 5, 10973 'ttee on Science and Astroli~autlci:::d
organization
1
House oro~ .
. into Federal po cy, PH"
a comprehenslve mqmt.f-Y t' on ofscience and technology.
for the support and u 1 lZa 1
3
.
f D H Guyford
July 10, 197 .
need the designatlon ~ . r. Chairman of
Preside'!lt Nlxon annN~tional Science FoundatlOn, a:s Science Adand
;!tonsibilities was
viser to the Preside~. ?~97rlc the President to Dr. Stever.
made in a letter of J Y '
'
July 17-~4, 197~
ience and Astrona~tics. held fo~cle~~~s~~l
H<;mse Conurntte:l ono~~y' plans and orgaruzatl~i!~~ion Plan N ?·
hearmgs on lf~~eprarttcular reference to hDo~ R::~f the National Scitechnology, Wlbe'ng
implemented by the uec
1 of 1973 was. 1
ence Foundat1on.
SepternJJer 10, 1973 .
Adviser Dr. H. Guyfor?- S~~~ra~tt~t~
In his c.apaci~y as S=tatives of a number o~ il:d~ce from this
first mee~m.g Wlt~~ss how scientific an~ tech~fue Federal Governnical soe1et1es to b b ght to the attentiOn o
community could e rou
ment.
1973
s · e and Energy
December 4, . te Director for Natura;l Resourfc~e ~~~;}created FedOMB Assoc1a
. d D ty D1rector o
.
C Sawhill aJ?polnte
ept~ Office of the Presldent.
J ohn .
Office m the Execu lVe
eTal Energy
. .
A t 1974
January 9, 1fl!4.
f the Supplemental Appro~:i:ts thee Direc•
With the )slg~~l oof $4 million was appr~ve!ponsibilities as Sci(PL 93-:245l'Sa.cience Foundatio~ ~ carryestohl~h an Office of E'!lergy
tor N at10na
d
$2 million to a .
ffi $1 milhon to
1
ende At"tr·!d s~!n~a:nd Technolofb~~k~YS~en: and TechnolY!~ gr~~<J and contJa$~~~~:£:: p~ogram development and manogy Policy Office, an
agement costs.
73

Ju~s~ ~rector Steve~ estahl~~r::c~i:ct':. Th~

~:v;~Je>;~;c6~~~J~~r Scienc~

e!~c;:;~~~

~:!r
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January 7, 197.4,

Ri~

2

Former Oak
National Laboratory Director Alvin M, Weinberg has been appomted director of R&D policy fur the Federal Energy Office in the Executive Office of the President.
January 18, 197.4,

Hnnt~n,

The Budg<>t of the U.S. Government for fiscal year 1975 was transmitted to the Congres.. The National Science Foundation has reqnested $1.5 million for science and technology policy research, $4.5
million for energy
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Deputy Treasury Secretary and Federal Energy Office Director
William E. Simon was nominated to be Secretary of the Troasury.
The White House announced that Mr. Simon would not be designated
Assistant to the President for Economic .Atrairo as was outgoing
1.'reasury Secretary Georg<> l'. Shultz. It was in this role that Dr.
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:Shultz served as Dr. Stever's channel to the President.
..April 30, 19'74
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Dr. H. Guyford Stever in support of his duties as Science Adviser
held the second meeting with representatives of a number of scientific

twQI

f~r

and technical societies to discuss and receive input concerning the
societies•
on the energy problem; definition
and "!'ads
a national science pohcy; role of SCienti.fic and tec.hmcal SOcJe1Je.s In
providing inputs to go••l'llnl<mt P<?lie.r: decisions; an asses~ent of
major policy issues; and the dissemmation of the results of SC1ent1&
rersearch.
June 16, 1974
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and organization for science and technology will begin on June 20,

1974, and continue intermittently through July 18.
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House Committee on Science and Astronautics announced that the
second phase of the committee's inquiry into Federal policy, plans,
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OMB Director .Ash appointed Frank G. Zarb of
N.Y.,
as .Associate
Director for Natural Resources, Energy and Science.
F'eb'l"Uary
1, 1974

The Council of the National .AeadOJny of Sciences announced the
establishment of an ad hoc COmmittee under the chairmanship of
James R. Killian Jr. to look broadly at the relationships between science and technology with a view to assuring the best use of scientific
and technical judgment, in the development of public policy and in
planning
and management of Federal research and development• .A
report is expected within four to six months.
Felwuary 4, 1974
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE FOLLOWING TABLES TO
BROADER TOTALS

-

• Federal R&D and R&D plant expenditures as a share of total
budget outlays have declined from a high of 12.6 percent in 19651
to an estimated ~.5 percent in 1974, the lowest ratio since 1959.
• In some years (1966 through 1968, for example) R&D and R&D
plant expenditure totals were increasing even while the ratio to
total budget fell because other Federal programs were growing
faster. At present R&D programs have fallen somewhat behind
the growth rate of other Federal programs taken as a whole.
• As a share of the gross national product, expenditures for Federal R&D and R&D plant programs have ranged between 1.5 percent and 2.4 percent in the 1963--72 period. The high was realized
in 1964, and since then the decrease has been continuous to the
1.36 percent level shown in 1973.
• In 1973 Federal agencies are expected to provide 53 percent of
all national R&D funds, with support supplied by industry estimated at 41 percent. The largest Federal support share was recorded in 1964 at more than 65 percent of the national total.
• Industry is the major R&D perf-ormer, accounting for 67 percent
of total national performance in 1973, compared with a :Federal
performance share of 15 percent.
• In the 1963-73 period the natio.n.al R&D total has risen steadily
even in rars when Federal R&D support declined at least in
"current' dollars. In "constant'~ dollars, Federal R&D support
has dropped by about $1.3 billion since 1968.
Budget totals an glven In terms of outla.ye rather than obligations, hence the R&D
1
totals
that are used for share computations mul!t be in terms of expenditures rather than
obligations. The onlY difference between outlaJB and expenditures Is that outlays lnclade
net lending.
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D nd R. & D. plant expenditures to
Relationship of Federal_ R. & d · ~fiscal years 1964-73

Federal obligations and expendituru,focal years 1940-73

gross national pro uc '

[Dollar amounts in millions]

[Dollar amounts in millionsl
Research, development, and R. & D. plant 1

F1scaJ Yee.r

1941
___________________
1940.~----------------1942 ___________________
1943 ___________________
1944 ___________________
1945 ___________________
1946 ___________________
1947 ___________________
1948 ___________________
1949 ___________________
1950 ___________________
1951 ___________________
1952___________________
1953 ___________________
1954 ___________________
1955 ___________________
1956 ___________________
1957___________________
1958___________________
1959 ___________________
1960___________________
1961 ___________________
1962 ___________________
1963 ___________________
1964 ___________________
1965 ___________________
1966 ___________________
1967 ___________________
1968___________________
1969 ___________________
1970 ___________________
1971 ___________________

1972--------------~----

1973 (estimate)'-------1974 (estimate)'--------

=of

ouUt.:il•

Obllar.U0111

]l:xpendltufel

$9,3@9
13,980
34,500
78,909
93,956
95, 184
61, 738
36,931
36,493
40,570
43,147
45, 797
67,962
76, 769
70,890
68, 509
70,460
76,741
82,571\
92, 104
92,223
97, 795
106,813
111,311
118, 584
118,430
134,652
158,254
178,833
11)4, 54o
196,588
211,425
231,876
249, 796
268,665

(')

$74
198
280
602
1, 377
1, 591
918
900
855
1,082
1, 083
1, 301
1, 816
3, 101
3, 148
3,308
3,446
4, 462
4,991
5,806
7,744
9,287
10,387
12,012
14, 707
14, 889
16,018
16,859
17,049
16,348
15, 736
15,992
16,743
16,628
17,566

fl

I)
1)

S)

$61H

868
1, 105
1, 175
1, 812
2, 195
3,361
3, 039
2, 745
3, 267
4, 389
4,906
7, 123
8,080
9,607
11,069
13,663
15,324
15, 746
16, 179
17, 149
16, 525
16, 306
15,854.
16, 161
1'i, 155
17, 817
18,243

0. 8
1.4
.8
.8
1.5
1.7
1. 5
2. 4
2. 3
2. 7
2. 5
2. 8
2. 7
4.0
4.4
4.8
4.9
5. 8
6. 0
6. 3
8.4
9. 5
9. 7
10.8
12.4
12.6
11.9
I0:7
9.5
8.9
8.0
7. 6
7. 2
6.1
6. 5

f
In flacal year
1968 amounts
for botb ob!fiatlons and expenditures Include pay and allowance
o mllfBectnnfng
tary Ptli'IIOnnelln
research
and development.
11
• "Outlays" Include expenditures plus net lending. Data through fiscal year 1968 are In terms of the "Con·
so dated Cash Statement" and data beginning with flacal year 19M are In terms of the "Unified Budget."
For Purposes of providing trend lnfonnatlon the data are considered to be reported on a generally comparable
basis.
• Not available.

• These estlmatas are based on amounts shown In The Bu4qa, 11114 and do not reftect congressional appro-

f9~~ions or changes mada by executive action subsequent to budaet submission at the mid-point of flacal
,..!!<>urce: Otlice of Management and Bndaet and Bureau of the Budget, The Budget of the Ut~IWI StoJu

"""ernmmt,
flacalagencies.
Years 1940 through 1974. National Bolenoe Foundation, annual surve)'ll of R. &: D. prolti'Bms
of Federal

l
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Federal R. & D.

Expenditures 1111

Total~t

Fiscal year

1~!1::::::::::::::::~~~~~~~~~
1967 _______________ _
1969 _________________ _

1968.-----------------=======
1971.--------------1970----------------=========

~~~~=========================

product

$611,600
655,600
718, 500
771,400
827,000
894,400
953,200
1, 009,600
11,097,500
11,220,100

· expen

$14,707
14,889
16,018
16,859
17,049
16,348
15, 736
15,992
16, 743
116,628

=

2. 40

2.27

2. 23

2. 19
2.06
1. 82
1; 65
1. 58
1; 56
1. 33

the ealelldar year
Estimate.
the basis of the fiscal year rather
dlture than
totalS.
Non: Gross national Pb&~c!n~~:S~v:,-~nD. and R. & D. ~t
of Current Bl.lllnm= CEA,
so as to achieve CQmpara
of Economic Ana13-•
f Commerce, Bureau
Sonroe: Departm~nt ~ nal Science Foundation.
Economic Indicator•. Na o
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FOREWORD

Free institutions are now being challenged by resourceful and implacable adversaries. Their aim is no less than to write finish to freedom. As Mr. Robert Lovett told our Subcommittee:
If the public statement "we will bury you" does not carry
the message to us, then words have lost their meaning.
In today's world, the tide of political power flows with the tide of
scientific and technical power. A decade ago we took our nation's
scientific and technical leadership almost for granted. Today it is.
being effectively contested.
w~ must bestir ourselves, lest Sputnik and the Cosmonaut mark
only the beginning of a long list of Soviet firsts, and lest we fall short
of our best m putting science to work for peace and welfare and individual freedom.
From the start of its nonpartisan study of how our government can
best organize to formulate and carry out forei~ and defense policy,
the Subcommittee on National Policy Machinery has given close
attention to the impact of science and technology on national
policymaking.
In April 1960, the subcommittee held a series of hearings, entitled
"Science, Technology, and the Policy Process." During these hearings the subcommittee took detailed testimony from James A. Perkins,
vice J>resident of the Carnegie Corp. ; James B. Fisk, president. Bell
Telephone Laboratories; William H. Pickering, Director, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology; Ruben F. Mettler, executive vice president, Space Technology Laboratories, Inc.;
Eugene P. Wigner.l professor of mathematical ;physics, Princeton University; Edward .i\-1. Purcell, Nobel Prize winner .and professor of
physics, Harvard University; Herbert F. York, first Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
.The subcommittee staff has profited from discussions and interviews
With <?ver 50 distinguished scientists and Government officials who!J.ave hved and worked with this problem. The list of those consulted
mc!udes scientists familiar with problems of top-level science oruanizatio~, departm~~tal technical experts, Nobel Prize winners, anloutstand~ng authonhes on science and the policy process.
.This, the !ifth in a series of subcommittee staff reports, makes certam suggestiOns for improving science organization at the summit of
our Government.
lliNRY M. JACKSON,

JUNE 14. l9fll.

0lw:i'I'1TUJin, Subcommittee on
National Policy Machinery.
(139i

ORGANIZING FOR NATIONAL SECURITY
SCIENCE ORGANIZATION AND THE PRESIDENT'S
OFFICE

THE PRESIDENT'S PROBLEM

The continued hi~h standing of our nation in the world demands
that we maintain se1entific and technological leadership. The state of
our military defenses, our success in attaining our foreign policy
objectives, the health and productivity of our economy-all depend in
large measure upon making wise use of science and its applications.
The President bears the main responsibility for determining the
broad direction and scale of the government's part in our national
scientific effort. He establishes the priorities. He makes the key
decisions that enlist science and technology in support of our forei~
policy and defense goals. He is ultimately responsible for the wiSe
employment of the over eight billion dollars our federal government
now spends annually on research and development.
The President's task is formidable.
Eight departments and agencies support major technical programs,
and almost all other parts of the government use science in varying
degrees to help meet their agency objectives. This diffusion of science
and technology throughout the government is not a sign of untidy
administrative housekeeping. Rather, it reflects the very nature of
science itself. Organizationally, science is not a definable JUrisdiction.
Like economics, it is a tool. It is an instrument for accomplishing
things having nothing to do with science. Dr. James Fisk, President
of Bell Telephone Laboratories, put it this way to the Subcommittee:
To imagine that "science" as a whole could be abstracted
from government departments and agencies and set up somehow as a separate department--a Department of Scienceis, I believe, unrealistic. It would be somewhat analogous
to abstracting "economics" from these departments and
agencies and forming a Department of Economics.
It is a fact of life that many departments and agencies must conduct
extensive technical activities. The President and his top assistants will
alw:ays face the difficult problem of ordering and focusing these necessarily scattered programs.
. Planning ahead in science is no less difficult. Scientific research, by
lf:s very nature, is uncertain in outcome. Ten years ago, the prevailing
Vlew ~eld the intercontinental ballistic missile of little military value.
The &lr-breathing missile was slated to supplant the jet bomber. Yet
today, the ballistic missile is relegating air-breathers to museums.
(141)
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The unforeseen roadblock, the unexpected shortcut, and the element
of sheer caprice in research will always do violence to precise schedules~
and targets. The record of attempts to read the scientific future is
notoriously poor. There is no Supreme Court of Science except the
testing ground of nature itself.
This means that the President cannot afford to rely upon any one
source of scientific advice. No single scientist, no one group, nor even
the scientific community as a whole can be counted upon to foresee
the unfolding course of research and technology. Even the most distinguished experts are from time to time bound to be wrong.
The proper use of scientific counsel poses further problems. Sci~ntists are professional experts. Their technical judgments within
their specialties merit closest heed. But as Mr. James Perkins of the
( ,n rnegie Corporation warned the Subcommittee:
... we are inclined to translate important special authority
into authority in general. A specialist on atomic energy does
not necessarily speak with equal authority on infrared devices
or jet propulsion. Even less does he speak with authority on
strategic deterrence or on the probable outcome
problems
of
the coldof
war.
We are in some danger, it seems to me, of repeating the
mistakes of the thirties when the fears of depression produced
an overvaluation of the general skills of the economist.
Scientists often have strong opinions about the morality or political
utility of developments in the laboratory. They are not exempt from
the human tendency to allow these beliefs to color their technical
judgments, and to become ardent pleaders for special causes. A president
noodselse.
as much sales resistance in science and technology as
anywhere
Viewed from where the President sits, scientific counsel is inevit.ably
}>aror.hial. It is only one of the many factors he must balance and
w-eigh in arriving at policies covering the full span of our national
needs. Measured against the perspectives of the President's office,
scientific counsel is therefore like economic and military advice, and
must in the same sense be subject to civilian control.
The President, in shaping and guiding our government's scientific
and technical effort, is critkally dependent upon able leadership and
stafting within the dep:trtments and agencies. The departments are
the great reservoirs of skill and experience; they are on the front line
of decision-making; they have the planning realism which comes from
actual involvement in operating problems.
~
The range of agency technical activities is immense. It goes from
space to sonar, from microbiology to meteorology, from symbolic
logic to systems engineering. No one person in the government, nor
any one committee of directors, can have detailed knowledge across
the 'vhole spectrum of science. The departmental experts in each
field, together with their agency heads, must bear the main planning
burden on programs related to their departmental missions.
At the same time, a President can De greatly helped by having his
own above-the-department science advisers. They can give him
-cotmsel "in the round"-from a government-wide, rather than departmental perspective. They can assist him in -cross-agency coordina-

. . developments lying outslde of
tion. They can ale~ ~im to prom~g no departmental h?m~. They
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While the science advisers now give their chief and the Bureau of
the Budget technical counsel in a number of areas, this Presidentiallevel staff assistance is needed on a. broa.der front.
The Federal Council, as an instrument for assisting the President
in monitoring agency programs, has been of only limited utility. It
has worked under the limitations of all inter-agency coordinating committees of its kind. Where program stakes are high, and agency
differences deep, departmental heads have traditionally tried to
bypass Council-type mechanisms. The balance of bureaucratic power
is weighted heavily against the Federal Counc~.
.
.
The President does not have enough f'lill-t~me help from hzsscunce
aJ;vwers.
Many of the members of the Science Advisory Committee, althou~h
servin~ only in a part-~ime cap~ity, spend lar~e amo.unts of time m
Washtng!,on on Committee busmess. The SpeCial Assistant, however,
is the oiily science adviser who regularly works full time. The absence of other regular full-time counsellors narrows the range and
variety of technical judgment immediately available to the President.
The lack of full-time Advisory Committee associates handicaps
the Special Assistant as well. He serves not only as adviser to the
President but also as Chairman of the Science Advisory Committee
and Chairman of the Federal Council. He needs more day-in dayoutThe
help.
President's science advisers lack sufficient st.aff.
Today, a single staff of less than a dozen professionals serves the
Special Assistant, the Science Advisory Committee and its many
standing committees and panels, and the Federal'Council. It has been
hard pressed to stay on top of its steadily increasing workload.
Present arraa'I{Jements create difficulties in Executive-Legislative
relations.
As a personal Presidential adviser, the Special Assistant has not
been available for testimony before CongressiOnal committees. At the
same time, he is the only Executive Branch official whose s;pan of concern encompasses the full range of our government's sc1entific and
technical programs. The Congress has thus been deprived of authoritative commentary on the government's scientific activitieS from an
over-all, rather than departmental, point of view.
A SCIENCE UNIT IN THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TliE PRESIDENT

Moving science into the White House was a forward step. Two
Presidents have profited from the help of their own science counsellors.
It is now time to consolidate and build upon this advance.
The post of Special Assistant to the President for Science and
Technology and the President's Science Adviso!1' Committee should
be made permanent ~arts of the government-with statutory underpinning. The Administration should now consider the desirability of
creating a;n Office of Science and Technology within the Executive
Office
the President.
Theof
Office
would be headed by the Special Assistant to the President
for Science and Technology. He would continue as a Presidential
adviser and Chairman of the Federal Council.
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The President's
Advisory Committee would continue in its
valued
counselling Science
role.
would provide
support for the President's Scien
The Office
Advisory
Committee
and the sta1f
Council.
A science unit in the Executive Office would ratify the institution
and professional advisory role of the Special Assistant and the Scien
Advisory Committee. It would confirm that their responsibilities t()
the 'President
correspond
to those of Executive Office officials like the
Council
of Economic
Advisers.
Dutiea of the Office
Like any hesidential stafl', the Office of Science and TechnologJ!I
would work on any tasks assigned it by the Chief Executive.
However, it could well be given formal responsibilities in two areas;
Firstj it would be expected to make continuing recommendations:
to the President for meeting long-term national needs in science.
Second, it would be expected to help the President coordinate and
evaluate
by serving as technical counsellors to him
and
to theagency
BureauprogralllS
of the Bu<Ieet.
In short, the Office would l>e a staff unit for helping the President
"look ahead" and ''pull together" in science and tecluiology,
Vesting the Office with these responsibilities would involve amendments to the statutes and executive orders relating to the Nationai
Sciep.ce Foundation. The undischarged _plan.nin,g- and evaluation
responsibilities of the NSF could be formally tramiferred in whole or
part to the Executive Office science unit. The Foundation would
m any everit be a valuable collaborator of the Office. It could be asked
to expand its activities in gathering and analyzing information about
the nation's needs in science. The National Academy of Sciences and
the National
essential
job. Research Council would be helpful partners in this
The new Office would provide the Bureau of the Budget with technical staff assistance across a broader front than is now the case.
The Federal Council for Science and Technology would continue to
lend a hand in program coordination. Where the departments are
in general agreement on program goals and agency assignments, the
Council can help adjust lesser inter-agency disputes and
joint action by the departments. Also, the Council can be helpfulm
the word around and in serving as a clearinghouse for exchanging information about agency plans and· progralllS.
Full-time science advi8era

gettin~

enco~

The President's Special Assistant, as Director of the Office, could
be given one, or preferably two, full-time deputies. Serving perhaps
for one or two years, they ehould preferably be drawn from among the
members of the Science Advisory Committee.
Like any other Presidential staff aide, the director of the science
unit would ha-ve the job of making sure that the President is never
isolated from the full .flavor of debate and controversy on important
issues in dispute. He would be expected to see that many channels
of scientific advice are OJ?en to the President, and to make sure that
a1J significant points of VIew on major problems reach his chief.
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the ~~esident's _scienc~ aides ~have concentrated on high priority
questi?ns, and have shifted their focus of attention in keeping witb
chan~mg problems and priorities. It would be essential that the
ne~ uffice also foll~w a !Jexible mode of organization and operation:
Science at the Presidential level must never become bureaucratized.
[ExcERPTS]
THE NEXT STEP

~he Ol'ga~ization~l ~mprovements which have been suggested in
this report he well Within the authority of the President to act through
executive orders and ~he updated Reorganization Act. Proceeding
under the powers of this Act, the Administration should submit to the
Qongress by_ next January its considered findings and recommendations for actiOn.

CREATION OF THE OFFICE OF SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
I. REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 2 OF 1962; ITS ALLEGED
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES
A.

ALLEGED ADVANTAGES

1. For the .first time, science policies, of the executive branch;
transcending agency lines, will be effectively coordinated and shaped
at the level of the Executive Office of the President. The National
Science Foundation (NSF), which it was hoped would perform this
function, has been unable to do so, because it is at the same organizational level as other agencies whose work it was expected to coordinate.
2. There is urgent need for an agency with authority in the area of
across-the-board forward planning of scientific needs. This function
the Office of Science and Technology (OST) will be empowered to
perform. The NSF has been reluctant to act in this area, and with
their concurrence the OST will become the agency for such planning.
3. The transfer of functions from the NSF to the OST will enable
the NSF to devote its efforts more intensively toward J?romoting its
primary objective of furthering basic research and educatiOn in science.
The OST will look to NSF for studies and information in these areas
on which sound national policies in science and technology can be
based.
4. The establishment of the OST will provide the President and the
Bureau of the Budget with a ready source of above-the-department
technical advice-a source now present in the Wbite House Office-but
not in a sufficiently adequate form. Insofar as the President and the
Bureau have been dependent on the departments and agencies in
seeking technical counsel, they may in some instances have received
such counsel with a conscious or unconscious bias in favor of the department's own program objectives. In any event, no department
nc;>r agency is able to furnish advice from a governmentwide point of
VIew.

5. Just as the Council of Economic Advisers has proven to be a
valuable aid in advising the President on economic policy, so the OST
will serve a similar function in the field of science policy.
6. The establishment of the OST will forestall the movement for
a Department of Science which is seriously opposed in many quarters.
On the other hand, it does not place an immovable barrier against
E>stablishing such a department at a later date, if such action seems
advisable.
(l.'il)
36-154--74----11
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7. The proposed OST will provide a coordinating mechanism for
scientific activities in the various departments and agencies, without
necessitating the costly and disruptive changes which would be caused
in created.
the departments and agencies if a Department of Science were to
be
8. The Federal Council has been of limited usefulness in monitoring
and coordinating agency programs because it has worked under the
limitation of all interagency coordinating committees-namely, the
more important the program and the greater the difference of opinion)
the more marked has been the tendency to bypass the Council. The
OST, with the authority granted to it in the reorganization plan, will
be relieved of the limitations which hamper an interagency committee.
9. The OST will provide valuable and necessary staff services for
the President's Science Advisory Committee, the Federal Council for
Science and Technology, and the special assistant to the President
for science and technology.
10. The establishment of the OST in the Executive Office of the
President by reorganization plan will follow a precedent in that other
units within EXOP have been established by statute.
11. While the savings in expenditures which will result from the
establishment of the OST cannot be estimated with any degree of
accuracy, it i~ !~aso.nable to assl!me that mo~e eft:ec~ive coord~nat~on
of science actiVIties m the executive branch ·will ehmmate duphcatwn
and produce more efficient administratiol}) resulting in savings.
12. Since the establishment of the O;:;T is independent of other
science units already in existence within the White House Office, the
President is not thereby deprived of his independent authority to
make such changes in these units as he may find desirable. The twin
objectives of permanence combined with flexibility will thus be
achieved.
13. If the reorganization plan is adopted, the Director of the OST
will be available for testimony before congressional committees. For
the first time an official of the executive branch will be able to furnish
to the Congress authoritative information on the administration's
scientific policies and programs from an overall, rather than a departmental, point of view:.
14. "An organizational change may sometimes be justified not because the new pattern is inherently better than the old one but because the change provides an opportunity to bring in new blood and
to accomplish the reinvigoration that in an ideal world would not be
necessary. * * * [This is] a practical argument that should be considered along. with th~ reaS<?ns for a.nd .against a particl}lar. chB;nge
and the anticipated difficulties of brlngmg a new or~mzat10n mto
being" (Dael Wolfle, in Science, May 13, 1960, p. 1415).
B.

ALLEGED DISADVANTAGES

1. Presentation of the proposals in Reorganization Pian No. 2 in
that form was unwise, inasmuch as there is iio opportunity for amending the proposals. If they had been submitted in a statute, Congress
could have been helpful in perfecting the flan before adoption.
2. There is before Congress a proposa to establish a HooverCommission type of commission to consider the whole problem of the
most effective organization of the Federal Government for carrying
out its science functions. It would be better to establish this com-
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II. ~HE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
A.

RELEVANT PROVISIONS OF REORGANIZATION PLAN

No. 2 (1962)

EXCERPTS FROM PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE, MARCH 29, 1962

*

*

•

•

•

•

*

*

*

*

Part I of the reorganization plan est bl"
nology as a new unit within the Executi~ !Shes the Office of Science and Techhead thereof a Director appointed by the ~~~~C: o~ ~he Presi~ent; places at the
consent of the Senate and makeR ro i
s en Y and With the advice and
pointed: and transfer to the Di;e~orvcsi:n for a Deputy Director similarly apFoundation under sections 3 (a) (1) and :(~a)in(6tun)fcttihons of the National Science
0
tion Act of 1950.
e National Science Founda-

*

. .

"'

Th e ever-growing significance and
and technology have in recent years~0 mp1exity of Federal programs in science
improving the organizational arrange~~~~u:;:ei1 the taki~g of several steps for
to science and technology.
e executive branch in relation
(1) The National Science Found tl
tlon was created to meet a widely re~o oni was established in 1950. The Foundaand encourage a nati()nal policy for thgn zed nTid for an ~rganization to develop
tion in the sciences, to support basic ~e~~omo on of basic research and educaundertaken by Federal agencies and t
farch, to evaluate research programs
'
o per orm related functions
.
"'
The National Science Foundation ha
a~inistering sizable programs in supp~ftt~;~d tio be an effective instrument for
SCiences and has set an example for oth
~s c research and education in the
its own program. However, the Founde:tfog:nc es through the administration of
level as other agencies, cannot satisfactorily c~o~~fg tatFthde same organizational
evaluate programs of other agencies S 1
na e e era! science policies or
need to be coordinated and shaped. atct~nc~ policies, transcending agency lines
~resident drawing upon many resources b:th eve! of the Ex~utive Office of th~
Similarly, staff efforts at that highe 1
within and outside of Government
Government programs in science and t~c::e: are required for the evaluation of
Thus, the further steps contained in
~ :gy.
needed in order to meet most effectlvel par o~ the reorganization plan are now
adbout by the rapid and far-reaching ~r~~:n f ~~panGding requirements brought
evelopment programs. These re uir
o
e overnment's research and
science organization at the Pre;ide~~~~t~ cail for the further strengthening of
Foundation's role to refiect Changed condi~;-e and for the adjustment of the
to originate POlley proposals and recomm ons. The Foundation will continue
basic research and education in the s i
endations concerning the support of
Foundation to provide studies and inf~ences, and the new Office will look to the
in science and technology can be based rmation on which sound national policies
Part I of the reorganization plan
and consultant resources now available tpef::li~so~e strengthening of the staff
and technical factors affecting executiv
eh resident in respect of scientific
communication with the Congress
e ranc policies and will also facllitate
Part II of the reorganization pia
the National Science Foundation !fur~vid~fl for certain reorganizations within
~!rector of the Foundation to exert Ieide:hipstre~t~en the capabillty of the
v(~n)esTshof administration of the Foundation. Spe~ffic oil ~rwise further the effecere is established a ne om
a Y•
Foundation and that Director e'; m ~e of Director of the National Science
Science Board on a basis coordinateo wit~' t~s tmafdetha member of the National
a o o er Board members.
(154)

"'

.

"'

will

g

"'

.

*

(2) There ·I s substituted for the now existing Executive Committee of the
National Science Board a new Executive Committee composed of the Director
of the National Science Foundation, ex officio, as a voting member and Chairman of the Cominittee, and of four other members elected IJy the National
Science Board from among its appointive members.
(3) Committees advisory to each of the divisions of the Foundation will make
their recommendations to the Director only rather than to both the Director and
the National Science Board.
.After investigation I have found and hereby declare that each reorganization
Included in Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962 is necessary to accompllsh one or
more of the purposes set forth in section 2(a) of the Reorganization Act of 1949,
as amended.
I have found and hereby declare that it is necessary to include in the reorganization plan, by reason of reorganizations made thereby, provisions for the
appointment and compensation of the Director and Deputy Director of the Office
of Science and Technology and of the Director of the National Science Foundation. The rate of compensation fixed for each of these officers is that which I have
found to prevail in respect of comparable officers in the executive branch of the
Government.
The functions abolished by the provisions of section 23(b) of the reorganization
plan are provided for in sections 4(a), o(a), 6(a), and 8(d) of the National
Science Foundation A~t of 1950.
B. SELECTED STATEMENTS BY THE DIRECTOR OF NSF, DB. .ALAN T. WATERMAN,
CONCERNING THE POLICY AND COOBDlNATlNG FUNCTIONS OF THE AGENCY
Alan T. Waterman. National Science Foundation: a 10-year resume.' Science, vol.
131, May 6, 1960, PP. 1341-1354, at pp.1341, 1342-1343.
Tbe National Science Foundation's first 6 years were analyzed with scholarly
thoroughness by Dael Wolfie in Science ln 1957'. I shall not attempt to review
the factual data concerning the organization and operations of the foundation
that are given in detail in his article. I shall take up the narrative essentially
where he left it, at the beginning of fiscal year 1958. Whatever I have to say
concerning the earlier period will be from the special point of view of one who
has been intimately involved in shaping the foundation's policies and operations
during its formative years.
As visualized by Vannevar Bush in Science, the End'te88 Frontier, and as defined
by Congress in the National Science Foundation Act of 1950, the foundation has
two distinct sets of functions; one relates to the support of research and education
through grants, fellowships, and other means, and. the second involves the de·
velopment of national science policy and the evaluation and correlation of the
research activities of the federal government, as well as the correlation of its own
program with those of other agencies, both public and private. There is a degree
of difficulty in reconciling these two functions, because in planning and operating
a research-support program the foundation becomes to some extent an interested
party with respect to the policy prescribed. Congress obviated this situation
somewhat by ·denying the foundation authority to perform research or to establish its own research laboratories.
In the first or operational category, planning and execution have been reasonably
straightforward. Early in its history the foundation adopted the grant as being
the most fiexlble and effective means of support for basic scientific research. In
the field of education it was decided that the graduate fellowship was the device
that would produce the most immediate results in terms of trained manpower.
Within the budgetary limits imposed by Congress, the foundation immediately
launched a graduate fellowship program and a research-support program which
embraced all the natural sciences and, later, selected areas in the social sciences.
The pollcy-making functions, as well as the evaluation functions prescribed in
the act were less susceptible of immediate and specific action, for reasons Wolfie
pointed out.
In Science, the Endle88 Frontier Bush had visualized that a National Research
Foundation would be the principal, if not, indeed, the sole, point of reference for
federal support of basic or uncommitted research in the postwar period. In
• D. Wolfie, Science 126, 335 (1957).
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view of the brilliant success of the wartime Office of Sclent11lc Research and
Development, this was a logical plan for taking care of the nation's research needl!
in science. So urgent were these needs, however, particularly in the mathematics,
scienee, and engineering departments of universities, and so urgent was the
nation's need for scientific research that the provision of federal support could not
await the outcome of the 5-year congressional debate over legislation to establish
the National Science Foundation.
The foresight ot Secretary of ·the Navy Forrestal in establfshlng the Office ot
Research and Inventions-which 1n 1946 became the statutory Office of Naval
Research-made It possible tor the Navy to provide critically needed support tor
basic research at universities. This program was followed in short order by the
programs of the Federal Security Agency, notably those of the U.S. Publfc Health
Service and the National Institutes of Health, and those of the Atomic :Energy
Commission. When the National Science Foundation began to operate in 1951,
initial policy had been formulated and active support of science was under way
and as a result there was pressing demand for (i) impartial support ot basic research and training unrelated to such practical missions as defense and health
and (11) supervision, coordination, and pollcy determination among the growing
and splintered research-support programs of the federal government.
Equipped with a broad charter, a limited but growing statr, and an operating
budget of $3.5 million, the new foundation found itself under pressure almost
immediately to start performing policy-making and evaluation functions. In
addition, of course, It was expected to launch, as early as possible, programs in
support of basic research and education In the sciences (p. 1341).
DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL SCIENCE POLicY

In this situation, the National Science Board and the director sought to define
more specifically the role of the National Science Foundation in relation to other
agencies. After extensive conferences between National Science Foundation
statr members and the Bureau of the Budget and other agencies, the foundation
made a series of recommendations which were incorporated in Executive Order
10521 of 1\Iarch 17, 1954.• The order states that the foundation "shall • • •
recommend to the President poUcies for the promotion and support of basic
research and education In the sciences, including policies with respect to furnishlug guidance toward defining the responsibilities of the Federal Government in
the conduct and support of basic scientific research."
The order further directs that the foundation shall be increasingly responsible
tor the support of general-purpose basic research but recognizes also the importance and desirability of having other agencies conduct their special basic research in fields closely related to their missions. The foundation is not expected
to have responsibility for the applled research an4 development program of other
agencies;
each agency is accountable for the scope and quality of its development
etrorts.
The Executive Order of 13 March 1959 (section 6 (b)] further clarified the
foundation's role as applying only to ba8ic research. Within this more specialized
framework, the foundation has been steadily formulating national science policy
m the course of day-to-day operations, frequently on the basis of agreement and
understanding with other agencies. Those who insist that policy must be handed
down "ready made" in the form of a proclamation or edict do not understand
the nature of pollcy in the realm of science. To be workable, policy must evolve
on the basis of experience; further, it must take fully into account the fundamental principles essential to the etrective performance of research in science.
In carrying out its obligations regarding the development of national science
policy, the foundation started from the premise that, in its broadest sense, national policy for science is a matter primarily to be determined by the scientists
themselves. The scientists of the country are unquestionably the ones most
capable of deciding what is best for progress in science, in the true meaning of
the word. Policy 1n this sense should not be "master-minded" by the federal
government or any single agency.
The foundation has advocated, and has itsel! adopted, the fairly general federal
policy of providing support to basic research after consultation with leading
scientists in their respective fields. This would appear to be the most direct way
in which progress 1n science in the country can be determined by the scientists
• This executive order was later amended by Executive Order 10807, Mar. 13, 1959.
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When 1t comes to development, however, tile situation is different. Here it is
entirely possible and indeed important to compare needs and priorities with
trends and potentialities with respect to manpower, facilities, funds, and research findings. Excellent work of tills sort is going on in many technical industries, and the G·overnment has made progress in this direction through !!tUdies
in the field of science and technology by the National Science Foundation, and
in special areas by the President'll Science Advisory Committee and the Federal
Council for Science and Technology and by other Federal agencies.
It is considerations of this kind which have led the Foundation to undertake
intensive fundamental studies of the country's resources tor science and technology-in consultation with the President's Science Advisory Committee and the
Federal Council tor Science and Technology-in the setting up of its Science
Resources Planning Office.
Let us examine how tile planning function is presently performed in the U.S.
Government. At the highest level, science is now represented in the post of the
Special Assistant to the President tor Science and Technology and in the President's Science Advisory Committee, which is composed ot outstanding scientists
from outside the Government. In order to coordinate the research and development activities of the Federal agencies and departments, the President, acting
upon tile recommendation of the President's Science Advisory Committee, in
1958 created the Federal Council for Science and Technology. Membership on
the Council consists of high-ranking officers of each of the agencies with major
research and development programs.
The Special Assistant to the President for Science and Technology is available
to the President at all times for firsthand advice, and thus he is in a position to
know the situations in which science and technology are likely to have important
bearing upon national policy. The President can turn to the President's Science
Advisory Committee to provide advice on important questions in science and
technology that relate to national issue of all kinds.
The function of tile Federal Council tor Science and Technology is to provide
a forum tor discussion among the agencies on matters of common interest, to
achieve coordination on scientific programs involving more than one agency, and
to exercise planning and policy roles in connection with governmentwide science
and technology matters. For consideration of overall budgetary problems in research and development, the Federal Council and each individual agency can
contribute its advice and counsel to the Bureau of the Budget and the President.
Under present circumstances it appears that this administrative arrangement
will be able to deal responsibly with the issues that arise, and to do so in a more
satisfactory manner than would a single department. In any event, the arrangement has hardly been in operation long enough to permit a judgment as to its
ultimate efl'ectiveness or whether furtiler change may be needed.
The National Science Foundation, through its 24-member National Science
Board, consisting of individuals distinguished in research, education, or public
afl'airs, has responsibility for developing national science policy. Its deliberations
are especially valuable to the Government in the area of government-university
relations.
It should be noted, too, that the Government constantly has available to 1t on
scientific questions the advice and experience of the National Academy 'of Sciences-National Research Council. The Academy-Council bas always enjoyed close
and friendly relations with the Federal Government and bas worked cooperatively with it on a wide variety of projects in times of peace as well as war.
The question of central coordination and planning inevitably raises the question of policy--concerning which there has been much discussion. The insistent
question is, What is our policy with respect to science and technology? Since
one of the statutory functions of the National Science Foundation is the development and recommendations of national science policy, a statement may appropriately be made here regarding policy on the part of the Federal Government.
But, before answering that Question, let us examine what is meant by po11cy.
What is the meaning of a national policy for science? Is it the same as policy
for scientific research and education? It not, with what :Is it concerned? Does
national policy mean the policy of the Federal Government, tor the country, or
in tE>rms of its own activities?
Web!'lter's New International defines policy as "A settled or definite course or
method adopted and followed by a government, institution, body, or individual."
By extension, this means the principles under which an organized group con-
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sciously and deliberately operates or alms to conduct itself and Its activities. An
essential element is awareneBS, that Is, the planned and purposeful nature of the
theory and practice of the activities of the organization. Tbll8, policy may run
all the extremes between complete lals~ez..talre and rigid autocracy, but neither
ls policy unless planned and encouraged.
•
The programs of the National Science Foundation and Its recommendations for
the Federal Government Incorporate policy in this sense; they have received
careful and full consideration by the National Science Board, based upon statf
studies, with frequent consultation elsewhere in government. A common practice has been to precede policy or program formalities with experimental or pilot
projects to determine the most effective a~;~proach.
The major policies for the support of research and development are recognized
throughout the Federal Government, and the National Science Foundation has
taken a leading part in their formulation. For example:
The present policy of the Federal Government with respect to the support of
basic research was formally announced in 1954 by Executive Order 10521. This
establishes the degree of responsibility of Federal agencies for the conduct and
support of basic research; 1n particular, it specifies that the National Science
Foundation shall not be the sole source of support for basic research In the
Government. At the same time that it encourages other agencies to conduct and
support basic research, however, it limits their activities to basic research related
to their missions, i.e., research that can be logically defended in their budgets.
As a next major policy point, responsibility for the planning, organization, and
management for research and development Is assigned to each Federal agency 1n
line with lt.'l mission.
Research and development contracts with Industry are clearly designed to
assist the supporting agencies In meeting their objectives, but when the support
of research at educational Institutions is involved, it is general policy to define
the research objectives in broad terms and to administer these contracts and
grants In such a way as to permit the maximum degree of freedom and initiative
on the part of the individuals or groups supported. This is generally true where
the support is provided to an integral part of the college or university ; it does
not apply with the same force to the so·called research centers which are, in
general set up to accomplish a specific mission of interest to the Federal Government and !Danaged by a university or other establishment.
The Foundation is unique In that it has no defined mission other than to
support and encourage the progress of science in the national interest. Within the
limit of available funds, it has, as a matter of deliberate policy, undertaken to
support all the fields of science in a comprehensive way, the criteria for support
being primarily the experience and competence of the research investigators and
the significance of their research in the overall scientific e1fort.
In the conviction that most effective progress in science takes place when It is
essentially determined by the nation's scientists, the Foundation's policy Is to
encourage and consider applications from individual scientists or groups of
scientists for support in defined areas of research that may be broad or narrow.
Then liberal use is made of individual reviewers, advisory panels, together with
the statutory Divisional Committees, in order to obtain·the best advice from the
scientific community regarding the merit of the proposed research. Finally,
the recommended projects under consideration are weighed from the standpoint
of national Interest and the degree of support by the other Federal agencies.
In terms of the progress of science and the factors involved in overall planning,
the first essential is to provide to the fullest extent possible for the needs of competent research workers in all fields of science and for the increasingly important
interdisciplinary areas of science. In addition to advancing the progress of
science on all fronts, such provision assures a steady stream of scientific manpower, fully equipped to meet general needs.
Superimposed on this broad coverage, particular areas of science may prove to
be critical at a given time, either from the standpoint of progress and national
interest in science, or because a more thorough knowledge and understanding of
a field is important for planning purposes or for solving Important developmental
problems. Periodically certain areas of science require special attention in the
form of symposia or conferences by research workers in the field, or in critical
cases, a special study by leading experts whose purpose Is to determine the need,
feasibility, and scope of coordinated programs. Such critical areas may form
the basis for study and I!J~Pclal E>rnphasis by the Foundation or other appropriate
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capital discoveries of science are only just beginning and that science and technology will inevitably raise U!sues of the deepest social significance. All nations
are convinced that their future is bound up closely with their progress and capablllty in science and technology. Among modern nations this capability is becoming general. Grim competition bas developed along both military and economic
lines. Onto this scene there enters a host of emerging nations, small and large,
impatient to acquire the standards of living and the independence associated
with science and technology. To solve these major problems and maintain any
kind of equilibrium will require the utmost of all participants. Whether future
developments take the form of stupendous power over nature's resources, of
influence and control over life or over man's minds, or of traffic with our sister
planets, they w1ll certainly create problems of such concern to the human race
that mankind must learn to cooperate in their solution.
Outstanding breakthroughs should not be permitted to become the subject of
hostile competition nor to be exploited without adequate study of the possible
consequences. The emphasis that has been given to nuclear development foreshadows potentialities of other possible undertakings, such as the ability to alter
climate materially or to apply genetic research findings without proper safeguards and control. Although these developments have not yet been realized,
they are well within the realm of possibility. This nation and all nations have a
solemn obligation to maintain an awareness of such possibllltles and to make certain that new developments are used constructively and in the interests of
mankind.
ALAN T. WATERMAN,
Director, National Science Foundation.
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COMPARISON OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL AlmANGEMENTS RECOMMENDED BY THE JACKSON SUBcOMMITTEE WITH THOSE CoNTAINED
IN REORGANIZATION PLAN No. 2 OF 1962
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SIMILARITIES

1. Both plans recommend that permanent arrangements for science

and technology at the Executive Office level be made.
2. Both recommend the creation of an Office of Science and Technology in the Executive Office of the President ( OST).
3. Both look to the proposed OST to strengthen the staff and
consultant resources now available to the President with regard to
scientific and technical matters.
4. Both consider it the duty of OST to make recommendations to
the President for long-term planning needs and to coordinate and
evaluate agency programs for science and technology.
5. Both suggest transfer from the National Science Foundation to
the OST of long-term planning and evaluation responsibilities which
it has been unable to meet.
6. Both specify a Director to head the OST.
DIFFERENCES

1. J ~ck~on, plan recommend!! making permanent by "statutory
underpmmng the post of Special Assistant to the President for Science and Te~lmo.Iogy and the President's Science Advisory Committee; R;eorgamzat10~ Plan No.2 does not recommend any change in the
orgamzatH~nal basis of ~ny of .the units now existing in the White
House-neither the Special Assistant, the Science Advisory Committee, nor the Federal Council.

SUMMARY

The ma ·or point of difference between the two plans. appears to be
that the Jackson plan would put on a statutory bas1s the post of
Special Assistant to the President for Science and Techno~ogy and
tlie President's Science Advisory Committee, . both of whi~h were
established by Executive orders, and both .uru!s would be m~egral
arts of the proposed OST. The Reorgamzat10~ Plan, bY: SimJ?lY
~1entioning these units but not defining tneir role m con~~c!IO~ with
the proposed Office provides for a greater .degree of flexibility In t?e
science arrangeme~ts, within the Exec~tive. Office. an?- .the ~Ite
House by leaving the way open for modificatio!!- of md1v1dual umts,
through administrative action, after the establishment of the OST
is approved.
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[ExcERPTS]
INTRODUCTION
This study has not been undertaken to make a case for science or
to prove a point for technology. Science and t~chnology have long
since been established. Like Mallory's mountain, they are "there".
Everyo~e today is keenly aware of the fact. Qur c~oice ii?- dealing
with science and technology-and thus our pohcy-Is predicated on
two basic questions :
( 1) Do we ignore them or use them~
( 2) If we. use. the.m-h~w .~
.
. .
.
At this pomt m history It IS qmte clear that our N atwn 1s committed
to the use of science and technology. In fact, the Federal Government
is implicitly so charged by the Constitution which entrusts to ·it the
responsibility to "establish justice, insure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense1 promote the general welfare"-none of
which, however imperfectly Innovated, could be possible without reliance upon science and technology.
From the long-rifle to the laser, this has been so.
But even if, to this point, it had not been so, the future would require it. There is no need to reiterate the many critical problems facing
modern society by way of proof. We need only take note of the fact
that when, in conjunction with these problems, we are called upon
to handle hard, specific questions-our answer more often than not is
"I don't know." It makes little difference whether we are dealing with
pollution, transportation, unemployment, crime, education, health care
or international trade, all too often we do not have sufficient accurate
information on which to base rational decisions for the years ahead.
We have a plethora of questions but a dearth of answers. Answers
come with knowledge. Knowledge comes with research. Research means
scientific investigation-physical and social. Solutions require the
appropriate application of research results.
This brief but conclusive bit of syllogistic reasoning forms the basis
for meeting the initial inquiry with the following response :
There is no alternative to making continued use of science and
technology.
Questions to be answered
So how do we go about it~
How does the Government organize to cope with science and technology~ How should Federal science policy be set~ What should
the overall policy be~ How should we go about carrying out that
policy1
In view of the foregoing, the committee started with the premise that some policy is necessary and indeed exists. Even a cursory
examination, however, disclosed the nonexistence of any formal or
(167)
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structured policy with regard to the use, support or management of
science and technology. It further disclosed that the Congress had
never made a sustained inquiry into the question of a national science
policy per se-although it has many times considered isolated facets
of science policy, usually in conjunction with some specifically defined
problem, program or mission.
This, then, is what the committee's hearings on national science
policy, held over a recent 3-month period, were all about. They were
a comprehensive effort to accumulate the best possible thought and
creative suggestion with regard to &cience policy.
They were focused directly on the question of whether or not the
United States had reached a point in its affairs where a structured
science policy was desirable-and, if so, what the major components
of that policy ought to be.
It appeared to the committee that if the government has needed declared viable policy on such matters as environment, welfare, space,
labor, consumer protection, public health and the like-and if the
Congress has gone to considerable lengths to develop such policies and
convert them into public law-it needs no less some kind of defined
policy toward the major instrument on which it must depend in contend:lng with these and other matters.
We have, therefore, after consultation and study of the record, made
certain findings and drawn certain conclusions which we believe should
be useful in the construction of a national policy for science and
technology. We make no attempt at this time to separate the two; that
is a refinement which, if need be, can be achieved later. Nor do we
profess to have uncovered all the problem areas or reached satisfactory
answers to every challenge. We have not.
But the committee is satisfied that it has made a start; it has constructed a foundation of thought and ideas on which to build a workable national science policy.
RATIONALE FOR A NATIONAL SCIENCE POLICY
In considering the establishment of a national science policy, a
cardinal question which must be answered is whether a suitable rationale exists for making the attempt.
As indicated in the introduction, in the committee's view the answer
here is an unqualified "yes".
At the outset, two particular conditions must be recognized as
inherent.
• A national science policy can be promulgated only by the Federal
Government in collaboration, of course, with other government and
nongovernment communities engaged in scientific activity. But no
other entity, public or private, has the purview, scope, or authority
to undertake the task.
• Any national science policy cannot be considered separate and
apart from national policy itself. That is to say, science policy must
be. Pll;~ of aJ?-d blend read.ily with the overa~l goals2 <;tbJectives and
pr10nties which are establiShed by the American pubhc through its
duly constituted governmental process. Ench policy is dependent upon
the other.
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.ft~cordingly, in the past two decades Government has evidenced a
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• An overall recession in value, when measured against inflationary
factors and when viewed in terms of current purchasing power-<~f
from between 20 and 25 percent from the peak years 1965-1968.
• Congressional moves to curb science support along two lines : ( 1)
a general tendency to consider research. as a partially e~pendable
item with regard to overall budget reductiOns, and (2) specific efforts
to move the mission-oriented agencies away from basic research unless
some sort of "relevancy" can be demonstrated.
• A public disenchantment with technology of uncertain dimension,
induced by environmental, social, and educational factors, among
others.
• A movement away from science as the glamourized activity to
which government, scientists, and businessmen alike had responded
favorably during the nuclear and space-engendered excitement of the
past quarter century.
• Preoccupation of Government with seeking solutions to immediate demanding crises-such as unemployment, crime, environment,
welfare, urban decay, military, and foreign exigencies and the likeusing "off-the-shelf" technology.
The effects of these and other forces upon the scientific and academic
communities have been pronounced. And, to only a slightly less degree,
they have affected a sizable portion of industry and most of the nonprofit research institutions.
Research teams have been decimated or disbanded. Protnising projects have been slowed or shelved. Science and engineering enrollments
at academic institutions are down. Medical schools, particularly the
non-State schools, are in serious financial straits. Graduate studentteachers have had to postpone their schooling and often abandon their
research fields. Planning of any kind for the future bl the research
community is difficult and in some instances impossible. Research
industry stocks are down disproportionately. Small companies are
disappearing. Most serious of all, many of the Nation's brightest young
people who would otherwise enter the science arena are passing by
without any real exposure to its attractions and potential.
There is little question that the morale of the scientific community
is at a low ebb.
No doubt it can be said that conditions such as these are not limited
to science and technology, that other endeavors, other interests, other
industries are in a similar state of distress and for quite similar reasons. What makro the status of science so acute, however, is that it is
a tool which, once dulled, is not easily or readily resharpened. Scientists and technicians are neither motivated nor trained quickly; and
their facilities, if permitted to grow obsolete, can be made useful again
only with great cost and the lapse of much time.
Risk of decay
In today's world, with its rapid change, inordinate social ~ressures,
and many demands for the "quick fix", decay of our scientific estate
entails a very high risk indeed. This committee is not inclined to
accept it with complacency.
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We concur with the subcommittee chairman, :M:r. Daddario, that the

pr~ent situation contains the two essential elements which form the
oasis of need ~or a legally established national science policy.

(1~ The existence of severe problems which require the application
of science and technology as at least. part of their solution, to supply
and manage such applications with wisdom and dispatch.
These facets were duly noted by Mr. Daddario on the floor of the
House 1 earlier in the year.
Prob~bly the greatest ~ingle force for both good and evil which is
abroad m the land today Is technology. In large part the destiny of the
human race depends on what use we choose to make of science and its
handmaiden, technology.
The problem does not lie in the intrinsic nature of technology, however. Never w~s t.he old adage more applicable: "nothing is ever good
or bad, but thmkmg makes it so." Technology is simply the ability to
apply kn?wledge. Its worth depends on how men handie it.
There Is scarcely a major existinu ill which cannot in some manner
be traced to technological applicati;n-nor is there one whose solution
does not lie, at least in part, with better managed and better used
·
technology.
.
The most glarmg example at the moment is environment. But the
effects and uses of tecbno.logy ~o far beyond environment. They apply
also t.o the e;re:at econonnc, somal, moral, legal, and political i5sues of
our time. Dnti! we learn really to understand technology-how and
when to apply It; how and when not to apply it-we shall never overcome the many, complex difficulties that beset us.
l;foney and good m~ntions ~lone will neve~ do the job. That is like
trymg to complete a tnangle With only two pomts from which to work.
~here has t~ be a third; the third is improved scientific research-physIcal and socxal-and the proper application of its results.
Statutory base
~olicies governing virtually all the missions and purposes of the
Umted States Government are spelled out in either the Constitution
e~abl~g legislation, organic acts or Executive orders-<>r any com~
bmation of these.
Thus we have explici~ statutory language direc~ing the Federal hand
on such matters ~s natiO:z;tal defens~; the promoti?~ of trade, agricult~re, and labor; mte:nat10nal relations· the proviSion of communications; the conservatiOn of resources; the improvement of education
and health; etc.
~
Each of the foregoing, of course, can be distinguished from Science
and Technology in that they are intrinsically goals or objectives while
the ~atter. represent d.isciphnes or !JlOde~ of operation. J;Jke law, economics, ~story or phi~osophy-SCience IS a way of lookmg at things,
of studymg and handlmg them. It may or may not be a goal in itself
dependmg on one's point of view.
'
Yet we hav~ long since identified I.aw and econo.mie theory as social
tools of such rmportance as to reqmre the establishment of national
policies c~n:~cernipg them through a variety of public laws and formalIzed administrative acts. They are too numerous to bear repeating here.
1

Aprll 16, 1970.
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With regard to Science however, we have almost no crystallized
policy structure as a basis for our utilization of this equally important
social tool.
In March of 1954 President Eisenhower issued an Executive Order
l10521, amended in 1959 by E. 0. 10807] on the "Administration of
Scientific Research by Agencies of the Federal Government" which
recognized the great dependence of modern government upon Science
and, to an extent, codified the multimission approach to support of
basic research. But it was couched in generalities and tended to concentrate on the liaison role of the National Science Foundation. Probably the closest Congress has come to enunciatin~ such a policy was in
the National Science Foundation's Organic Act of 1950 when NSF was
enjoined "to develop and encourage the pursuit of a national policy for
the promotion of basic research and education in the Sciences."
The Foundation never followed through on this charge in a significant way.
Subsequently, this function was transferred to the Office of Science
and Technology by President Kennedy in 1962. OST's response to the
duty has not been much different from that of the Foundation.
The foregoing observation is not intended to be critical since neither
NSF nor OST has. occupied a ~itio? within the :federal struct';lre
of sufficient authority to make Its actiOns and/or directives effective
on a government~d~ basis.
. .
.
. .
We believe it Is time for Congress and the Adrom1Strat10n to JOin
in the development of science policy-not merely in regard to basic
research, but all scientific research and its applications.
RECOMMENDATIONS
In response to its a:ctivities i.n. the governme:r:tt-science fi~ld over .a
period of years and m recognition ~f the testii!lony pr_ov1ded t<;> It
during the July-September 1970 he!-1-rmgs on N:at10nal SCience P<?hcy,
the subcommittee makes the followmg categorized recommendations :
Basic phUosophy
The Federal Government should formally recognize its debt
to and dependence on science and technology and establish herewith a national policy for their support and furtherance.
In this regard we are recommending fundamentally three things.
• That a National Science Policy be stated and maintained as public
law.
• Such policy be incorporated into the operations of every department or agency of the U.S. Government which utilizes science and
technoloo-y in its mission.
• Su~ policy be fl.exible and subjected to continual review and reevaluation in light of changing na~ional go~ls an~ pi:i.orities.
It is important to.note that every a~mstra.t10n smce ~orld ~ar
II has given some evtdence of understanding this need, begmnmg with
the Steelman Commission in 1947.2 Of particular significance are two
White House statA1ments issued in 1958 and 1959.
• "Science and Public Polley," report of the Sclentltlc Research Board, Aug. 27, 1947.
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In the first of these • the following commentary was made by the
President's Science Advisory Committee:
Scientific research bas never been amenable to rigorous cost accounting in
advance. Nor, for that matter, bas exploration of any sort. But if we have
learned one lesson, it is that research and exploration have a remarkable way
of paying off-<}uite apart from the fact that they demonstrate that man is alive
and insatiably curious.

This we take for truth, and hence, an indispensable part of every
endeavor of Government. It has long been recognized as a truism that
policy decisions are made on the basis of incomplete information; more
complete information in the hands of policymakers usually results in
better decisions; and science is an important route for adding to our
store of information.
The second pronunciation ' was issued by President Eisenhower to
the heads of all Federal agencies and, among other things, set out the
following propositions.
The security and welfare of the United States depend increasingly upon the
advancement of knowledge in the sciences; • • •
Useful applications of science to defense, humanitarian, and other purposes
in the Nation require a strong foundation in basic scientific knowledge and
trained scientific manpower; and • • •
The administration of Federal scientitlc research programs affecting institutions of learning must be consistent with the preservation of the strength, vital·
ity, and independence of higher education in the United States; • • •

Most important, the White House specifically recognized that :
The conduct and support by other [than the National Science Foundation)
Federal agencies of basic research in areas which are closely related to their
missions is recognized as important and desirable, especially in response to
current national needs.

We conclude that this philosophy should be spelled out in the
statutory history of the American Government.

A formalized policy statement
In order to effect the foregoing, the administration should form
a special task force, the sole duty of which shall be to submit a
draft national science policy no later than December 31, 1971,
for consideration by the Congress as part of its legislative agenda
in 1972.
The subcommittee is aware that a Presidential commission on
Science Policy has already done a considerable amount of _work in this
direction. But in our judgment the excellent, but abb~viated, report
of the commission issued this year 5 represents a beginnmg, not a concluding, effort.
We suggest, therefore, that the proposed task force use as a plat·
furm:
.
• That effort by the previous White House study group on science
policy;
.
.
• This report and subsequent science pohcy reports by ~he Ho~se
Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development--with special
attention to the recommendations set forth therem; and
• "Introduction to Outer Space," Mar. 26, 1958.
• Executive Order 10807, Mar. 13. 1951l.
• "Science and Technology-Tools for Progress," April 1970.

• The record of national science policy hearings compiled by this
subcommittee, which includes a number of imaginative and unique
propositions and innovations which merit particular consideration.
It is the view of the subcommittee that neither the executive nor
legislative branch of Government can, alone, formulate a credible,
viable national science .Policy. As was the case with the development of
our recent national pohcy on the environment--and many other policy
declarations-joint effort and joint belief in the objective is .needed.
We make no sug~estion as to the composition of the task force
except to urge that 1t include members from all branches of the Federal Government, from State and local governments, from the private
sector, from the scientific community, and from the field of the arts and
humanities.

Federal organization
The Office of Science and Technology should be strengthened
both as to staffing and mission. It should be separated from any
direct administrative connections with the President's science
adviser or the President's Science Advisory Committee.
OST could and should be the focal point for the coordination, sponsorship and status of the Government's science and technology activities. Testimony and observations indicate to the subcommittee that it
is not. Instead, OST is fragmented as to mission and badly overburdened as to operation. It is presided over by the same individual
who serves as Presidential science adviser, chairman of the President's
Science Advisory Committee, chairman of the Federal Council for
Science and Technology and, for a time, Secretary of a Cabinet Committee on the Environment. Much of .the OST staff is similarly em·
ployed in a wide variety of duties.
Moreover, it appears to be true that OST is frequently used for
tackling immediate crises-brushfire operation, if the term is preferred-which makes its function as a patron, planner, and overseer
of Federal science a minimal one. Like a number of other "no man's
land" staff grou~,>s, OST all too often finds itself pressed into service
to meet the various demands of the Executive Office-scientific or
otherwise.
As a consequence, OST does not fulfill even its few existing statutory obligations. It does not attempt and never has attempted, for
example, to perform the legal duties transferred to it from the
National Science Foundation by President Kennedy in 1962.
One of these is to take the lead in formulating basic Government
science policy within a continuing framework. The other is to evaluate
and report on overall Government research efforts and activities. OST
does not perform either function in an adequate fashion. Indeed,
under existing circumstances it cannot.
But the subCommittee feels OST should be responsive not only to the
law but to new policy which assigns to it the fundamental responsibility for assuring that science and technology, as a critical tool
in the Government's mission chest, is always up to date and in the best
possible working condition.
For these reasons, we believe OST should be provided additional
statutory backing, staffing, and funding. It should be relieved of the
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time-consuming, often delicate, often classifie<!t support function it
now provides the Presidential science adviser. This is not to say that
OST should be removed entirely from the PSAC arena, if the President wishes to call upon it; but it should not be one of the chief
components through its Director and staff.
OST should submit an annual report to the President and the
Congress setting forth (1) a comprehensive review of the status of
research and development in the United States and (2) a recommen~ed program of scientific research and development for the
commg year.
The utilization and value of such reports are obvious. They would
be especially useful to the Con~ress which could well use more leadt!me than it. usual1y g~ts in considering requests for support or regulation regaz:ding scientific and technological ventures. If submitted at
the s!lme time as the Federal Budget, the utility of the reports would be
particularly strong.
Such re~orts wo"!lld not conflict. with the annual reports required
of the. N &:tional Science ~oard whiCh tend to scrutinize one facet of
the scientific endeavor as It relates to a special need of society.
The proposed National Institutes of Research and Advanced
~tudies [NIRAS] should be inaugurated at the earliest feasible
time.
In 1969, this subcommittee, in collaboration with its Research Management Advisory- Panel and four former Presidential science adVIsers, developed the concept of a National Institutes of Research and
Advanced Studies-the so-called NIRAS model. The reasons for the
effort w«:;re the badly un.derstood an.d poorly coordinated. Federal programs aimed at enhancmg academic research and relatmg it to similar programs in support of higher education. Such programs were
sca~tered throughout a n~ber of agencies; they operated in such a
var1~ty of wa:Ys and accor.dmg to such a variety of policies as to result m confuSI?n and occas10nally waste.
Moreover, smce .research and. advanced study are so much a part of
each. other, and .s~ce no one m government is really minding this
partic~lar store, It 1s clear that some appropriate action is called forand qUickly.
Subsequent. to ~~arings on ~IRAS, ~he subcommittee made a strong
rec?mmen<J;"ahon 1~ favor of I~s establishment. The recent hearings on
nat10na~ science pohcy have given a further resounding endorsement
to the ~dea and from a broad category of sources-not merely the
academic world.
The subco:rp.mittee reaffir~s its position on the desirability of
NIRAS-notmg t?a;t, ac~ordmg ~ cu_rrent budgetary allocations1 a
NIRAS-type admnnstratlve orgamzat10n would place responsibility
for about 60 percen~ of all federally .supported basic research within
~IRAS, a level whiC~ the s~~o:rp.mitte~ believes. would prove effective on a governmentwide basis m Improvmg coordmation and efficient
use of funds.

The suggestion we would add here is that additional study be given
the status of the National Institutes of Health in respect to NIRAS.
The original NIRAS model envisioned most NIH activities other than
its inhouse medical research ones as transferred to NIRAS. The factor
is one on which cogent arguments exist on both sides. The fact that
NIH is essentially a research activity lends weight to the argument
for its inclusion in NIRAS. The fact that NIH research is so pomtedly
a mission-oriented type of research, however, favors the argument
against its inclusion. Our science policy hearings indicate that it might
be preferable to include only the institutional grant and training functions of NIH, leaving the balance according to the current NIH status
within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
(For details of the NIRAS model, see the subcommittee's report as
footnoted.)
In the legislative branch, the Congress should seek a centralized
Senate jurisdiction over science and technology, and establish an
Office of Technology Assessment as recommended previously by
the committee.
In the House of Representatives responsibilities :for the Nation's
scientific and technological activities in a general way and for overview
of Federal scientific research and development in particular are, by
House rule, centered in the Committee on Science and Astronautics.
The Senate has no such counterpart, no science ·focal point.
While we make no suggestions as to how or where this sort of
responsibility might be lodged in the Senate, our experience over a
decade convinces us not only of the improved efficiency which would
result from such a move but of the contmuing and, indeed, increasing
need for it.
With regard to the establishment of a new independent arm of the
Congress to assess the impacts, good and bad, of existing and developing technology, the subcommittee and full committee have recently reported legislation to this efi'ect. 7 We shall not repeat the rationale for
a legislative Office of Technology Assessment, but we incorporate it
here by reference to the legislative report.8

• ''The National Institutes of Research and Advanced Studies" report of the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Development, Apr.lG, 11170.
'

Funding

Pending the establishment of NIRAS, responsibility for basic
research should center in the National Science Foundation, which
should provide approximately a third of all Federal support
in this area.
At the present the National Science Foundation which is supposed
to function, among other things, as the Government's "balance wheel"
to assure reasonable and stable support for basic research, is providing 15 :percent of the total of such research.
Testimony adduced by the subcommittee indicates that this is far
too low a figure if the Foundation is to perform its balancing function
with any degree of efficiency. The fact is that the ups and downs of
research support by -the mission agencies-which support is large
percentagewise compared with NSF's resources yet highly susceptible
• H.R. 184611, Aug. 6, 1970.
• H. Rept. 91-1437, o:~ept. 9, 1970.
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to the shifting winds of the budget process-really decide whether
basic research m the United States proceeds in deliberate fashion or is
reduced to flighty confusion. NSF's, relative ability to provide balance
and continuity carries too little weight when its resources are no larger
than they are.
The recent controversy over Defense Department research brought
on by the "Mansfield amendment" concept has served to highlight the
problem. The subcommittee concurs in the validity of the questions
raised by the Mansfield approach even though "relevance" is an elusive
element to prove; it agrees that basic research sponsored by mission
agencies should not be capricious as it has sometimes been. We note,
however, that cutting back research funds of the mission agencies
does not, ipso facto, increase those of the Foundation.
In other words, the danger of research depletion is still there, despite
congressional expressions of willingness to transfer added funds to
the Foundation's budget. We urge the administration to note this
danger well as the budgetary process unfolds in the future and to
guard against it.
The Office of Science and Technology should develop criteria for
the support of basic research by the mission-oriented agencies.
As the various mission agencies have evolved programs for the support of research and development, many have initiated and continued
broad support for basic research. Some confusion has resulted, within
the agencies as well as without, as to whether this basic research is
''relevant" to the mission of the agency. Senator Mansfield has done an
important service in calling this situation to the attention of the Congress and the Nation wrth respect to one mission agency, the
Department of Defense.
~Ii~i?n agencies should be involved in the support of basic research.
This IS Important not only to help assure the generation of lmowledge
to carry out their missions, but in order that the applied research and
~evelop!fient .Programs i~ the agenci~s have adequate access to highly
mnovatlve scientrsts and Ideas operatmg throughout the basic research
spectrum.
Admittedly there is great difficulty in ascertaining the relevance of
basic research to an agency's mission. This is almost impossible to do
with respect to a specific research project of an. individual researcher.
At the same time, it does seem possible to identify broad scientific
areas of basic research which do have some relation to some techno~ogi~al requirements important to the mission agency funding the
mqmry.
OST should develop general criteria which the Federal departments
might reasonably use as a guide for their decisions as to which areas of
basic research should be supported. The OST criteria might assign primary responsibility for individual basic research areas to a mission
agency, or NIRAS after its establishment, and indicate the limitations
which might govern support of basic research in an area over
which the agency does not have primary responsibility. Such a procedure could greatly improve the administration and coordination of
research within our pluralistic system, and provide guidance to the
various private performing organizations in seeking the appropriate
agency to support their proposed projects.
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The subcommittee is of the opinion that statutorlprovisions which
require basic research to be "~el~vant," or have a' drrect..o~ app~rent
relationship" to an agency rmsswn canno~ be made ~~rms~ra~rvely
efficient. It is prefer!lble tha.t OST determme s'!lch crrterra wrthm t~e
context of the scientific reqmrements of the N!l'tron and the tech~ologt·
cal needs of the a~encies. We suggest t?at, m the future, ~egrslatrve
committees deal with this matter m their reports and not m statutes
which may cause grave administrative problem.s. The end results, unqer
such circumstances, should be far more satisfactory to all parties
concerned.
The Office of Management and Bud~et should dev~lop 3: "stab~e
funding" procedure with regard to b3;s1c research which will avmd
seriously disruptive funding fluctuations.
One of the most serious problems encountered by F~~eral agencies
in their support of research is the extreme vulnerab~l~ty of. the research dollar when it is forced into headlong competrtron wrth, say,
the weapons dollar, or the crop support dollar, or the welfare dollar,
or the veterans' dollar, or the post~l doll.ar, or the h~t-l~nch dollareven the foreign .aid dollar. Anythmg '!It~ a humamtaria~, s_ecurrty,
service or other popular-appeal tag on rt rs apt to take prrorrty over
scientific research.
We do not argue that this is invariab~y 'Yrong. On tJ:e con~rary, for
the short term it is often right. Our J?Omt rs that e~ectrve scren?El an~
technology, the critical nature of w~Ich we have t~Ied to show m this
report, cannot be turned o:r;t and o~ l.Ike a water spigot. .
It does not make sense, m fact It IS eno:mously expensive an~ ~~n
gerous to dissolve good research teams, dismantle first-rate facrhties,
fire re~earch professors, dis?ourage .graduate students and "turn off"
prospective science education maJors. thro:ngh su.dden budgetary
downturns-just as it is wasteful and mefficient to mcrease research
budgets too rapidly.
It is recommended, therefore, that the Budget Office. study ways and
means of considering the science research and education phas!'l of the
Federal Budget, as an entity-that this be r~garded as an mteg:al
proO'ram of prime importanc&-an~ that pohcies be adop~ed which
will assure a minimum of fluctuatiOn over any consecutive 5-year
period. Perhaps anythin~ beyo~d a 5. percent change p~r year (a~
justed for inflation) durmg this period should be avoided ev~n lf
other, apparently more "critical" programs must absorb the ~Iffer
ence. It is emphasized that any. percentage change should be viewed
as a relative one which takes mto account growth factors, cost-ofliving trends and other inflationary components.

Education and manpower
Emphasis on science education should be a first priority of the
NIRAS when established, with undergraduate science added to
the proposed institute of education.

The subcommittee views the continued and increased suppo~ of
science education as one of the most crucial sectors. of the ~otal sCiei_lce
and technology undertaking. The hearings ~n national scie~c!'l pohcy
made it plain that many Governmen~ officials and academic.Ians are
more concerned with graduate education and Ph. D. productiOn than
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with undergraduate science. While we concur in the extreme importance of first-rate advanced education in the sciences and feel that this
should be the first order of business for the NIRAS, we are none the
less mindful of the advanced education sources-the undergraduate
schools and secondary schools-at which point most students decide
whether or not science is what they want.
In the original NffiAS model,.the subcommittee recommended that
undergraduate and lower education pr_ograms. now supported by N~F
be transferred to the Office of Education. Testimony adduced dunng
the recent hearings on national science policy, however, provided further information which indicates the wisdom of retaining these prot?rams within the NSF and eventually the Institute of Education of
NIRAS. The close association between advanced research and undergraduate research, plus the rapid fluctuation of curricula which makes
what is graduate work today become undergraduate work tomorrow,
seems reason enough for this revision.
Since many of the mission oriented agencies have either dropped or
curtailed their science education support programs, this factor assumes even w.eater importance. We shall not solve our serious social
problems Without adequate trained manpower. Hence our science
training programs offered to students at their most impressionable
age!'l should be of first-class quality and adequate quantity.
Moreover, we should have more reliable projections on what the
demand for them is likely to be. In this connection the subcommittee
believes that, with the help of the National Science Foundation and
the National Academy of Sciences, such manpower projections should
be an essential part of the OST annual report.
The subcommittee is not impressed, however, with the expressed
worry of an oversupply of scientists and engineers. This is a r1sk any
individual takes when he decides on a career-and a high percentage
of all graduates end up working productively in fields other than those
in which they are trained. Scientists and engineers are no different.
Those who do not find employment precisely in line with their training
ar.e no less valuable in different fields of endeavor. We may at some
point have too many scientists and engineers, but we shall never have
too, many good ones.
The United States must strengthen its support of institutional
science grants with a corresponding upgrading of the National
Science Foundation's institutional grants program and assumption by NSF of this responsibility.
For the past 3 years the subcommittee has listened to the pleas of
e?uca~or:~ for grant. assistance to their institutions, as .such, as distmgmshed from proJect research grants or the scholarship-fellowship
type of grant.9 We are convinced of the merits of such pleas for two
basic reasons.
• First, today's colleges and universities are faced with almost impossible financial situations due to the great numbers of students they
must handle under the educational doctrines placed upon them by
contemporary philoso.Phies and the contemporary American public.
So long as sucli doctrmes are in effect, we must pay for them.

• Second, it has been shown to our satisfaction that the cost of
educating the science-inclined student runs from six to 25 times higher
than traming his non-science counterpart. Thus every added dollar
made available through institutional science grants carries particular
financial significance for the economic stability of the recipient
institutions.
It is our judgment that the Executive memorandum 10 issued by
President Johnson in 1965 placing responsibility for the emergence
of more academic "centers of excellence" upon all Federal agencies
engaged in research should be rescin?ed a1_1d the duty levied prii?-B;r~ly
upon the National Science FoundatiOn w1th secondary respons1b1hty
upon other units in the NIRAS.
Communications and information

In order to assure that the Federal Government has timely and
adequate information available to those who must formulate
science policy, a real-time management information system
should be inaugurated and utilized by all Federal agencies engaged in research.
For years we have foreseen the need to structure the NSF in such
a manner as to permit it to assume an increasingly larger proportion
of the responsioility for the support of academic science, especially
basic research. Over the past few years we have seen a slackening of
commitment on the part of various mission agencies to basic research.
The result has been mcreased pressure u~on the NSF to support many
research projects being cut off by the mission agencies. But increased
funding for the Foundation has been slight, and we have seen the
war in Vietnam and the demands for the solution of social problems
rec-eive higher priorities in the Federal budget.
The subcommittee addressed this problem in hearings on the fiscal
1971 NSF authorization bill. Before a solution could be worked out
to this problem of research projects being transferred to the NSF,
the subcommittee needed to obtain from the Federal agencies an
answer to the following question: "For fiscal 1970 and fiscal 1971
what academic science activities will end because of budget reductions
in your agency~"
This would seem a simple question to ask of any agency that uses
an up-to-date information system with nano-second switching times
and giga-bit memories. But what answer did we receive~ The 1968
data were available and complete, 1969 data were beginning to be available, and some agencies were able to provide them. With regard to
1970-71 data we were asked to wait a couple of years.
The information systems which we now use m research management
may be excellent repositories for historical informatio:rt, but they
have not been as useful as they should be in furnishin<r information
for policy decisions. What we need is a "real-time management informatiOn system" for coordination and management of the Federal science res~rch !lnd developm~nt enterprise.
There IS widesr,read feeling that the information in the system is
for "someone else', not the middle management official who generates
10

• H.R. 11542, accompanied by H. Rept.

91~90,

Sept. 11>, 1969.

"Strengthening Academic Capabtllty for Science," Sept. 14, 1965.
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the data and manages the research and development programs. Furthermore, there is a reluctance to trust the accuracy of the information, because of its degradation during the input process. Finally there
are subtle pressures not to use the system because of the cost of the
hard copy output and the bother of going through channels.
We propose for consideration a real-time information system which
would overcome some of these drawbacks. It would be basically an in~ou~e system, one for the use of the Federal Government in managmg Its reso~rces ~evoted to res.earch and development.
The details of ~mplementat10n we would leave to the experts in such
matters, but the Ideal system would be Government-wide in scope. It
would include both research and development activities. It would contain both technical and fiscal information. It would contain both
"hard" and "~oft" data useful in the decisionmaking process. For instance, tentative budget levels, quality judgments, and decisions to
support, continue, or end projects should be included, even though subject to abrupt changes and revisions.
With regard to science-information systems and techniques and
the need to assure their compatibility within the Federal Government, central responsibility should be assigned to the Smithsonian
Institution with essential backup from OST's Committee on Scientific and Technical Information.
For some years the subcommittee has worked with a special Communications Council, operating under the aegis of the Smithsonian Institution but composed of sCience information experts from many
ooctors, :public and private, in order to unify the Federal science communicatiOns system so that it can be useful to all.
This is a particularly difficult and thorny problem, but we do not
view it as insoluble.
Because it has had experience with the problem and has maintained
a Science Information Exchange for a number of years, we believe the
Stnithsonian Institution should be given an Executive mandate to
proceed with research leading to compatible information systems and
provided with sufficient funding to get the job done. Some of the
staffing and funding might well come through COSATI since it is a
somewhat parallel OST effort with broad liaison characteristics.
Social and ecorwmic
The role which science and technology have to play in promoting solutions for the major problems of the day should be explained forcefully to the public with particular help from the
National Academies of Sciences and Engineering.
The reasons for this recommendation are obvious. They have been
explained in the foregoing rationale section of this report.
Fulfilling the need to explain what is at stake and how science can
help is everybody's job, including that of the Congress. However, the
subcommittee feels that a particular responsibility in this matter
should lie with the National Academy of Sciences and the National
Academy of Engineering. Both of these organizations consist not only
of many of the best scientists and engineers in the land, but they are
charactered specifically by the Congress. Each owes some duty to function as liaison between the national Government and the public. Few,

if any, organizational entities are better designed or equipped to perform this task-difficult and ephemeral as it may seem-than the
Committee on Science and Public Policy and the Committee on Public
Engineering Policy which have been organized by the two academies
respectively during the past few years. Indeed, their very creation is
tacit admission of this responsibility.
By the same token, the explanatory and demonstration functions
just described run not only from the scientific community to the public, but likewise in the reverse direction. That is to say, we believe that
the academies have a corresponding duty to let the science and engineering world know what the public needs, wants and expects of them.
Performance in one direction only is likely to result in frustration and
st,Iemate.
The subcommittee recognizes that the ori,ginal congressional interest
in chartering the academies was to proVIde a source of competent,
technical advice to the Government. That need clearly will always exist. If the new duties suggested here indicate the need, then the
academies should petition Congress for a revision of their charter in
order to comply more readily.
Consideration should further be given to Federal funding of the
academies, on a contract basis through OST, for this purpose.
In consideration of the close reliance of trade, national and in·
ternational, upon scientific and technological development, the
Department of Commerce should report to the Congress annually
on technological trends and needs in relation to the economic
health of the Nation.
The science policy hearings held by the subcommittee were replete
with discussion of the close relationship between science and commerce, particularly for the future. Testimony emphasized the increasing reliance of American economic well-being UJ>On the continued
innovations produced by research, basic and applied. We have no
reason to doubt the truth and force of this statement, and we were
especially struck by the following allegations :
• The economic well-being_ of the country from the technological
point of view is just as involved-perhaps more so-on an international basis as on a national one. This stems from the fact that the
United States faces serious technological challenges from abroad, particularly Germany, Japan, France, and the Soviet Union, each of
which has made comprehensive scientific strides in the past decade.
• Economic growth can no longer be considered the chief preserve
of the consumption industries. Resources, American and global, are
too vulnerable to ex~i~ction, if subjected to unrestrained exploitation,
to permit this. Emphasis, therefore, must increase on the so-called
service industries of upon "high-technology" production, both of
which make use of larger numoers of people and fewer carloads of
materials. In our view, the custom-built article represents a primary
economic symbol of the future.
Concomitantly, this potential change in emphasis by American industry requires increased support of the social sciences and a willin~
ness to regard them as genuine scientific disciplines-which the pubhc,
up to now, has not always been r~ady to do.
86-1~4--74----13
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This ro~d function of the Commerce Department shou~d be
undertaEen -through and with the help of the Federal Counqil on
Science and Technology. Its special reports should be made availab!e
promptly not only to the President, but to the Co~ ~nd the pu~hc
at large. Consideration should be given to the feasibility of making
this report a part of the OST annual report.

International relations and general welfare
The National Science Foundation s~ould b~gin planning t~e
establishment of a small, r~ta!ing. foreign. service ~orJ?S to ~1st
the Department of State m Its mternat1onal scientific ha1son
activities.

The subcommittee has made somewhat similar recommendat~Oilf. in
the past. In fact, our. legislatiye report on NSF's 1971 authorJ.ZatiOn
bill carried the followmg notatiOn :

The Subcommittee recognizes the important international aspects of scientl·
fic research and the valuable role which the NSF can play in this regard • · ·
It therefor~ proposes that the Foundation and the Department of State give
further detailed study to this issue during the coming year. The Subconu;nittee
has no intention of recommending a system of dual scientific representation of
this country in foreign countries by NSF and the State Department. It feels
strongly, however, that the Science Foundation and its personnel can make a
valuable contribution to the existing science attache program.

What we now propose is a small group of scientists, employed by
NSF who would be assigned to a foreign service post for not less
than'3 years to ·function as part of the Embassy teams. They would
not supplant State's current science attaches, but work ~s assistants
to them in areas of scientific liaison and reporting which are now
badly understaffed.
. .
.
The State Depart~ent's Bureal!- of Inte~n!Ltional Smentific Affairs
takes the position, qmte properly m our opmwn, ~hat the ~rst duty ?f
its science attaches is to proVIde general tEl?hmcal .advi~e. to their
respective Ambassadors in pur~uit _of th~ diplomatic mi~s10n.. But
this not only leaves the attache with httle trme to study foreign smence
and technological trends per se-but it takes the attache so far away
from modern developm~nts in ~is dis~ipline t~at.he ~ay soon lose the
keen scientific edge which qualified him for his .Job m ~he first place.
He is in fact a policy adviser and only secondarily a smen~e report~r.
It is this l~~otter function which, we propose, an NSF Foreign Seryxce
Corps might help perform with highly 1!-seful results. We believe
such a corps should be funded by NSF with arrangements for ~ro
fessional refresher training at the end of a corps member's foreign
tour.
As a crucial aid to the Nation's general welfare and security, the
Office of Management and Budget should make 5-year projections
of scientific and technological trends, probable national needs for
scientific resources during such times, plus indications of probable
levels of Federal support for meeting the needs.
As a matter of fact the Office makes multiyear projections now
which approximate this recommendation. But t~ey are done by reliance
mainly on inhouse capacity and are held so tightly that they are of
little use outside the Executive Office.
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It can be argued that further exposure might be damaging in some
ways-or that some other agency, not an arm of the White House,
could be called upon to fulfill this task. Admitting the validity of
these arguments, we nonetheless believe that no unit other than OMB
has the basic information, intuition, and talent to make such projections valuable. In collaboration with the aid which a much stren~h
ened OST and Federal Council for Science and Technology nught
provide, projections of the nature described-even though marked
deviations would inevitably occur-would be of genuine benefit to
the Congress in helping it acquire a long-range planning eapacity that
presently does not exist.
It is important to distinguish between these projections and the annual report recommended for OST. As we view it, the OST report is
essentially a status report of the health of scientific research and development in the Nation, plus a forecast of the likely needs in this
area in the near future. The projection suggested for OMB should
relate the scientific and technology trends to social and other factors
which may affect them, such as availability of resources, priorities of
other programs, the relative exigencies of the national economy, and so
forth.
Consideration might be given, however, to making such projections
a part of the OST annual report.

State and local development
The scientific method and technological research should be increasingly utilized by regional, State, and local organizations in
seeking solutions to societal problems.
For some years it has been recognized that the most effective application of science and technology to certain problems such as crime and
pollution abatement can be made on a regional or local basis. Progress
m implementing this concept has been slow, and the State Technical
Services program in the Department of Commerce has been dropped.
We must not cease our attempts, however, to provide the necessary
su:eport for this important area, and at the same time increase the
ability to utilize such support by State and local officials.
We recommend that the present NSF State and local intergovernmental policy planning program be expanded under NIRAS. NIRAS
should not only support appro:{>riate mdividual projects of the ty{>e
which would mcrease the utilization of science and technology m
solving local problems, but it should explore utilization of formula
grants for t¥s purpose also. The l~~;tter could be controlled with ~~ric
tiona on their use as well as reqUirements to upgrade local ability to
utilize technological programs, in order to avoid inefficiency in
expenditures.
We further recommend increased development and experimentation
with innovative administrative mechanisms by which Federallaborator~es can bring their expertise to bear on the solution of problems at
the regional, State and local levels.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
FACT SHEET
MEssAGE oN SciENCE AND TEcHNOLOGY
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BACKGROUND

The Message being sent to Congress today is the first Presidential
Message on Science and Technology in the nation's history.
Scientific research and development account for some $27 billion
worth of goods and services in this country. Approximately $17.8
billion worth will be {>aid for by the Federal government.
As the President fomted out in the State of the Union Message, the
nation has a specia bent for science and technology and our ability
to harness it for the purposes of man. He is presently evolving a long
term strategy "outlining ways in which the Federal Government can
work as a more effective partner in this great task."
That strategy's key elements are:
• The maintenance of strong, sensible research and development
programs in space and defense;
• The application of our scientific and technological genius to
domestic opportunities;
• The stimulation-in an area in which we lack full understanding
-of the processes of research and development through both public
and private sources;
• The employment of our technologically-oriented agencies in support of agencies with social missions;
• The focusing of our resources on clear targets where breakthroughs are most likely.
Accordingly, the President has asked for $17.8 billion in the·FY '73
budget for Research and Development, an increase of $1.4 billion
(more than 8 percent) over FY "72. He has also asked for more than
$700 million in new money for civilian R&D :pro~ms, a growth of
65 percent-from $3.3 billion to $5.4 billion-m civilian sector R&D
since1969.
Today'~ Message to the Congress resulted from lXYfl.tinuing studies
by the Office of Science and Technology, the White House R&D arm;
special studies by the Domestic Council to identify new areas amenable to technological o.Pportunities; recent consultations with industry,
academic, business, scientific and other professional groups; thorough
soundings of major Federal agencies and departments; and O'ltgoi!ng
reviews of R&D related issues by White House task groups.
(187)
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THE MESSAGE IN BRIEF

• Submission of legislation soon to increase the ratio of government
support to Small Business Investment Companies; to increase the
limit on Small Business Administration Loans to SBIC's; to pennit
Federally regulated commercial banks to achieve 100% ownership of
an SBIC.
• New :programs in the NSF and the National Bureau of Standards
to determme effective ways to stimulate private investment in R&D
and its application.
• A program of research and development prizes a warded by the
Preside~t for .achievements in key areas o(pubhc concern.
• Designation of the Department of Commerce as the Executive
Branc~ focal point for policy development concerning industrial R&D.
ActiOns to stren¢.hen collaboratiOn between the Federal agencies
and State and locaf governments:
·
• Designation of the President's Science Advisor and the White
House Office of Intergovernmental Relations as the focal point for
Federal agency discussions with representatives of State and local
governments in order to examine ways:
To communicate the priority needs of State and local governments to guide Federal R&D planning.
To assure State and local government access to the technical
resources of major Federal R&D centers concerned with domestic
problems.
To encourage aggregation of State and local markets to stimulate innovation and economies of scale.
• Experimental programs in the NSF and NBS to stimulate the use
of R&D by State and local governments and to strengthen their ties
to local industry and the universities.
Actions to strengthen cooperation between the United States and
other nations in science and technology:
• Direction to Federal agencies to identify new opportunities for
international cooperation in R&D;
. • Invitation to other countries to join research efforts in the U.S•
m cancer research at NIH and Fort Detrick, Maryland, and in research on the health effects of chexnicals and pollutants at the National
Center !?r ~oxi09logical Re~arch at Pine Bluff, Arkansas.
• Imtiat10n of a broad reVIew of U.S. involvement in international
scientific and technological organization programs.

The President calls for new actions, relationships and legislation
designed to enhanCe research and development in all sectors-government, universities and private industry-with the Federal government
playing a catalytic role wherever possible.
The President today proposes actions aimed at enhancing the application of the nation's R&D capacity to civilian needs. "We must appreciate that the progress we seek requires a new partnership m
science and technology-one which brings together the Federal government, private enterprise, state and local governments and our universities and research centers in a coordinated, cooperative effort to
serve the national interests," he told the Congress.
As part of a multi-faceted approach to such efforts, he pointed out
that:
"Even the most important breakthrough will have little impact on
our lives unless it is put to use-and putting an idea to use IS a far
more complex process than has often been appreciated.
"We must see that the environment for technological innovation is
a favorable one," one without "impediments of excessive regulation,
inadequate incentives or other barriers ...
"· .. We must realize that the mere development of a new idea does
not necessarily mean that it can o1· should be put into immediate
use ... By realistically appreciating the limits of technological innovation we will be in a better position fully to marshal its amazing
strengths.
"Creative, inventive dedicated scientists and engineers will surely
be in demand in the years ahead ... I am convinced that they will find
ample opportunity to serve ...
' ... We must continue to give an important place to basic research
and to exploratory experiments ... Basic researeh in both the public
and private sectors is essential to our continuing progress tomorrow.
All departments and agencies ... should support basic research so as to
provide a broader range of future options."
. The President recognizes that the Federal government is in a positlon to exert substantutl leverage on the entire R&D enterprise since
it employs 45-50 percent of the R&D personnel and finances 55 percent or more of all R&D.
ACTIONS ANNOUNCED IN THE MESSAGE

Actions to stimulate support for R&D and innovation in the private
sector:
• .The development of plans for a more active patent filing and licensmg program for government-owned inventions both a.t home and
abroad.
• The support, through the National Science Foundation of applied ~esearch in ~d~try when its u~e would be advantageo~s to accomplish NSF obJectives. (Under section 3 (c) of the National Science
Foundation Act of 1950, as amended.)
• Studies by the NSF of the e:ffucts of Federal tax, patent procurement, regulatory and antitrust policies on technological i.ru{ovation.

BACKGROUND ON FEDERAL R&D

. !I! his State of the Union M~sage and in his budget, the President
rmtiated the key elements of his strategy. Here are the highlights as
taken from those documents :
Defeme and apace programs
The DeP.artment of D_ef~ns~ will increase its research and develop'ment ~~g by $767 milhon m FY 1973. This includes an increase of
$123 mrllron fo.r research. The Navy R&D budget is up 14%, the Army
11% and the Air Force 9%.
. OceanograP.hy, bio~edical research, atmospheric sciences, electronres and matenals are unportant areas of research interest. Significant
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development thrusts are stronger sea-based strategic deterrents and
new capabilities and increased ~ffectiveness for: general purpose fo!~·
He also proposed a new .Natwnal Aeronautics ~d Sp~ce Admmistration budget for space sCiences research-an ~ll-trme high-up 25%
to $554 million. The space agency's applications research program
increased $17 million to $201 million. Funds are r~uested for a n~w
generation Orbiting Solar Observatory, and Natwnal Aeronautics
and Space Administration will launch missions to Mars in 1975 and to
Jupiter and Saturn in the 1977-78 period.
Manned Apollo missions 16 and 17 are to take place ~ sch~uled
this year. In 1973, Skylab, a three-man reusable sp~ station, Will be
visited by three separate teams of astronauts for periods of up to 56
days. The Space Shuttle program for the late '70's was aJ?proved by
the President on January 5. The overall cost of developmg the reusable, two-part launch vehi~le/orbiter is estima~d at $5.5 billi?n ov~r
the next six years. Alternative advanced propulsion technologies will
also be examined, including a small nuclear engine, for possible unmanned outer planets missions and other applications in the 1980's.
Utilizing the capabilities of high technology agencies
The President in the State of the Union message announced the
decision to draw more on the capabilities of the high technology agencies such as the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the
Atomic Energy Commission and the National Bureau of Standards
to deal with domestic problems and meet long-range national goals,
but without diverting tliem from their primary misswns. For example,
our outstanding capabilities in space technology should be used to
help the Department of Transportation develop better mass transportation systems.
Targets fQ1' reaearah and development
Of the total civilian R&D increase of more than $700 million,
almost $400 million of the increase is focused in five technology opportunity areas identified by the President in the State of the Union
Message. As the President stated, these are areas where an extra effort
in R&D is "most likely to produce a breakthrough and where the
breakthrough is most likely to make a difference in our lives," but
they do not represent our total civilian R&D effort.
( 1) Ab't1111dant and elean energy soureea.-An additional $88 million
is bemg obligated for work on clean, abundant energy sources, a total
of $480 million and some $392 million more than last year. This is an
inerease of more than ~~percent.
A broad research and development program is crucial to balance
environmental and energy needs. Further effort will be devoted to
the development of pollution control technologies in order to provide additional options for meeting air quality standards at lower
costs. Research and development programs identified in the Energy
Message of June 1971 will be expanded, including the fast breeder
reactor for nuclear power, coal gasification, magneto-hydrodynamics
controlled thermonuclear fusion power, solar energy and mapping
and basic assessment of the resources of the Outer Continental Shelf.
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The 1973 budget also proTides for research by the Atomic Energy
Commission on advanced dry cooling towers and large scale energy
storage batteries, cryogenic power generation and transmission in the
AEC and National Bureau of Standards, greater use of laser technology in fusion power research under the AEQ,_ and research by the
Department of tlie Interior on the uses of low-.tlTU gas produCedwith less pollution-from coal.
. (2) Safe, f~t pollution-free transportation.-Obligations for R&D
m transportation are being increased J,!J%, from $456 million in FY
'72 to $666 million in FY '73.
New and expa~ded research and development programs will explore systems whiCh are not only safer and more effiCient but which
reduce adverse environmental impacts. Programs will be initiated or
expanded to attack the problem of truck and aircraft noise, develop
more attractive and economical mass transit vehicles, and provide for
safer automobiles.
. 'Y~rk w~ll be accelerated ~m personal rapid transit, which provides
IndiVIdualized, nonstop service for commuters; and new work will be
unde~aken on dual-~ode systems for met~poli~an areas which might
combme the convemence of the automobile with the efficiency of a
rapid transit system and on new tunneling technologies to reduce the
cost of underground excavation for mass transit. Work on advanced
air traffic control concepts, a short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft, and quiet aircraft engines will continue at higher levels to provide more efficient, safer air transportation with reduced environmental impact. In these more advanced fields of both ground and air
transportation, the capabilities of NASA will assist in meeting R&D
program objectives. Similarly, the technical talent of AEC will be
utilized in advanced work on tunneling.
(3) Reducilng losses from natural aisasters.-Flmding in this area
is being increased from $93 million in FY '7~ to $136 million in FY
'73, or J,!J%.
Natural disasters take an unwarranted toll on human life and property. In 1969, 12,000 people died from fires alone and $2.4 billion in
property was destroyed. While increased warning time has significantly reduced deaths from hurricanes, property damage has increased
dramatically to some $2.4 billion during 1965 through 1969.
Research efforts will be accelerated to diminish 1osses of lives and
property from these and other hazards and natural disasters. Particular attention will be focused on research in hurricane modification
to reduce damage from surface winds; on the prediction-and ultimately control-<lf earthquakes and on engineering to design safer
structures; and on fire research-including forest fires.
(4) Etfeetilve emergency health eare.-An 88% ea:pOJnBion in fUIIUl,ing, from $8 million to $15 million, is proposed for new demonstration
projects.
One health need that has yet to be properly addressed is the provision of adequate emergency medical service. New technologies are
available which can help in this field. The problem is to pull together
these technologies into a system which effectively links communica-
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tion, transportation of victims, ambulance equipment and services
trained manpower, and emergency room hosp1tal service.
'
Full-scale demonstration of such integrated emergency treatment
systems-as planned in the 1973 budget---<lan be undertaken with
relatively small amounts of added Federal funds to act as a catalyst.
(5) Our:~j d!rug traffic and rehabilitating_ wera.-Funds amounting to $60 · ion liave lieen requested for FY '73, an i'IUJ1'eQ8e of BO%
over the 197~ arrwwnt of $50 million. This year's budget provides for
an overall fourfold increase in research budgets of a number of agencies over the two-year period since 1971.
The June 1971 message to the Congress on drug abuse prevention
and control recognized the need for a major effort to curb a problem
that is assuming the dimensions of a national emergency. This message
called for the creation of a Special Action Office for drug abuse prevention. The search for new ways to curb drug trafficking and to rehabilitate drug users has been stepped up in both 1972 and 1973.
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[REORGANIZATION PLAN No. 1, 1973]
THE WHITE HOUSE
JANUARY 26, 1973

To the Oongreas of the United States:
On January 5 I announced a three-part program to streamline the
executive branch of the Federal Government. By concentrating less
responsibility in the President's immediate staff and more in the hands
of the departments and agencies, this program should significantly
improve the services of the Government. I believe these reforms have
become so urgently necessary that I intend, with the cooperation of
the Congress, to pursue them with all of the resources of my office during the coming year.
The first part of this program is a renewed drive to achieve passage
of my legislative pro:posals to overhaul the Cabinet departments.
Secondly, I have appomted three Cabinet Secretaries as Counsellors
to the President with coordinating responsibilities i:n the broad areas
of human resources, natural resources, and community development,
and five Assistants to the President with special responsibilities in the
areas of domestic affairs, economic affairs, foreign affairs, executive
management, and operations of the White House.
The third part of this program is a sharp reduction in the overall
size of the Executive Office of the President and a reorientation of
that office back to its original mission as a staff for top-level policy
formation and monitoring of policy execution in broad functional
areas. The Executive Office of the President should no longer be encumbered with the task of managing or administering programs which
can be run more effectively by the departments and agencies. I have
therefore concluded that a number of specialized operational and program functions should be shifted out of the Executive Office into the
line departments and agencies of the Government. Reorganization
Plan No. 1 of 1973, transmitted herewith would effect such changes
with respect to emergency preparedness functions and scientific and
technological affairs.
STREAMLINING THE FEDERAL SCmNCE ESTABLISHMENT

When the National Science Foundation was established by an act of
the CoJ!greSS in 1950, its statutory responsibilities included evaluation
of the Government's scientific research programs and development of
basic science :r;>olicy. In the late 1950's, liowever, with the effectiveness
of the U.S. sCience effort under serious scrutiny as a result of Sputnik,
(193)
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the post of Science Adviser to the President was established. The
White House became increasingly involved in the evaluation and
coo!dination of research and development programs and in science
policy matters, and that involvement was institutionalized in 1962
when a reor~anization plan established the Office of Science and Technology withm the Executive Office of the President, through transfer
of authorities formerly vested in the National Science Foundation.
With advice and assistance from OST during the past decade the
scientific and technological capability of the Government has been
markedly strengthened. This Administration is firmly committed to a
sustained,. broad-bas~ national effort .in science and technology, as I
made plam last year m the first special message on the subject ever
sent by a President to the Congress. The research and development
capability of the various executive departments and agencies, civilian
a~ well as defense, has been upgraded. The National Science Foundation has broadened from its earlier concentration on basic research
~upport to take on a significant role in applied research as well. It has
matured in its ability to play a coordinating and evaluative role
within the Government and between the public and private sectors.
I have therefore concluded that it is timely and appropriate to
transfer to the Director of the National Science FoundatiOn all functions presently vested in the Office of Science and Technology, and to
abolish that office. Reorganization Plan No. 1 would effect these
changes.
The multi-disciplinary staff resources of the Foundation will provide analytic capabilities for performance of the transferred functions. In addition, the Director of the Foundation will be able to draw
on expertise from all of the Federal agencies, as well as from outside
the Government, for assistance in carrJlng out his new responsibilities.
It is also my intention, after the transfer of responsibilities is
effected, to ask Dr. H. Guyford Stever, the current Director of the
Foundation, to take on the additional post of Science Adviser. In this
capacity, he would advise and assist the White House, Office of Mana <rement and Budget, Domestic Council, and other entities within the
Executive Office of the President on matters where scientific and technological expertise is called for, and would act as the President's representative in selected cooperative programs in international scientific
affairs, including chairing such JOint bodies as the U.S.-U.S.S.R.
Joint Commission on Scientific and Technical Cooperation.
In the case of national security, the Department of Defense has
strong capabilities for assessing weapons needs and for undertaking
new weapons developl;Ilent, and the President will continue to draw
primarily on this source for advice regarding military technology.
The President in special situations also may seek independent studies
or assessments concerning military technology from within or outside
the Federal establishment using the machinery of the National Security Council for this purpose, as well as the Science Adviser when
appropriate.
[Remainder of plan not applicable.]
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TRANSFER OF OST FUNCTIONS TO DIRECTOR OF NSF
[News Release, National Science Foundation, January 26, 1973]
In keeping. with t~e Presid~nt's announced intention of reducing
the overall SIZe of his Executive Office and making greater use of
Depart~ents and Agenci~, the President has proposed to Congress
t? abolish the .Office of Science and Technology an<J transfer its functiOns to the Director of the National Science Foundation.
Setting forth the Reorganization Plan, the White House said "With
a g~owin~ range of capability in the NSF, the President will n~w look
to Its Duector as a principal advisor in science and technology
matters."
In his mess~ge to the Congress transmitting the Reorganization
Plan, the President further said, "It is also my intention after the
transfer of r~ponsibilities is effecte?-, to ask Dr. H. Guyfdrd Stever,
the c~rrent Dm;ctor of th~ Found~twn, to take on the additional post
of ~Cience AdVIsor. In this capamty, he would advise and assist the
White House, .Qffice ?f ~anagement a;nd Budget, Domestic Council,
and other entities Withm the Executive Office of the President on
matters where scientific and technological expertise is called for and
would act as the President's reJ?resentative in selected cooper~tive
pr.ogram~ in international scientific affairs, including chairing such
]Omt bodies as the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint Commission on Scientific and
Technical Cooperation."
The Director of the Foundation would, with respect to civilian research and development :
-~ppra.ise the overall effectiveness of ongoing Federal and NatiOnal R&D efforts to advance national goals through science and
technology.
-Make ~ecommendati<;>ns on policy and program actions necessary
to a.c~eve these natwnal goals through science and technology.
The Director of the Foundation would form an Office of Science
Poli~y to consider such matters. The Director wou1d rep_ort to the
President through George P. Shultz, Assistant to the President.
The NSF would continue OST emphasis on the science and technology base for national domestic R&D in such fields as energy
natural .resources, ~ealth, social .systems, transportation, com~
murucfl:tiOns,. educ~twn, and participation in international programs .m which science. and tec;tmology are vital elements.
-The Director of the N a.twnal Science Foundation, Dr. H. Guyford
~tever '·would serve as. a focal.point for the President in interactiOn With the academic and mdustrial science communities on
broad matters of science policy, as well as in selected coopera(195)
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tive programs with the international science community. He
would serve as Chairman of the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Joint Commission
on Scientific and Technical Cooperation.
-A Science Policy Council withm the Federal Government would
be formed to consider policy problems in science and technology,
which affect more than one Federal agency or which concern the
overall advancement of the Nation's science and technology.
The Chairman of the Science Policy Council would be the Director
of the National Science Foundation. Membership of the Council would
be composed of policy level individuals from Federal departments and
agencies.
The dedicated efforts of the many outstanding scientists and engineers, who, as members and consultants of the President's Science
Advisory Committee and the Office of Science and Technology, over
the years, have worked to help shape the directions of science and
direct the efforts of science and engineering to the solution of national
problems are widely recognized and appreciated. It is expected that
many of these outstanding individuals will continue to be called upon
to render their valuable advice and services.
[News Release, National Science Foundation, July 2, 1973]
NSF DIRECTOR ESTABLISHES SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY OFFICE: DR. RUSSELL C. DREW APPOINTED DIRECTOR
Dr. H. Guyford Stever, Director of the National Science Foundation, today announced the establishment of the Science and Technology Policy Office (STPO) and the appointment of Dr. Russell C.
Drew as head of the new office.
The STPO will P.rovide central staff support to Dr. Stever in carrying out responsibilities under Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973,
which transferred the functions of the Office of Science and Technology ( OST) to the Director of the NSF.
Dr. Stever said, "I am especially happy to announce the establishment of the Sc~ence a~d Technology Policy Office and the appointment
of Dr. Drew, smce this means that we can now move forward rapidly
to help advance national goals in science and technology through those
new functions assigned by the President. Dr. Drew's expertise and
experience will be most helpful in this regard."
Dr. Drew, a physicist, served in OST from 1966-1972 as Technical
Assistant to the President's Science Adviser, organized and guided
a series of OST and President's Science Advisory Committee panels
dealing with a variety of subjects including air traffic control, space
science and technology, biomedical R&D as it relates to aerospace
activities, and telecommunications. He also worked closely with the
State Department and National Security Council staff in developing
policies for international cooperation in space.
In his new position, Dr. Drew will head a professional staff to assist
Dr. Stever in the following:
Providing advice, consultation, and recommendations on national civilian science and technology policy.
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Developing technical options related to the solution of national
problems in the civilian area.
~ppraising the overall effectiveness of ongoing Federal and
nat.mnal R&D efforts. and recommending policy and program
ac~10n toward the achievement of national goals through civilian
SCience.and technology.
Servmg as the. focal P?int for coordinating Federal R&D programs. (STPO will proVIde staff support for the Federal Council
for Science and Technology and assist the Director in the formulation and coordination of FCST activities).
Interacting with academic and industrial science communities
on broad matters of science policy so as to further their participation, in every appropriate way, in strengthening science and technology in the Umted States.
Providing advice and assistance in furthering U.S. international science and technology objectives.
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[J_.ETTER TO DR. STEVER AS REoRGANIZATION PLAN No. 1 BECAME
EFFECTIVE]

THE WESTERN ·wHITE HousE,
San Olemente, July 1,1973.

Hon. H. GmoRD STEVER,
Director, National Science F owndation,
W asMngton, D.O.
DEAR MR. STEVER: Today marks a significant milestone in the way
that the Federal Government is orgariized to evaluate and coordinate
science and technqlogy programs. In accordance with the provisions
of Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973, activities formerly vested in the
Office of Science and Technology are transferred to you as Director of
theNational Science Foundation. I am esp~cia.lly pleased that you have
already taken preparatory steps to carry out these new responsibilities
and that you have established a new Science and Technology Policy
Offi.c~ to assist you with your increased duties.
As I indicated in January, I also want to take this occasion to designate you as my Science Advisor. In this post, I would like you to advise
and assist the White House, the Office of Management and Budget,
the Domestic Council and other entities within the Executive Office of
the President on matters where scientific and technological expertise
is needed, and to act as my representative in various international
scientific undertakings. I believe this designation should significantly
strengthen the science policy machinery of the Administration.
I aTso designate you as Chairman of the Federal Council for Science
and Technology, a role which you have already undertaken in an acting capacity.
This Administration is committed to continuing a strong national
effort in science and technology, alild I know you will carry out these
responsibilities in a manner consistent with this objective. I look forward to working with you in meeting this goal.
With every best wish,
Sincerely,
RICHARD NIXON.
(199)
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OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

OFFICERS AND STAFF AT

TIME OF REORGANIZATION, JANUARY 1973

Director, Edward E. David Jr., who is also science adviser to the
President, chairman of PSAC, and chairman of the Federal Council
on Science and Technology.
Associate Director and Assistant Director for National Security
Affairs, John D. Baldeschwieler.
Assistant Director for Natural Resources (life sciences, health programs, etc.), Leonard Laster.
Assistant Director for Civilian Technology, Lawrence Goldmuntz.
STAFF MEMBERS

David Z. Beckler, Executive Assistant to the Director.
F. Gilman Blake, atmospheric, marine, and earth sciences.
Edward J. Burger, Jr., ecology.
WilliamS. Butcher, water resources research.
Billy Caldwell, population and food.
Daniel V. DeSimone, industrial research and development.
Russell C. Drew, SE_~~e.
Stephen J. Gage,.( White House Fellow) energy.
Paul M. Gertman, human resources and medical affairs.
Jack I. Hope, civilian technology, transportation and urban
development.
John H. Lannan, press relations.
David Luenberger, civilian technology, urban affairs.
John J . Martin, national security, intelligence.
John Mays, education.
William T. McCormick, human resources.
Vincent McRae, national security, nuclear affairs.
Gordon Moe, national security, nuclear affairs.
Norman P. Neureiter, international cooperation.
A. Michael N oil, computers.
Frank R. Pagnotta, administrative officer.
John Walsh, national security.
J. Frederick Weinhold, energy.
Carl M. York, academic and 'tasic science.
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support of basic science. The non-Government participants will be
~ailed upon ~ respond ~nd provide their assessment of problems ana
Issues as perceived by thiS segment of the S&T community.
[STATUS OF SciENCE AND TEcHNOLOGY PoLICY

RussELL C. DREw,
Director, Science & Technology Policy Office.

OFFICE]

NATIONAL SciENCE FouNDATION,

Washington, D .0., May 9,197-'f.
Memorandum for the Science and Astronautics Committee.
In response to the requests made by the committee staff, May 2, 1974,
the following information is supplied:
1. The attachment, "STPO, Major Areas of Interest," lists the
current staff of the Science & Technology Policy Office and areas .of
responsibility.
2. The STPO, established in July, 1973, has b~n engaged in staff
selection and problem identification during the early months of Fiscal
Year 1974.
With the receipt of supplemental FY 74 program funds, the outside grant and contract support efforts have begun.
Some of the major areas of interest being addressed by STPO are:
world food study, materials, social R&D, industrial R&D, technology
transfer, international S&T issues, health and environment, high energy .Physics facilities, and selected space program issues.
Brief highlights of the activities in which STPO has provided
advice and support to the Science Adviser and science policy input to
the overall policymaking process within the Federal establishment
follow:
• STPO represents the Science Adviser on White House Domestic
Council studies, providing a source of technical inputs on a range
of domestic questions such as materials policy and environmental
quality issues.
• On behalf of the Science Adviser, STPO has been involved in the
annual budget review process, assisting and advising the Office
?f Management and Budget on selected agency R&D budget
ISSUeS.

Attachment.
SciENCE AND TEcHNOLOGY PoLICY OFFICE MAJoR
INTEREST

MAY, 1974.

AREAs

oF

Deputy Director-Health Science, Vacant.
Health of Science-Academic Research, Dr. Goetz Oertel.
In~rnational S&T-DOD, NSC Liaison, Dr. Rylan B. Lyon, Jr.
(Detail).
Materials Science, Dr. S. Victor Radcliffe.
. Intergovernmental S&T-Technology Transfer Mr. Tho~ ~~ W~lmgton.
'
.
Ear_th, .At~ospheric and Ocean Sciences, Dr. F. Gilm.'a Blake.
Social SCiences, Transportation, and Housing, Dr. Ernest F.
Powers and Mr. Joel A. Rosenblatt.
FCST Executive Secretary Productivity, ConfliOt"..ef-Interest
Vacant.
·'
Modeling and Forecasting, Patents, and Standards, Mr. A. Wade
Blackman.
World Food-Agricultural, Productivity, Dr. A. Carl Leopold
(June 1).
'
Administration, Mr. Douglas N. Howe.
Industrial R&D, Stimulating Innovation, Mr. James E. Carpenter.
Health Care-Biomedical R&D, Dr. Edward Burger MD
Life Sciences-Environmental R&D Vacant.
'
·
Co~unications-Planning and P~licy Development William F.
Herwig.
'
Quality of Life, Four Vacancies.

• STPO provides staff support for the Federal Council for Science
and Technology. This Council was established by Executive
Order in 1959 and includes as members the senior policy-level
science and technology officials of the Federal Government.
Further detail of progress to date and plans for FY 1975 is contained in the attached statement of mine, before the Subcommittee on
Science Research and Development, March 14,1974.
3. Regional Science Policy Meetings:
Planning is in progress for the first of a series of regional science
policy meetings. The first meeting had been planned for May, 1974
but due to schedule~ conflicts of the proposed participants has had
to be ~ostpoJ?-ed to mi~-J~ne. Topics to be addressed will include major
em7rgmg sc1en~e pohcy Issues .such as the wo~ld food situation, matenals, and soCial R&D for pohcy. Also to be discussed will be budget
(202)
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STATEMENT oF RussELL
DREw, DIRECTOR oF THE SciENCE AND
TEcHNOLOGY PoLicY OFFICE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee on my first appearance before this Committee in July of last year, the Science and Technology Policy Office was only a few weeks old and, at that time, the
emphasis was primarily on plans for the future. I am pleased to have
this opportunity to appear again today in the context of the National
Science Foundation FY 1975 authorization hearings to report on the
progress that has been made since that time and to outline some of the
future directions for my office.
You will recall that Dr. Stever established the STPO to assist him
in carrying out his new resl?.onsibilities as Science Adviser and Chairman of the Federal Counc1l for Science and Technology. Dr. Stever
also established an Office of Energy R&D Policy as a special staff to
assist him in dealing with the many urgent national issues related to
our current national energy situation. $upplemental appropriations
have been requested and subsequently granted by the Congress to enable these offices to complete staff plans and to begin a program of
supporting activity. These funds have very recently been made available so that the pace of activity will be accelerating in the remaining
months of this fiscal year.
Before going on to describe some of the specific activities of the
Office, I should emphasize the special character of the responsibilities
and tasks assigned to the Science and Technology Policy Office as compared with program offices within the National Science Foundation.
For example, STPO for the most part deals with issues which are
interagency in nature or for which specific agency responsibility is not
clearly defined. In addition, the office provides a source of advice and
counsel on scientific and technical matters to various elements of the
Executive Branch where we supply a unique broad perspective with
no vested interest in an operational role in the issue at hand. A particularly important responsibility of the Office is our charge to look
ahead and determine potential future problems which may have implications for new directions or priorities for federally sponsored
R&D. In this latter area, there are several good examples that can
be taken from our FY 1975 program plan.
An emerging issue which will be receiving continued high priority
attention is that of materials. In his recent State of the Union Message,
the President stated :
"It is also imperative that we review our current and prospective supplies of other basic commodities. I have, therefore,
directed that a comprehensive report and policy analysis be made
concerning this crucial matter so that governmental actions can
properly anticipate and help avoid the damaging shortages."
The U.S. today is wholly or in great part dependent upon foreign
sources of supply for many of the basic raw materials necessary for
(204)

our industrialized nation. Among the major elements of this subject
to be addressed are conservation, substitution, recycling and exploration of new sources of supply.
The world food situation is another issue which provides the potential for serious national concern. As a nation, we enjoy the most
productive agricultu.ra,l enterprise in history, but demands upon our
ability to produce for a worldwide market have escalated sharply
and may continue to increase-stressing our ability to meet these
demands. STPO will be concerned with identifying priorities for
research and application of technology to a wide range of problems,
such as increased productivity, expanding the use of alternative sources
of protein, and the impact of shortages such as energy on the production of food and fertilizers necessary to meet anticipated future needs.
As you are a ware, this Nation has increasingly moved toward a
service-oriented economy. Over 60 percent of our labor force is employed by.service industries and yet, public dissatisfaction with many
services is a well known phenomenon of our times. It is clear that
there are a wide range of services for which improved productivity
and improved quality are needed, and these improvements will depend
in part on contributions of science nnd technology. We shall be examining a number of key service areas such as transportation, health care,
and State and local government to determine ways in which the Federal and private sector R&D investment can be more productive in
meeting the needs of the service sector.
In each of the above areas, the National Science Foundation has
program activities that will contribute to our analysis. This illustrates
the complementary nature of the STPO work with respect to existing
NSF grant and contract programs and staff expertise. In areas where
there are unique policy requirements, the STPO staff will require
additional outside grant and contra.ct support.
Mr. Chairman, with this brief explanation of some ways in which
the STPO role differs from other parts of NSF, I would like to return
to some of the activities that have occupied the office during its formative months. In beginning the task I outlined last July-that of bringing science and technology matters into the decisionmaking process
throughout all levels of society-special attention was given to two
major points: (1) the problem of prohiem identification; and (2) staff
selection. It is particularly important to insure that these two aspects
are well matched so that STPO can be responsive to perceived needs
on a timely basis and with high quality inputs. I wish to emphasize
the importance of careful selection of the in-house staff in view of the
leadership 11>le they can be expected to play on a wide range of issues,
requiring an unusual breadth of understanding, expertise, and analytical capability.
In the course of its brief existence, STPO has become increasingly
active in its role in the national policymaking process and in its interface with the science and technology commumty. I should emphasize
that I view both of these aspects-working within the Federal structure and expanding our avenues of communication with the producers
and users of science and technology outside of the Government-as
important tasks for STPO. Specifically, with regard to our expanded
communications role outside Government, we have taken some defini-
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tive steps and have a number of actions in the filial planning stages
that I will touch upon later in my testimony. I remain strongly committed to the importance of a continuing dia1ogue among Federal and
non-Federal interests.
At this time, I would like to cite briefly just a few of the activities
in which STPO has provided advice and support to the Science Advise_t.._ and has provided science po1icy input to the overall policymaking process within the Federal establishment :
STPO represents the Science Adviser on White House Domestic
Council studies, providing a source of technical inputs on a range of
domestic questions such as materials policy and environmental quality
issues.
On behalf of the Science Adviser, STPO has been involved in the
annual budget review process, assisting and advising the Office of
Management and Budget on selected agency R&D budget issues.
STPO provides staff support for the Federal Council for Science
and Technology. This Council was established by Executive Order
in 1959 and in<:ludes as members the senior policy-level science and
technology officials of the Federal Government. Its responsibilities include interagency relationships in science and technology, improved
~Ianning and administration of Federal S&T programs, identification of research needs, better utilization of Federal facilities and resources,· and furtherance of international cooperation in science and
technology. Ft:om this broad charter, it is obvious that the FCST
has an important role to play and it is our intention that it become
a more effective mechanism for achieving these objectives. To aid in
strengthening the FCST, STPO staff members have been designated
to monitor and assist activities of the FCST and its many existing
subcommittees.. In addition, we have taken the lead in developing
plans to estabhsh new FCST committees to deal with emerging issues
such as intergovernmental technology transfer and materials sciences.
A~ J?art of our pro~ram of enhanced communications, the office has
participated in orgamzing the first two of a continuing series of meetmgs with leaders of the scientific and technical community to enable
direct dialogue with the Science Adviser on issues of national science
policy. One meeting involved J?rofessional societies and the other,
major representatives of R&D in mdustry.
It will be the policy of this office to bring our major study activity
into the public domain expeditiously so that the information produced
will be ava~lable to all interested P!lrties. In this regard, we have rec~tly publ~hed several reports which were begun under the previous
SCience adnsory structure. These include the PSAC panel report on
"Chemicals and Health" and the "FCST Annual Report of Water
Resources Research."
Mr. Chairman, I would now like to call attention to some of the
~ey areas of ~tivi~y for t~e remainder of FY 1974 and continuing
mto FY 197~ m whiCh outside support programs are beginning or are
about to begm.
The nature of many of the problems we face in the domestic arena
such as housing, transportation, health care, poverty, urbanization
and others, reqmres that we bring together the contributions of science
and technology with the perception of social values and structures

that can be provided by the social sciences. The Federal Government
sponsors over $800 million in social R&D in more than 8 agencies. We
will be looking into ways in which these funds are being spent and
how programs might be more productively related to mission agency
goals and national needs. We will be givmg special attention to the
role of such social experiments as those on income maintenance and
housing allowances and to evaluation as an aid to design of better
programs.
Studies to provide improved inputs to what constitutes the U.S.
"technology base." These will provide long-term policy needs of the
U.S. in the international arena.
Modeling and forecasting programs. Studies to identify and rankorder problems which will be of future importance to the Nation.
Programs to provide analytical tools necessary to perform evaluations of the impact of various policy options.
The application of analytical models to evaluate the :policy options
relating to near-term and future problems of national Importance.
Study of priorities in relevant materials research.
Renewable resources study.
Seminar series on issues of science and technology policy.
These are some of the outside grant and contract programs which
are to be funded by the FY 1974 Supplemental Appropriations. For
FY 1975 I plan to continue this base and to build upon and broaden
it to encompass new issues which I believe are important to our national interests. I have outlined some of these earlier in my statement
and others are identified in the FY 1975 program budget request
which has been presented to the Congress.
As you can see from just these few major issues, common threads of
interdependence-as in the case of energy-can be traced through
these major problems facing the Nation. The policy analyses provided
by STPO have their basis in the science and technology aspects of a
problem where solution will ultimately involve a reconciliation among
a number of national objectives such as economic well being, environmental quality, favorable balance of international trade, improved
quality of life, and the maintenance of competitive advantage in the
world marketplace. Our input will be one of many on these questions.
I am pleased to report that we have encountered no lack of rl_lceptiveness to this input within the Executive Branch. On the basis of developments thus far, I am optimistic that as both the Office and its program of activity matures m the coming months, we will be in a position
to contribute to the enhanced application of science and technology to
our Nation's needs.
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REORGANIZATION PLAN NO.1 OF 1973 (OFFICE OF EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS, OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, AND NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL)

APRIL 4, 1973.--Dommttted to the Committee Qf the Whole House on the
State of the Union, and ordered to be printed

Mr. HoLIFIELD, from the Committee on Government Operations,
submitted the following

SECOND REPORT
together with
ADDITIONAL VIEWS
BASED ON A STUDY BY THE LEGISLATION AND MILITARY
OPERATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE

On March 29, 1973, the Committee on Government Operations
approved and adopted a report entitled "Reorganization Plan No. 1
of 1973 (Office of Emergency Preparedness, Office of Science and
Technology, and National Aeronautics and Space Council)." The
chairman was directed to transmit a copy to the Speaker of the House.
(209)
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I. INTRODUCTION

OS~, Science Adviser to the President, Chairman of PSAC and
Chairman of the Federal Council for Science and Techn~logy
(FCST), which was established in 1959.13
Reor~anizati~n Plan No. 1 of 197~ abolishes the OST, including
the Offices of Director and Deputy Director. PSAC was abolished in
effect, when President Nixon accepted the resignations of all its m~m
bers and made no new appointments. Abolished in a similar manner
was the Office of Science Adviser to the President, last held by Dr.
Edward E. David, Jr (also Director of OST), who resigned on January 3, 1973.
The functions of OST are to be reacquired, not by the NSF as such,
but b;r its Director, a position now held by Dr. H. Guyford Stever.
He will have a two-hat role as NSF Director and Science Adviser.
However, the language of the plan and the supporting testimony indicate that the Science Adviser will not be exclusively the Science Adviser to t.he President. He will give science advice to the OMB the
Domestic Council, and other Executive Office components as required.
His channel of reporting to the President will be through Dr. George
P. Shultz,u who has been designated Assistant to the President for
Economic Affairs in addition to his other duties as Secretary of the
Treasury, Chairman of the Council on Economic Policy, and Chairman of the Cost of Living Council.
The testimony and announcements by Dr. Stever indicate that he
will have a reconstituted science advisory apparatus below the level
of the Executive Office of the President. An Office of Science Policy
is to be established within NSF to help the Director make recommendations to advance national goals through science and technologJ".
That office and other advisory staff presumably will do for the NSF
Director (also Science Adviser) what PSAC and OST used to do for
the President. 15 The new policy group will coexist, within NSF, with
the National Science Board, a 25-member policymaking and advisory
group established by the National Science FoundatiOn Act.16 The
Board stands apart from the reorganization since the transferred
OST functions are vested exclusively in the NSF Director, who is the
agency's general manager. Dr. Stever told the subcommittee that the
National Science Board generally favored the reorganization planY
The Federal Council for Science and Technology, a longstanding
interdepartmental unit for consultation and cooperative studies in
science and technology, may be replaced by a Science Policy Council.
Dr. Stever suggested to the subcommittee that he wanted to reevaluate
the role of FCST in the interest of getting a more dynamic and effective group.18 This again is not part of the formal reorganization plan,
11ince FCST was created by Executive order.
The adininistration rationale for the OST part of the reorganization, stated in the President's message and developed in testimony by
Mr. Malek and Dr. Stever, is that a central office m the White House
orbit is no longer needed to energize and coordinate Government

This report deals with Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973, which
would abolish certain components of the Executive Office of the President and transfer designated functions to two departments and two
agencies. The plan was transmitted to the Congress by President
Nixon with an accompanying message on January 26, 1973 (H. Doc.
No. 93-43). These documents were referred to the Committee on Government Operations and assigned to the Subcommittee on Legislation
and Military Oferations for review and analysis.
The plan wil take effect on July 1, 1973, unless rejected by a majority of either House acting upon a disapproving resolution within 60
days from the transmittal date, in accord with the provisions of the
Reor~anization Act of 1949, as amended. The 60-day period (not
countmg a congressional adjournment of 10 days) will tenninate on
April 5, 1973.1
As of this date (March 29, 1973), no disapproving resolution has
been introduced in either the House or the Senate. Consequently, no
fonnal committee action presently is required by way of reporting on
any resolution and thereby bringing the reor~anization plan to the
floor. This report is presented for the infonnatlon of the Congress. It
outlines the scope and intended effects of the plan and makes pertinent
observations.

V. OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Office of Science and Technology was established by Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1962, which became effective June 8, 1962.10 The
purpose of the plan was to transfer to the new office those functions of
the National Science Foundation relating to the development of national policies for basic education in the sciences and to the evaluation
of scientific research programs undertaken by the Federal Government. A comprehensive study of this earlier reorganization and related
developments is contained in a 1967 report prepared for the committee
by the Science Policy Research Division of the Le~slative Reference
Service (now Congressional Research Service) m the Library of
Congress.11
The OST marked a high point in the development of a scientific
advisory apparatus for the President. This process had been started
in the late 1950's by President Eisenhower, when orbiting space
vehicles and long-range missiles were urgent national issues. Since
1957 each President has had a science adviser and a President's Science
Advisory Committee (PSAC). The creation of OST in 1962 gave a
statutory underpinning to this arrangement, in part to make it possible
for the Congress to have more access to scientific information at the
Executive Office level.12 The Director served simultaneously as head of
1 The Reorganization Act of 19•9, as amended, provides (5 U.S.C. see. 906) that adjournof more than 3 days to a day certain are excluded In the computation of the 60-day
period; also, that provisions of a plan may take effect at a time later than the 60-day
period. If so snPcltled In the plan.
10 76 Stat. 1253.
u "The omce of Science and Technology," a report prepared by the Science Poltey
Research Division Legislative Reference Service, Library of ConJn"ess, for the Military
Operations Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Operations. 90th Cong.,
1st seas., March 1967 (committee print).
uSee H. Rept. No. 87-1635, Apr. 19, 1962, p, 9.

ment~

u Executive Order 10807, 1\lar. 13, 1959, 3 CFRi 1959-1963 Comp., p. 329: amended by
Executive Order 11381. Nov. 8, 1967, 3 CFR, 1966- 970 Comp., p. 690.
14 Hearings, pp. 4, 9, IO, 20-21, 27, 69 et pa.sslm.
,. Hearings, pp. 72, 116.
tt 42 U.S.C. sec. 1681 et seq.
11 Hearings, p. 7 4.
11 Hearings, p. 71.
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activities in science and technology. The argument is made that _in
the decade since OST was established, the departments and agenCies
have built up their own resources and capabilities for planning and
executing . resea~ch. and development pro~a~ addressed to the
Nation's high p~Iori~Y ne~. The presumptlo~ IS that whatever catalytic and coordmatmg actwns still are reqmred can be performed
through the NSF at a lower level in the Government hierarchy.111
The committee recognizes that the environment for science and
technology has changed in.ma~y ways.during a .decade, and that.e~ch
President views the organizatiOn of his Executive Office and utihzes
advisory resources in his own way. There are differences of opinion
in the scientific community and elsewhere as to whether OST has performed well or lived up to expectations given by its mandate in 1962.
The following observatiollS do not pass upon OST's performance;
rather they point up some institutional problems in Government science organization which this reorganization plan raises anew:
( 1) The rationale, in part, for a scientific advisory apparatus
in the Presidential orbit originally was to enable the President to
have independent, objective, and 'sophisticated advice as against
the special pleading, empire-building, and parochial interests of
the departments and agencies. This need is greater, not less, today
as scientific and teclmolo~ical programs become more complex and
costly and involve multiple agencies and interests.
(2) Dissolution of OST, PSAC, and the Office of Science Adviser to the President, and transfer of OST functions to the NSF
Director will be regarded inevitably, in scientific circles, as a
downgrading of science in Government policymak~ and execution because association with the President and his Executive
Office has an aura of prestige and importance which cannot be
duplicated elsewhere in the Government. Dr. Stever, in testimony
before the subcommittee, said that whether there is downgrading
or not depends upon what the NSF Director does with his new
assignment. 20 This is true to an extent, but the NSF cannot match
the prestige of the former arrangement.
(3) An independent agency, such as NSF, always will have
difficulties in drawing together the policies and programs of other
agencies at the same (or higher) levels in Government. Specialized
technical agencies such as NASA and AEC, and depa.rtments such
as DOD and Commerce, with large research and development
components, have far more resources and operating responsibilities
than NSF. In such cases, there are many who believe that coordination and policy direction are better achieved when the coordinating agency stands above rather than equal to or below the
others. In our scheme of government, they see no alternative to the
Executive Office of the President for elevating an agency and
giving it a commanding presence.
(4) The problems of cross-agency coordination and policy direction are the more aggravated by the civil-military dichotomy
in the Government spollSorshiJ? of research and development. In
earlier years the Science AdVIser to the President, PSAC, and

O~T .were deeply ~volved in evaluation of defense programs and
assistmg the President to make informed decisions in this field.
Dr. S~ever tes.tified that 2 after the ~eorganization plan takes effect,
techmca~ advic~ on national secunty matters, formerly given by
OST, will be gtven not by NSF but by DOD and the National
Security Council.21 In a sense, NSF will become the center of science policy £or the civilian agencies rather than for the Government as a whole. CollSidering the military-civilian interaction in so
many scientific and technical pro~rams, such as in oceanography,
weather prediction and modificatiOn, arms limitation, nuclear test
ballS, satellite communications, and other important programs, a
central source of coordina.t ion and policy direction, close to the
President, would seem to be imperative.
. Those :who a:re concerned that the plan '?lay signify the downgradmg of smence m Government must recogmze, on the other hand that
the plan also can work to ungrade the status and role of NSF. in its
oz;iginal concept, NSF wa~ tO be the Gove.rnme~t's primary agency £or
science. It became essentially a grant-d1spensmg agency in support
of university science. Its policy functions in promoting, assessing, and
coordinating Government science, which had lain dormant,22 were
transferred to OST by the 1962 reorganization plan. Now the 1973
reorganization plan recaptures these functiollS for NSF, acting
through the Director, and provides additional opportunities for that
agency to play a broader and more effective rol~ in Government
science.
The Congress itself has sought to expand the agency's horizon, emphasizing applied science and practical uses of technolo~ in solving
domestic problems. The 1968 amendments to the N at10nal Sci~nce
Foundation Act, as Dr. Stever pointed out in testimony, authorized
the agency to support applied research, reemphasized its role in national science policies, gave more attention to the social sciences, and
authorized additional executive personnel to strengthen the agency's
management structure. 23 The 1968 amendments also initiated the requirement for yearly authorizatiollS to precede appropriatiollS for
NSF, thereby broadening the congressional area o£ interest and involvement in the agency's activities. 2!
The NSF potential as a key Government center for applied science
and technology again is reflected in a bill which passed the Senate in
August 1972. 2~ This bill (S. 32, 92d Cong.), reported by Senator Kennedy from the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare,26 proposed,
among other things, to establish within NSF a Civil Science Systems
Administration, emphasizing research and planning in a wide range
of public service concerllS. The bill was not taken up by the House o£
Representatives in the 92d Congress. In the meantime, an NSF program, Research Applied to Natwnal Needs (RANN), established in
fiscal year 1971, has evoked considerable congressional interest and
support.

'~ Henrinp;s, pp. 4,, 9, 64 et pn~•im. Dr. St~ver •tnted in hiR testimony thnt "the Dlr!'CtOr
of the NSF now has the capab111ty to satisfy the continued need 'tor an overview and for
coor<finatlon of our Federal and national elrorts In science technology" (at Jl. fl4) .
oo Hearings, p. 67.

11 Hearln~s. p. 64 .
.. See report cltPd In footnote 11, p. 4.
.. 42 u.s.c. 1862(c).
•• 42 U.S.C. 1875. See also a 1969 amendment which placed a general expiration date on
all outstnndln~r unfunded nuthorlz~tlon (close of second fiscal year after that for which the
authorization was enacted\, 42 U.S.C. 1873(1 ).
•• Cong. Rec., Aug. 17, 1972 (dally ed.), pp. 813868- 813922.
.. S. Rept. No. 92- 1028, Aug. 9. 1972.

13
SCIENCE ADVICE FOR THE WHITE HOUSE
[From Tecknology Re'VUw, January 1974]
On Oct. 4-, 1973, M J.T. brought together the ai:» American sc-lentist8
who halve been members of tlie White House staff as advisers to the
President of the U.S. What follows are selections from their diBCWJsion of U.S. science policy and the past, present, and future roles of
the President in ita formulation.
The particip(J!I1,ta (with the dates of their service as Science Advisers
to the President in parentl! eses) were:
-James R. Killian, Jr., Honorary 0hai1'1TUlln of the MJ.T. Oorporation (1967-69)
-George B. Kistiakowsky, Professor Emeritus of Ohemistry, Harvard University (1969-61)
-Jerome B. Wiesner, President of M J.T. (1961-6.1,)
-Donald F. Hornig, President of B1'0'/.011, U11i!veraity (1964-69)
-Lee A. DuBridge, President Emeritus of Oalifornia Institute of
Technology (1969-70)
-Edward E. David, Jr., Eucutive Vice President u:nd Director of
Goukl, Inc. (1970-73)
There ensued a general disCWJsion among the aiaJ pritn,cipals which
gradually was e:»tended to members of the audience; contributions
from two of the latter are also incl!uded in what follows:
-Pierre R. Agrain, former General Delefate for Research and Technoloqy in the French government, who u thia year Henry R. LtUJe
Professor in E'T/1/)ironment and PUblic Policy at M.I.T.
-H. Guyford Stever, Director of the National Science Foundation
Though this is not a verbatim transcription, the effort in editing has
been to preserve as much as space perm,it8 of both the langu.age and
spirit of the-evening.
Dr. Killian: The six of us who have borne the title "Special Assistant
to the President for Science and Technology~' may be an extinct
species, on our way to Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum as those
curious specimens to whom Presidents of the United States turned
when they recognized that, for their eras, no White House staff dare
be scientifically illiterate. But one may also take the view that the
recent dismantling of the White H ouae science advi&ory arrangement8
is but pOII't of an evolutionary process out of which may come an
oppo~unity to construct new and better ways for the federal govern(215)
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ment to manage its own scientific enterprises and to formulate policies
that will insure that American science continues to prosper. If this
is to be so, I suggest that some of the past is important to give us a
base line from which to move toward the future. It is for this reason
that I turn tonight to recall the early days of th~ President's Science
Advisory Committee and my experiences as the first to bear the formal
title and serve full time as Science Adviser to President Eisenhower.
Let me begin by recalling that Presidents other than Eisenhower,
Kennedy, Johmon, and Nixon had science advisers. There was Thomas
Jefferson, who had by far the best science adviser any American
President ever had~himself. Together with other Founding Fathersnotably Washington, Franklin, Madison, and J olm Quincy Adamshe infused into the American system the concept that there should be
a true marriage between science and politics. While they were thwarted
in their hopes to establish a national university to promote "useful
knowledge and discoveries for the new republic, they still succeeded
in introducing into the American system an intellectual outlook that,
in Hunter Dupree's words, "made science a formative factor in making
both the federal government and the American mind what they are
today."
The other great period when science and engineering served our
society and the whole Free World with decisive brilliance was, of
course, World War II. The superb accomplishments of American
science through the Office of Scientific Research and Development was
facilitated by the fact that Vannevar Bush, in influence if not in title,
was science adviser to President Roosevelt. This wonderfully effective
relationship, aided and abetted by Harry Hopkins, was a major factor
not o:p.ly in the winning of the war but in devising new ways for our
government to insure the prosperity of American science after the war.
We six here tonight must recognize that our collective role must
be measured against those past arrangements when great Presidents
had great advisers.
I was launched into what was for me the outer space of the White
House in October, 1957, when the Soviets orbited Sputnik I. This
technological feat, received with stunned surprise and shock by
Americans, produced apprehension throughout the Free World. Many
jumped to the conclusion that the Soviets had surpassed the United
States in its science and teclmology and that they had achieved a
g"Uided missile capability that posed a fearful threat to our security.
The near-hysteria of those days revealed how psychologically vulnerable were the American people to this event. E<fward Teller, in a television program, remarked that the United States had "lost a battle
more important and greater than Pearl Harbor," by falling behind
the U.S.S.R. in scientific achievement. On another occasion, when
queried about what might be found on the moon, he replied, "Russians." The New York Times, gripped by the emergency, editorialized
about national survival. And the New Yorker ran a cartoon which
noted, in effect, that the Soviets had the ballistic missile and we had
the Edsel.
Among the actions taken by President Eisenhower as he sou~ht to
allay fears and reassure the American people was to summon scientists
to advise rum personally on our space and defense programs, on ways

to insure the general health of American science and teclmology and
to improve the quality of our education in science. He called on the
President of the Natwnal Academy of Sciences for advice, and he
asked the Science Advisory Committee of the Office of Defense Mobilization to meet with him; it was this Committee which he was
later to reconstitute as a committee directly advisory to himself.
When the O.D.M:. Committee, then chaired by Dr. Isidore Rabi, met
with the President on October 15, he afforded the group a full opportunity to air their views and to make proposals, whlch they did with
frankness and vigor. The President wanted to know whether American
science was being outdistanced by Russia ( 1). Dr. Rabi responded that
the United States had great strength; but he warned that the Russians had gained impressive-momentum and were effectively mobilized
steadily to build their scientific and technological strength. They could
possibly pass us, Rabi emphasized, if we were so inept as to permit
it to happen. Edwin Land then made one of his eloquent speeches in
which he said that American science needed the helJ> of the President.
Better than anyone else, Dr. Land said, the President could kindle
among young people an essential enthusiasm for science and lead people to understand it as a joyous, creative, rewarding adventure. The
President clearly was impressed by Land's plea that he could, through
active intellectual leadership, seek to create a more widespread understanding of science. It is interesting to note that he thereafter undertook a series of speeches on science and defense that were partly inspired, I think, by this discussion.
Dr. Rabi then made a specific proposal. There was no one around the
President, he pointed out, who could help him be aware of any scientific component that might exist in the important policy matters coming before him. Science was not represented on his staff. He should
have a full-time science adviser-a person he could live with easily.
I then carried Rabi's proposal one step further and ur~ed that there
be a strong Science AdVIsory Committee reporting directly to the
Prt>sident who could back up his adviser.
This is the story as I know it of the discussions which, a few days
later, led the President to appoint the first Special Assistant to the
President for Science and Technology, and to the designation ol the
President's Science Advisory Committee (P.S.A.C.)
Actually, the Eisenhower Science Advisory Committee was not the
first to bear the presidential title. President Truman had appointed
such a committee in April, 1951, and the late Oliver Buckley became
its Chairman and, in effect, science adviser to Truman. Continuing
into the Eisenhower administration, when Lee DuBridge was its
Chainnan, this group was presented with a really major opportunity
worth its mettle. Meeting with them the President, in effect, challenged
the Committee to help him get a hold on the military problem of surprise attack. These meetings with the President were really extraordinary events. I doubt if there has been under any other President
an opportunity comparable with this for a group of outsiders to come
and without-or-have a free-for-all discussion of a problem without
feeling in any way held back or embarrassed. This group did it, and
P.S.A.C. was able to do this repeatedly, with Eisenhower, who seemed
to enjoy it.
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The result was the appointment of a task force known as the Tecnnological CaJ?abilities Panel, consisting of about 40 scientists and
engineers; this group presented its conclusions on the status of our
military and intelligence technology at an expanded session of the
National Security Council in February, 1955, which Robert Cutler
was to describe in his memoirs as the high point in the deliberations of
the Eisenhower National Security Council.
This study did much to re-establish confidence between the scientific
community and the administration, a confidence which had been badly
damaged by the Oppenheimer case and the tensions of the McCarthy
period. It brought to the attention of the President a group of scientists and engineers who had fresh contributions to make to national
policy and who began to command his confidence.
There was still another scientific group, the brilliant and decisively
influential von Neumann Missile Committee, of which both Dr. Wiesner and Dr. Kistiakowsky were members, that helped in establishing
a relationship of confidence between scientists and top policy makers.
I am certain that these two panels were important factors in the President's decision to have what he came to call "his scientists,"-whieh
was the Eisenhower P.S.A.C.
There is no need to review in detail the first years of P.S.A.C. Clearly it was not J?OSSible for 18 members to cover all of the ground which
was involved m the items in which the President and his cabinet were
interested, so P.S.A.C.'s first move was to appoint a group of panels
to deal with specific problems. Actually, at one time more than 100
scientists and engineers from all over tlie U.S. were members of these
panels, and these scientists and engineers had the opportunity of commg to know intimately those issues in which the President and his
cabinet were interested and-while doing so---<>f coming into the highest levels of government. Many of the chairmen of these panels, who
were not members of P.S.A.C., from time to time met with the President. We had the unique situation in which the President himself was
drawing upon advice and comment stemming from deep roots in the
American scientific community.
Among these panels was one which recommended that the National
Adv:isory Committee on Aeronautics (N.A.C.A.) be converted into the
National ~eronautics and Space Administration (N.A.S.A.), and the
whole adVIsory group resonated with the President in insisting that
our space progr!l-m be in .c~vilian a~d ~ot military hands. (2) It fought
a steady battle m opposition to bmldmg a nuclear-propelled aircraft.
P ..S.A_.C. ~cured t!te ~~:cceptance of a proposal for the processing of
scientific mformation m government that avoided the creation of a
center where all scientific literature would be processed by a computerized behemoth. It brought to the President and the Secretary
of State information and recommendations which led them to move
to reopen discussions with the Soviets on the limitation of nuclear
te~ts, and this led to t.he Geneva Confere~ce of Experts. Indeed, the
Eisenhower .P.S.A.C. m general brought mto government views and
!1-nalyses which led to more open-minded discussion of disarmament
Issues. P.S.A.C. strongly supported curriculum reform in education.
and it played a role in the formulation of the National Defense Edu~
cation Bill. It presented to the Cabinet a proposal for a Federal

Council for Science and Technology which was promptly authorized
by the President.
The .Eisenho~~r P S.A.C: felt strongly 1!-h<?ut the futility of trying
to achieve additional sec}lrity by .the unhmited pursuit of weapons
technology. They recogruzed the Importance of advancing weapons
technology in order to prevent the United States from becoming a
second-rate power, and they felt a deep obligation to assist in the
strengthening of our military position; in fact, perhaps their most
useful role. ~ith Eisenhower was to advise him on weapons systems
and the m1htary budget. But there was a preponderant view in the
Commitf:ee that the security of the country could best be served by
moderatmg the arms race. There was also a preponderant view that
we were enmeshed in too much secrecy and that every effort should be
made to achieve a more open society as a way to a more open world.
The importance of P.S.A.O. goes far beyond the specific outcomes
of its studies and recommendatit:m8 because of the relationships of
confidence and fr~ discussion. that P .S.A.O. enjoyed with, the President (}jfj,(j the President's (JJJSOazat-es. There was no holding back. There
was no ft-ar that someone might differ with someone else, including
the President. There was never any difficulty in seeing the President
or bringing matters before him for decision. (3) Indeed, after his retirement from the Presidency, f':Jeneral Eisenhower told a friend that
some of the best experiences he had at the White House were the meetings that he had with P.S.A.C. These meetings, in which there was
free-for-ttll discussion, were memorable events for P.S.A.C. itself.
They made it possible for a group of scientists to come to understand
the President's problems, views1 and goals, and to learn how to make
themselves useful in the light of this understanding. So it was that the
Committee fcund many ways to express its belief in the values of a
fl'ee society not only for the advancement of science but for the good
of mankind.
It must be said that the Committee served under highly advantageous peace-time conditions that were almost unique to 'the Eisenhower years. It had free access to a President who knew he needed
their help. The military establishment had not niatured in its use of
science and technology, and there was, of course, no agency with
ability (or vested interest) in space technology. The National Security
Council, because of its small staff, had little capacity for in-depth
studies of weapons technology. Under these conditions it was ineVItable that the President would look to P.S.A.C. for advice on both
weapons and space technology. He also found in P.S.A.C. a source of
objective advice that he felt was not always available from other
branches of ~overnment; especially did he seek help in dealing with
the competitive claims of the three military services.
(4) P.S.A.C. had another important characteristic. A majority of
the members had no political ambitions and no career objectives in
government. In giving advice, they sought to be nonpartisan, whatever
their private political beliefs might have been. They sought never to
embarrass the President by differing with him publicly. (5) They
would have rejected as repugnant and ridiculous any idea that they
could appropriately be described as a "priesthood," a term which some
political scientists have used to describe this particular group. They
were motivated primarily by a feeling of obligation to make their
36-154 0- 74 - 16
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specialized learning and sk:i¥s available to the government in time of
need, and by. a confident feel~~ that they had important contributions
to make. T~us absence ~f. pohtica:l a!flbition made it possible for them
to wo~k with the el~tive, appomtive, and career people in government ~ a way that did not arouse antagonism or fears of territorial
aggressiOn.
P.S.~. was ~ortuna~e in its relation to the National Security
Council. As Special Assistant for National Security Affairs Robert
Cutler h~d pl~ye~ a key role i~ th~ appoint~en_t of t~e Speciai Assistant and m br.mgmg P.S.A.C. m d1rect assoCiatiOn with the President.
He was cordi.al to P.~.A.C. a~d was responsive to its proposals and
recommendations. This proVIded a coupling that has not always
existed in successive administrations.
. ~inally, ~his group of s~ience advisers had a deep sense of responsibility to sc~en~! along With an ~hakable faith in its importllJlce
both to the mdividual and to the nation. They loved science and wanted
others to share their enthusi~sm for it and to discover its inner P.Ower
to make men and women a httle more creative, a little more civilized
and a little more humane. These convictions about the values of scienc~
brought to their advisory work for government an additional meaning
and zes.t that made the experience memorable. I think they found that
these views and values were shared by the President with whom they
worked.
. ( 6) One ~nal note-~ very personal one. I went to see General
Eisenhower m the hospital a month before he died, in order to ask
him to accept the Atoms for Peace A ward. He wanted to talk· we
talked for an hour or so. He agreed to accept the award and said that
any money would go to Eisenhower College. And then as I was
leaving, he said, "Jim, tell me about my scientists." And then he ran
down the names of the whole group that he had come to know as individuals, and wanted to know where they were and how they were ·
and finally he said, "Jim, you know in my experience in Washin~o~
that group seemed, more than almost any other with which I worlred,
to be there more for the good of the country than for themselves." This
to me was a very memorable and moving example of the kind of relationship that the first P.S.A.C. had with Its boss.
Dr. David: (7) Dr. Killian has described the genesis of the White
Hou~ apparatus and ~he issues which animated h. Over the years
those Issues changed qmte profoundly, and the White House apparatus
responded accordingly. There are several dimensions to this c!ioogeboth of substance and environment; the most discussed in the decrea8ing concentration on science and technol.ogy for military and space
objectives and a corresponding increa8e in empha8is on science and
techno?ogy applied to other area8, such Cl8 energy, which is perhaps the
most VItal to the country. Indeed, the energy thrust seems to me likely
to be the Apollo of the 1970s and 1980s.
Shifts in funding for research and development very clearly indicated this trend. Of the $30 billion which will be soent this year, nearly
60 per cent will ~o for pursuits other than military and space. In
addition to this shift in federal fundin~ towards the civiHan side,
there has been a significant thrust in industry, where there has been
a 30 per cent increase in research and development funding since the

middle 1960s. Thoug~ ~h~s shift in em~hasis has no~ bee~ raP.id en~ugh
to suit many people, It ISm fact occurrmg and I believe It will contmue
in the 1970s.
.
.
.
Another aspect of change is a shift from opport.unity or:entatwn to
problem orientation in research and development--t~~t IS, 11: chan_ge
from emphasis on research and development opportunities whiCh ar~se
from new technological pos.sibilities to those which .arise from ~Cial
needs. The cancer program 18 a v.ery clear example.; (8) a:noth~r 1s the
space shuttle which has been tied ~o an ec~.mom1c JUStificatidn. We
speak criticahy these days of soluti~ns ~hiCh l~k for probl~ms
another way of expressing the increasmg m~rest m problem orientation in comparison with opport~ty o.rientat10n. ( 9)
.
..
In some ways, problem orientatiOn 1s a natural extensiOn of military
research and development as described by Dr. Killian. Many, if not
most, of the military prog~ams of the 1950s ~~d 1960s were problemoriented· but there are d1tterences. In the m1htary case, the Office o:f
Naval Research and other agencies created fundamental research
enterprises to go along with and to lead. directed development J?l'Ograms. In the case of cancer, the opposite seems to be hap~enmg.
Fundamental and directed work seem to have become antagomsts, at
least on the surface. There are other dimensions of change in science
and technology, as well-among them, the changing relationship of
universities and government.
My point in this is simply to say that the issues ~~:nd motiyations for
the White House science apparatus were very different m the end
than at the beginning.
If we look to the future, we may propose that the new organizat~
which has been put in place will have to cope with a number of still
different challenges, and I'd like to lut a fe·w of them.
.
Many new national programs of research and development-primarily problem-oriented-are in the offing. At the Office of Science
and Technology we categorized them into six areas: energy, health,
transportation, education, social systems, and renewable and non-renewable resources. In each of these areas there is substantial federal
:funding. The challenge for the new science apparatus is to assure that
these programs are coherent and coordinated across the departmental
lines in government, and that government efforts are properly related
to industrial efforts.
Concerning coordination, it is clear that one of the most influential
accomplishments of the former White House office was successfully
encouraging civilian departments-such as the Department of Transportation, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, the
Interior Department, and the Commerce Department-to establish
their own research and development organizations and programs, just
as the White House apparatus had earlier encouraged the establishment of the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering and N.A.S.A. But with that success in establishing research and
development capability in many civilian agencies came the inevitable
territorial competition, for cooperation and coordination are simply
not the norm between departments of government. (10) However, we
know that coherent programs across the boundaries can be attained
with some encouragement and leadership. The Federal Council :for
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Science and Technology (F.C.S.T.) was established with the Science
Adviser as its Chairman for this purpose.
For example, the research in environmental health that goes on in
the government today is the business of the National Institutes of
Health, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Food and Drug
Administration, the Atomic Energy Commission, and several other
agencies. An F .C.S.T. Committee has been actively working with
representa:tives from each of these agencies to create an overall program havmg both an adequate basic, long-range side located in the
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences and the A.E.C.
and an applied side to tie to the regulatory needs of the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Food and Drug Administration and the
A.E.C. One particular effort, for example. was to achievd balanced
funding of the new National Center for Toxicological Research in
Pine Bluff, Ark. Efforts such as these are becoming an ever-more
essential function, since most of the new civilian-oriented national
programs cut across the interests of several operating agencies and
departments of government.
Another issue arising in these civilian, program-oriented research
and development programs concerns the proper roles in them of industry and ~overnment. Industrial funding in these fields exceeds
federal fundmg by about the ratio of $12 billion to $5 billion. Furthermore, in general it is industry which must ultimately develop, manufac~ure, install, and service the equipment and the software which
derives from both government and private research. Coordination between diverse elements is essential: but with the exception of the
A.E.C. Power Reactor Programs we have had very little experience
with this sort of relationship between industry and government. In
the case of power reactors, the A.E.C. did the fundamental research
the demonstration and the initial development was cost-shared be~
t~een the A.E.9. and industry, and final development was left principally to the mdustry. Some such arrangements will undoubtedly
be essential in many other fields of civilian technology.
. Many ot~er policy issues-for example, the question of whether
direct fundmg by the government or incentives lor private funding
should ~ used, and how to manag~ patents and licenses-are coming
very rapidly to the forefront and will be the concern of the new science
advisory apparatus.
An i.ncreasi~gly important challenge for todny's science adviser lies
on the mternational scene. There have been promising signs that science
and .technology-and civilian technology particularly-may have a
~omi:nant role to. play in ~proving international relations and aidmg o~her countries to reahze their domestic ambitions. Capitalizing
on this new role for science and technology is a vital task forth£> n~w
~cience ?rganiz~tion. Yet this is becoming increasingly difficult as
mternational science and technology become entwined with international politics and affairs, as typified by the recent furor over the
treat11_1ent ?f Andrei Sakharov and his a~ociates; or by the coupling
of emigration from the U.S.S.R. to U.S. high-technology trade policy.
Many other tasks also lie in wait for the new science advisory
nppara.tus. Perhaps the most important of these is actin~ as the science
and technological beacon for the ~vernment. Nt>w science and new

~?'Yledge have a way of opening new horizons for society. The possi~Ihtles ~~:re first seen by scientists and engineers. The alerting function

Is essential for any government.
The new apparatus will have a full plate indeed.
Let me conclude by commenting briefly on how the former White
~o~:;e office respon~ed to these matters. The growing concern for
civihan areas of science and for problem-oriented issues was made
clear when O.S.T. spons'?red the Tuk~y report on the need for environment~~ rese9;rch a~d act10n, "Restormg the Quality of Our Environment, publiShed m 1965. The energy situation and the need for new
sources and c~nservation of en~rgy were implicit in the report by Ali
Cambel published by O.S.T. m 1966; O.S.T. had an energy policy
office from that year onward-well before the current concerns were
see~. As a result, when the environmental and energy crises were proclarmed, O.S.T. was ready to add!ess them constructively.
9ver the years, the me~bersl?lp of P.S.A.Q. evolved from being
~rient~d solely to the phySic~l sciences and engmeering to include the
hfe SCiences, the medica] sciences, and finally the social sciences Its
panel~ and studies similarly diversified, as did the staff of the Office
of S~Ience and Technology. ~n obvious recent example is James Coleman s pan~l on youth, which reported concerning the maturation
process durrng the ages from 14 to 24. That report is in my opinion a
lan~ark d~ument of ~ducational practice for the' 1970s and 1980s,
drawm~ heaVIly on the hfe and social sciences. {11)
If~ apparatu.s was in fact predicting new areas of concern and
e~ectlvely respondmg to the .cha~ging ~ne, why then did it go out of
existence? The answer I thmk Is straightforward. ( 12) Science and
technology we~e the controlling factors in military and space programs; they ammated the whole decision process. But civilian research
and ~evelopmentr-for energy, transportation, health resources and so
on-rnvolve. mu~h more: In these ~ases, science and technology must
shar~ the ~rivers seat with economic, legal, and social factors political
considerations, and-most of all-human sensitivities. Sci~nce and
technol~gy are only part of th~ story;
Who IS to leaven the technical with the human Y Here is where the
breakdown has occurred. The issue has been most clearly raised in
my opinion,.by ~hilip Handler1 President of the National Acad~my
of Sc1e~ces, m his letter ~ President Keldysh of the Soviet Academy
concernmg the condemnatiOn of AcademiCian Sakharov. Dr. Handler
~efer.s to Sa!rharov as "~3:ving ~xpr~ in the .spirit of free scholarly
mqmry soCial and politiCal VIews which derive from his scientific
und.erstan~iing.~' W~l~ society ~nd governments listen to scientists and
eng:tneers m this spirit~ Certamly they are much less inclined to do so
today than before. Society and government are far more receptive to
t~chnical yiews .fro~ our community than they are to our broader
VIews. Th1s I thmk IS the crux of the current situation.
Dr. ~stiakowsky: The current report of the Natipnal Science Board
contams a very different assessment of the present situation in the
United States as compared with other advanced nations from that
which seems to me implied by Dr. David. Relative to other nations our
us_e of technology has gone down, the interest of our youth is less in
sCience than elsewhere, our foreign trade has suffered in high-techno!-
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ogy goods. How does Dr. David respond to this melancholy report
in the framework of his optimistic assessment~
Dr. David: I'm not sure that the assessment which I made was optimistic, but I believe the National Science Board's re_port, if you read it
callefnlly, is somewhat equivocal. As the Board pomts out in the report itself, most of the indicators of scientific health are input indicators: they concern funding and manpower on the input side of the
input-output matrix. Very little is said about the output. It is true that
the U.S.S.R., for example, has more scientists and engineers per 10,000
of population than the United States. But I believe the output-the
useful and reputable output-of U.S. science is far and away beyond
that of the Soviet Union despite its larger number of scientists. If
you visit the Soviet Union it's very clear why. It's not because their
people are not as capable as ours; m!\Ily of them are just as capable.
In part at least it is a lack of equipment upon which to build the productivity of scientists. In addition, the Soviets tend to substitute people for capital investment in their research-a very different way of
going about it. This is proved very clearly if you look at the number
of scientific articles that are published in the world: the U.S. leads
in all except one of the eight principal fields of basic research.
Dr. Kistiakowsky: The numbers quoted by the National Science
Board comparing the U.S. with Japan are misleading because in Japan
almost everybody is working on civilian problems. In the Umted
States a large percentage in numbers, and an even greater percentage
in talent, has been signed up to work on military and space
problems. ( 13)
Dr. Wiesner: Though I think we would all share Dr. Kistiakowsky's
view of the effect of military work on the civili8J1 applications of science and technology, I have a concern about accepting too lightlv
what's implied in what we've been saying-that the government has
gone out of the military research and development business and that
the White House no longer needs scientific advice and judgment in that
field. The military research and development budget which just went
through the Congress-for $21-plus billion (14) was considerably
bigger than any which any of us had to contend with. And there is no
counterforce of the kind that P.S.A.C. used to offer.
In spite of. his strong military background, President Eisenhower
learned to depend very heavily on P.S.A.C. for the technical advice he
needed in trying to counter the monolithic pressure of the Defense
Department. President Kennedy once told a newspaperman that the
thing that P.S.A.C. did for him was to keep the government froni
going all one way. I believe we're overlooking a major problem that's
been created by the disassembly of the science advisory apparatus.
Dr. Killian: I agree with you wholeheartedly. One of the problems
the country faces is to reconstruct a method providing at the top level
of policy making, the 'Vhite House, the kind of counterveiling. questioning, objective examination of military technology which P.S.A.C.
achieved, B? that the President has a real opportunity to appraise
what's commg up to him. I do not mean to condemn the military in
any way; I simply propose that the monolithic, massive quality of
what they must do reqmres this kind of service to the President.

Dr. Kistiakowsky: I agree with you. And I believe that to a significant extent we in P.S.A.C. essentially dismantled ourselves because we
encouraged very strongly in the early years the creation of a Director
of Defense Research and Engineering and his office. In the beginning
this office worked very harmoniously with P.S.A.C.; I remember two
occasions during the last year of the Eisenhower administration when
the Secretary of Defense and his Director of Research and Engineering asked us to undertake very sensitive studies for the Defense Department. But as time went on the character of the :people who filled
those offices changed very much, and instead of bemg skeptics and
challengers of milhary plans they simply formed another enthusiastic
component of the force in the Pentagon. We now have the extraordinary situation in which, as far as I can see, the only question that is
raised is, Do we have the money to do this~ The questiOn of whether
t~e big project is really important for the country is not really considered. And so we are now spending billions of dollars for things like
submarines which will cost approximately $2 billion each. ( 15)
Dr. DuBridge: I agree, but I think the point can be over-emphasized.
Even through Ed David's time, P.S.A.C. continued to bring to the
attention of the military and the President those military projects
which seemed not essential or were too extravagant or were inadequately founded in technology. As the proportion of the national research and development effort given over to military work dropped
and the amount of civilian research and development rose, the attention of P.S.A.C. and the science adviser shifted correspondingly. It is
not a question of either defense or civilian; it is a question of the necessary balance of the two. In P.S.A.C.'s very early days we had all
come through the war experience, and we were all civilian experts, so
to speak, on military problems. It took a while for us to develop expertness in civilian problems, because--as has been said-these are
tan~led up with many things-they are not just a matter of science and
engineering. I think that P.S.A.C. did a heroic job in recent years in
beginning to separate out the chaff from the Wheat in many of these
very difficult civilian areas. (16)
{1'7) Dr. Hornig: There are some more subtle fa('tors involved in the
changing role of P.S.A.C. with respect to the military, too. There is
nothing sadder than an adviser whose advice isn't wanted. During
World War II and at the time of Sputnik, there was a. clear identity
of interest between the scientific community and the President. The
President knew he needed advice, and the country knew he needed advice; and under Killian a heroic role was played. As time went on,
quite aside from the building up of scientific expertise in the Department of Defense, attentions turned to other things; the most urgent
political items were no longer quite so closely allied with the things
P.S.A.C. was interested in. And in fighting its own personal battles,
P.S.A.C. came to be regarded. rightly or wrongly, as having its own
political positions. In the beginning there was an identity of interest
between the President and P.S.A.C. ; the President knew that even if
P.S.A.C. disagreed with him. even if it disagreed with some of his
other principal advisers, basically P.S.A.C. members identified with
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him as his scientific advisory committee. Later I believe that this feeling was eroded.
Dr. Wiesner: I remember when I had«? go. to President ~ohnson and
explain that P.S.A.C. disagreed with his VIews on the VIetnam war.
Dr. Hornig: Yes, there~ no. questi~n that P:S.A.C. cam.e to be regarded as not having an Identity of m~rest ~Ith the President. And
it seems to me that in many respects this partmg of the ways was related to our own inability to be critics and nevertheless be part of the
team at the same time.
. .
(18) When we talk about giving him scientific ad~ce, It see~ to me
we must remember that the President of the Um~ed State:> IS two
different kinds of people--a politicall~ader and a chief executive. And
really we talk about two different kinds of problems, and the .solutions will undoubtedly be two different kinds of solutions.. ~here IS the
kind of advice that Killian talked about-that the pohtic~l lea~er
needs in orient~g himself. And ~hen there'!! the m?re de~ailed kmd
of advice that the Chief Executive needs ID; r~ this coll!ltry.
Some of us forget that a large part of the relatiOnship of the President
and the science advisers-or any other groups-depends ~pon the personal interests and characteristics of the President and his met~od of
operation-particularly with the staff people who are around him.
Dr. Wiesner: What about the civilian issues~ As we pointed out earlier, P.S.A.C. did look at many of these issues and see that th~y were
problems I remember very well the Cambel energy group, which predicted al~ost all of the problems we a~e facing toda.y ; if you look
at their report you will see the curves wh~ch are now bemg r.eproduced
by the dozens m popular jour~als, sho~mg th~ rate ~~;t which en~r~y
consumption was and is growmg. But 1t wasn t possible to. mobilize
the government. The reason that we were able to do somethmg about
space and defense was the gove~ent arrived at a poin.t where there
was a crisis. Since there was a crisis, there was somethmg one could
do about it; and it was also easy to do something about sp~~;c~ and
defense because the governmen~ .was also the custo!ller. Now Its not
clear to me that even with a cnsis we can do anything about some ?f
the civilian problems; clettrly P.~.A;.C. was not very successful m
stimulating effective government actiOn on these goverll!llent problems. Can we have any optimism that, with or without the mfluence of
a P .S.A.C. in the future, we can in fact know how to manage our
society appropriately~
Dr. DuBridge: It's true that P.S.A.C. didn't solve any big civilian
problems and wasn't even able to propose solutions which we~e adequately comprt)hensive, because the problems were so vastly difficult.
Nobody today could sit down and say that here is the way to solve
the energy problem. There has been some fine studi~s and some fine
articles-nearly 100 reports, I would guess, and yet It would be hard
to find more than four people in the country to agree on which report
gave a proper solution, if there is one.
The forecasts of energy s~ortages which were made y~a!B ago and
which proposed that something ought to be.~ done to anticipate them
were correct. But there are lot.s of people in this country who opposed
mcreasing our energy resources, who prevented the development of

new power plants, who stopped the installation of transmission lines,
who protested the building of more oil and gas wells and refineries,
who stalled a great many of the actions which we have been trying
to take. So our energy production has not grown as fast as we would
like to have seen it. We must remember that the American government
moves not only in response to a singular point of view, such as that of
a P.S.A.C., but also m response to the feelings of many, many thousan~ o~ group~ and individuals around the country, many of whom
are m violent diSagreement.
Dr. David: I don't think I have answers to the profound question
Jerry Wiesner asked. However, if you look at what P.S.A.C. and
O.S.T. did in response to the energy area as an example, I believe you
have a much ~tter story than Jerry suggested. After the Cambel
report, an energy policy office was set up within O.S.T. That office
worked very hard for several years on an energy program, and the
three Presidential messages which came out concerning energy between
1971 and July, 1973, were all essentially products of that office. They
provided the background of that effort.
During the time that this energy policy office was working, funding
for research and development rose by a factor of three to approximately $800 million per year, and now the federal government has
agreed to spend over the next five years $10 billion, wh1ch just happens
to be exactly the spending rate on the Apollo program during the
1960s. Simply spending money like that is not necessarily going to
solve this problem. There are some very tough issues here. (19) But I
think the country is moving. I think energy requires a more diverse,
less centralized approach than military and space problems, that industry must play a part, that private funding must play a substantial part.
And I would not expect to see this program as easily understood or the
solutions as clean and neat as you would find in the military and space
program. But I think that in the long run-by that I mean within the
decade-substantial progress will be made in the energy crisis on
conservation.
(20) and (21) I must say that I think that the scientific or engineer:
ing mind with its discipline of careful, structured thought is a very
important element in unscrambling the problems of society that we
see today. The present mechanism doesn't preclude that kind of input,
provided it receives the support of the President and of the people to
whom it reports.
But I'd like to suggest that we may now be in a period when science
advice alone, except in limited circumstances, is inadequate to serve our
purposes. We have to find new institutional arrangements, new kinds
of task forces and committees to deal with the multidisciplinary considerations in :problems like energy. You may be able to deal with
disarmament without a whole constellation of different kinds of people
thinking about it. But the energy problem is more complex, and we've
got to face it in that way. To try to find these means is one of the most.
challenging issues that faces us at this time.
Dr. DuBridge: We should recall that the science advisory mechanism
has not died, that it has simply been transferred to different auspices
where its attention will be devoted entirely to civilian scientific and
technical problems.
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In one sense, Dr. Stever has an impossible job because he's running a
$600 million a year agency supporting research and development of all
sorts, and now he has to take on what was for us a full-time job of
advising the President. On the other hand, the fact that he has $600
million to spend means that he has a tremendous amount of power
behind him m terms of staff and transferrability of budget, so he can
focus on problems in the civilian area in ways which may be extremely
fruitful in the coming years. (22)
Where we do lack, of course, is in the defense area. Whatever you
say about militarism, we live in a real world in which military force
is still an essential feature. So we must have an effective military technology always. And this is where much of our thinking ought to go.
I do not see a bright future for careful, independent examination of
our military technology.
(23) Dr. Agrain: You have suggested that the demise of P.S.A.C.
was in part due to the fact that it could not act effectively on civilian
questions. We have in France something very similar to P.S.A.C. with
an Office of Science and Technology-which is called the G.R.S.T. It
is only concerned with civilian science. (For military science there is
another Qrganization-D.N.R.E.-which falls under the Department
of Defense for supervision but really has some independence.) From
our experience in France I feel that you need a system like the O.S.T.
with a science adviser and a scientific committee for civilian and for
military questions. You need a common team, a permanent office probably even more structured than O.S.T. ever was, more powerful with
more permanent people. You need a good deal of authority delegated
from the Office of Management and Budget, which very fortunately
we have in France. Within the total amounts of money available we
could write out our own budget; and if we had not had that authority
I doubt if we could have gone through the very serious budget reductions we have known in 1969 and in the 1970s; at least we could make
fairly good use of our funds. which an office of management and
budget would not have been able to do. The final thing you need is,
I think, a fair amount of seed money. Your present organization does
contain S~>ed money throu~h the Na tiona) Rdence Fonndation. bnt certainly it does not have authority delegated from the Office of Management and Budget, delegated authority which I feel is essential. So I
wonder how you can really handle civilian questions without establishing something a good deal stronger than your present structure.
Dr. David: Frankly, we would all agree.
(24) Dr. Stever: I am an optimist. We're going to ~ve it the old
college try, working on the civil science jobs to wh1eh we've been
assigned. I think we have gone through some rough times. I don't
expect the funding channel to suddenly open up, but I think we'll have
plenty of opportunity to influence things. I also think that confrontations-such as between energy and environment-will continue for
the rest of our lives. We'll be working on these problems for decades.
Question from the audience: Some of the panel commented that the
problem of the "energy crisis" was well predicted in 1966 and 1967,
and yet there has been very little response in that time. How can we
improve the response time of the government~

Dr. Wiesne1·: I think there is no single answer to that question, and
in this kind of society there probably should not be one. A number of
things need to be done and to be developed. First of all, we need better
capabilities, as Dr. Killian indicated, for interrelating technical, ecouomic, and social knowledge so our projections are more comprehensive and, therefore, I think much more correct and convincing.
Secondly, I believe that we have moved from a period in which the
government and the people paid very little attention to the effects of
changing technology into a time when we have all become very sensitive to those effects. As a result, we will see from now on a much more
detailed monitoring of what is goinfl on in technology, and we may
see legislation to control it. In fad, there may be the danger that we
will over-control technology. Many of you have heard my simile for
what's going on here---:o'ur society being a learning machine, trying to
improve our detection of the feedback or error signals so that we can
correct our mistakes while their consequences are still very small.
Yet I've puzzled about this a lot, because I was responsible for that
first energy study, and I thought it was a good study. Yet it produced
no results. There is a serious problem here. The country cannot afford
to respond to every issue that somebody raises: we don't have enough
resources. You have not only to make a prediction but to be sure that
matters are turning out as you predicted, and then you can begin to
apJ?lY corrections slowly. This calls for a sensitivity and a process
wh1ch I don't understand and which I think we lack.
Dr. Killian: If we are to look to the future in a time when manv
trends seem to us unfavorable and many questions seem so complex as
to be beyond understanding, let me ask: Is there not a man, is there
not an institution that can put together for us another charter for science in this country that would have the qualities of the great manifesto that was published by Vannevar Bush in "Science-the Endless
Frontier," as he was completing his service with President Roosevelt~
It seems to me that this was a landmark in looking at the future of science. How do we do that now~
Dr. David: Lest I seem tonight to have been insensitive to the potentialities of new opportunities generated by science, let me stress my
conviction, shared with Dr. Killian, that the influence of science and
technology on society is fundamental and lasting. That influence is
inexorable; it is a force which provides the frontier for us and for
the nation's future. This must be widely and well understood among
the country's people and especially at the highest levels of its
leadership.
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(18)
NOTES ON DIALOG NOT INCLUDED IN TEOHNOLOGY REVIEW ARTICLE
"SCIENCE ADVICE FOR THE WHITE HOUSE" JAN. 1974 :8--19
( 1) Eisenhower asked whether there was in fact a missile gap?
(2) Omitted at this point are Killian's remarks concerning the PSAC panel
work with the BOB on the space bill. The impression he gave is that
the legislation was entirely an Executive Branch responsibUity ; thP
role of Congress is not mentioned.
(8) Killian noted that "it must be said that some of my predecessors did not
have that good fortune."
( 4) Killian noted that PSAC was sometimes criticized as being too conservative and unimaginative. He said it was constantly opposing "blue sky"
proposals. One of the "blue sky" proposal~ was that by the Air Force
for exploitation of space for mlUtary purposes ; said it showed an
ignorance of Newtonian principles of mechanics. PSAC also opposed
nuclear aircraft and some of the command and control systems of DOD.
(5) To the sentence, "they sought never to embarrass the President by differing
with him publicly" Killian had originally added, "although they might
have done so privately."
(6) Killian refers to Eisenhower's l!'arewell address in which he noted that
the concept of science in the terms previously noted reflected the things
that Eisenhower said at that time and that the scientific community could
agree with so much.
(7) Dr. David, in introductory remarks, queried why Dr. Wiesner should have
invited him-"the last of the Mohicans''-and then he said he realized
the answer, "He wanted to see if I could commit suicide after being
assassinated."
(8) Said the cancer program was the result of lobbying by a relatively few
people mostly not scientifically trained.
(9) Said it ~as difficult to document with figures that probl~m-ori.enta!,ion is
definitely on the upswing compared to opportunlty-onentabon, but I
belleve it is."
(10) In speaking about the problems of interagency coordination, he referred
to the competition as the "inevitable territorial imperative-the competition for turf so prized on the Washington scene."
(11) Said the Coleman report was sponsored by the National Institute for
Education after OST went out of existence.
(12) After noting that the answer for the organization going out of existence
was straightforward, David explained that R & I> in new mUltary and
space programs was the driving force; new technologies could animate
new needs and requirements from the milltary. Science and technology
were controlling factors in mlUtary and space programs.
(13) (Unidentified) Remark concerning the NSB report that we should be
thinking not about where we are but where we're going-what the
trends are regarding other parts of the world. These are unfavorable at
present.
(14) $21 billion includes procurement.
(15) Kistiakowsky remarked that the only advantage he could see of Trident
submarines were that they were "big enough so an admiral can have com·
fortable quarters" to which Wiesner replied, "big enough to require an
admiral"
(16) DuBridge. said that he talked "the other day" with a man who has been a
high official in AEC, DOD and CIA, who is now trying to advocate a
restoration of the PSAC mechanism because "especially in the defense
area in his point of view, this kind of independent advice and evaluation 'was still required." It is not a question of either/or. It is a question
of balance between military and civilian R & D which will change as
time goes on.
(230)
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There was general agreement to Kistiakowsky's statement. "I submit that
l'I:!AU anu the scienLe at1vt1>0r had far greater inttuence in milltary tech·
nology area relative to the other advisory sources the President received."
I believe this was David who interjected that many of the PSAC panels
have been reconstituted under the National Security Council. But whether
they will be effective remains to be seen. We must remember that the
objective of military programs today is not the creation of military capabillty but more a demon ..tration of resolve. The further you get from war,
the more that becomes true.
David, in illustrating "tough issues" said ". . . such as if the U.S. is going
to uepend on the strategy of coal as enunciated, where will coal come
from : How will we mine it with acceptable environmental impact?"
At this point Wiesner expresSed the general view that science and technology are very unpopular in the nation. He asked the group: "Do you
feel that?
DuBridge's response: The NSB report, Science Indicators, is a great
bible of information on questions we've been talking about tonight. Certain people distrust science but the vast majority feel that S & T do have
a role to play. I do not agree that there has been a downgrading of science
in the public mind. The fact that appropriations have leveled off may
mean that in Administration and Congress there has been a downgrading,
but I think this is due to other things-necessity to fight inflation by
restricting the budget, the tapering off of the space program after Apollo.
R & D has gone down in all the developed countries except USSR.
The leveling off has been painful in some areas--physics, astronomybut total downgrading not as radical or catastrophic as some people
maintain. In the last year there has been a slow upward climb, and I
think it wm continue.
Wiesner's next question concerned the changing view in the USSR concerning the civil rights of scientists. He asked Klstlakowsky for his opinlon
on how to interpret this. Is there less concern for Communism now?
Kistiakowsky's reply was that there is no doubt that the persecution
caseE are hurting seriously the dialog between the two scientific com·
munities (US--USSR). On the other hand, American scientists are ex·
traordinarlly naive in thinking that because they have established person
to person contact with Soviet scientists that w111 change Soviet policy.
The USSR has never been an open society. We should continue our contacts. It may contribute to the slow evolution in the direction of a more
free society. He compared progress to an old dance-the Lambeth Walk2 steps forward, 1 step back ; maybe the other way around. The cases of
persecution do not justify a dramatic change in American attitude. We
must convey a sense of disturbance without lecturing. Few of us have
perfect records. It is easy to get in a glass house and toss stones.
None of the group believed U.S. should show concern by changing our
foreign policy or by bans on trade agreements. Wiesner noted that there
could be a difference between the official government position and personal opinions.
DuBridge's final sentence concerning Stever's job was "We should stand
behind him, reco101izing his difficulty and try to help him in any way we
can as he focuses on civilian problems."
THE

1~3)*

FLooR WAS OPENED FOB AUDIENCE

PARTICIPATION

Hornig made some further comments regarding the matter of science
advice. Said we forget that the President is two different people-the
political leader and chief executive-and the advice for each may
differ.
DuBrldge continued this point by noting that the way the President
does his job depends on the stall' people around him. He said it was not
accidental that the problems of recent months have come at the same
time the science apnaratus was degraded.
DuBrldge then ~aid, "There is another thing-that is the whole problem of Congressional science advice, which we haven't touched upon at
all. Congress has a desperate need for better institutions and mechanisms
at the present time. I see evidence of a growing effort on the part of
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l CoRRESro.NDENCE

Re OMB TEsTIMoNY]

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND A8TBoNAUTJ:<iSt

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVl!Js,
W atJhington, D .0., F eb1'Ua,'I"JJ 14., 1974,.
Mr. FRANK G. ZARB,
Associate Director for Natural ReJJouroes, llnergy and Science, Office
of M anagem,ent and Budget, Executive Office Building, W aall.ington, D.O.
DEAR MR. ZARB: .As you may know, this Committee is in a process
of reviewing m detail .fi'ederal Policy, Plans, and Organization for
Science and Technology. We expect the entire process will cover some
12 to 18 months.
The first phase of our inquiry was held last July, at which time we
sought to hear witnesses from the E;xecutive branch .and obtained their
explanations and plans for Federal science policy. Among the .Administration representatives giving testimony was your predecessor, Mr.
Sawhill. I am enclosing a copy of the hearings and would appreciate it
very. much if you could review Mr. Sawhill's testimony and let us
know if you differ with him in any substantial degree. His testimony
begins on page 104 and runs through page 132.
While we do not anticipate very material differences, we would like
to give you the opportunity to express to us any which you may have.
We are now making plans for the second phase of the inquiry which
will be devoted to th.e views of non-Administration witnesses, probably
to begin early in the spring. May we hear from you at your earliest
convenience.
Sincerely,
OLIN

Enclosure.

E.

TEAGUE,

Chairman.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
MARCH

Ron. OLIN E. TEAGUE,

Ohaitrm~Ln,

1, 1974.

Ot;mmittee on Science and Altronautica, HOU8e of Representati-p."' W aahington, D.O.
DEAR MR. C1I.AIRMAN: Thank you for your letter of February 14
providing me an opportunity to comment on Reorganization Plan
Number 1 of 1973 and the testimony of July 1973 by Mr. John Sawhill.
In reviewing Mr. Sawhill's testimony, I find that I am in agreement
with the points of view he expressed. I have no significant differences
with that statement on the now established arrangements wherein
Dr. Guy Stever serves as Science Adviser.
(233)
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. I would like to exl?r~ to you my belief that the mechanisms pro.
~Ided for by Reorgamzat10n Plan Number 1 of 1973 are working effec~
tively. Dr. S.tever and his staffs in th~ NSF Office of Energy Polic
and NS~ .Science and Technology Policy Office are actively assisting
!l'nd advismg on num~rous matters of current or recent concern. These
mclude the preparation of the research and development elements of
the FY 1975 budget, the accelerated energy research and development
progra~, several matters ?f concern to the Domestic Council, and some
specific mteragency 9uest10ns where his analysis and advice can help
rev~a~ ~he best solutiOns. An example is the examination of the compatibility of system ~omponents in mi~it~ry and civilian weather satell~tes and launch yehiCles and the feasibility of developing some additional co~onahty of programs with a VIew of making savings for
the AmeriCan taxpayer.
Dr. Stever has effectively established communication with many sectors of the academic ~nd industrial scientific community and plans to
exte~d th~ contacts m the weeks ahead by holding a series of regional
meetmgs with leaders of the scientific community. He has invited me
and me~bers of my staff to join him for these sessions and we expect
to do so m order that we can become informed of the views of scientists
a_nd engineers througp.out the United States. In summary, I have considerable confidence m the arrangements that have been established
and :P~· Stever's dischar~ of his new responsibilities. Thank you fo~
proVIdmg me an opportunity to comment on this matter.
Smcerely,
FRANK G. ZARB, Associate Director,
Office of Management and Bttdget.
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SELECTED REFERENCES

Re FEDERAL SciENCE PoLicY AND ORGANIZATION

(January 1973-){ay 1974)
INTRODUCTION

During 1973, by reorganization plan and other actions, President
Richard M. Nixon made the followmg changes in the top-level executive branch organization for scientific and technical adVIce and interagency coordination :
AbOlished the Office of Science and Technology and the Director
and Deputy Director positions;
Transferred the civilian functions of the Office of Science and Technology to the Director of the National Science Foundation;
Accepted the resignations of members of his President's Science
Advisory Committee and did not appoint new members;
Designated the Director of the National Science Foundation as his
Science Adviser;
Designated the Director of the National Science Foundation as
Chairman of the Federal Council for Science and Technology.
These actions generated considerable commentary in the current
literature as evidenced by the selected references hsted below. The
listing also includes executive and legislative documents. Where necessary references have been annotated.
(In Chronological Order)
David resigns as science aide. Washington sctence trends, Jan. 2, 1978; 715
Lyons, Richard D. Science adviser to Nixon leaving tor industry job. New York
Times, January 8, 1978: 1, 25
David, PSAC exit predicted. [D.B.] Science, v. 179, January 12, 1978: 160
U.S. President. Redirecting executive branch management. Statement by the President, January 5, 1978. Weekly compilation of presidential documents, v. 9,
Jan. 8, 1978: 5-10
David resigns, changes In the otnng. Nature, v. 241, January 12, 1978: 82-83
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DEAR AcADEMY MEMBER: On July 17, 19, 23, and 24, 1973, the
Committee on Science and Astronautics, U.S. House of Representatives, held hearings on the subject of "Federal Policyr Plans, and
Organization for Science and Technology." These heariugs were the
first in a planned series dealing with this subject.
It is planned that the next set of hearings will be held during the
summer of 1974. In preparing for these planned hearings, three
organizations were requested to review the July 1973 hearing record
and prepare comments for the Committee:
1. American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Committee on Science and Public Policy
2. Industrial Research Institute, Committee on Federal Science
and Technolo!P'
3. CongressiOnal Research Service, Science Policy Research
Division, Library of Congress:
Additionally, the Committee has concluded that opinions of individual members of the National Academy of Sciences and the
National Academy of Engineering would be valuable. This questionnaire has been designed for obtaining your views on a number of
topics which will be most helpful to the Committee as it continues
its inquiry into "Federal Policy, Plans, and Organization for Science
and Technology."
A stamped, addressed envelope is enclosed. It would be appreciated
if the·questionnaire could be returned b1 July 8, 1974. Placing your
name on the questionnaire is entirely optional.
OLIN E. TEAGUE, Chairman.
(1)
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QUESTIONS

Cl.

a.
b.

C2.

If Academy member, your length of membership in years is:
a.
o-5
d.
16-20
b. 6-10
e. - - 21-25
c.
11-15
f.
26 or more

C3.

Your age in years is:
a.
25 or less
b.
26-30
31-35
c.
36-40
d.
41-45
e.
46-50
f.

~:
1.

k.

1.

51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
75 or more

C4.

What is your major f i e l d ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c 5.

Are you now primarily affiliated with:
a.
Government
b.
Industry (profit-type)
c. __ Industry (non-profit type)
d. __ University
e. __ Other (please identify type _ __

c 6.
c 7.

c 8.

Did you ever serve:
a. __ On an Executive Department Advisory Committee?
b.
On a Presidential Commission?
On a Co:n,gres&ional Commission?
c.
d.
As a consultant to the Federal Government?
e. - - As a member of the Federal Government?
None of these.
f.

c

Did you ever serve on:
a:
COPEP?
b.
COSPUP?

NAS member
NAE member

9.

For the following questions which ask for an expression of your opinion, please circle or check the appropriate entry.

c

10.

=

ADMINISTRATION VIEW

011.

(8)

How would you evaluate your degree of familiarity with the
Executive Department Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1973,
which, among other things:
(1) Abolished the Office of Science and Technology in
the Executive Office of the President
(2) Transferred some of OST's functions to the Director of the National Science Foundation
(3) Led to a subsequent letter from the President to the
Director of the National Science Foundation designating rim as 11Science Adviser to the President."
a. Very Unfamiliar
b. Unjamil1:ar
c. Familiar
d. Very Familiar

Did you ever serve on the PSAC?
a.
Yes
b. --No
Did you ever serve on a PSAC panel?
a.
Yes
b. --No

=

A major justification of the Reorganization Plan advanced
by the Administration was as follows: A major objective
of the Office of Science and Technology (OST) had been
to bring levels of scientific and tec;hnological capabilities
to maturity in the various departments and agencies. This
objective has been achieved, therefore the need for OST
had greatly diminished.

On the other hand, several former Science Advisers to Presi-

dents and other well qualified observers suggest that the
need for the influence of science and technology at the level
of the Executive Office of the President has, for a number of
reasons, increased rather than diminished. These reasons
include first the expanding need for coordination of strong
departmental capabilities in science and technology, and

4
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second, the increasing scientific and technological content
of national problems.

c 13.

Which view do you tend to support?
a.
b.
c.

c

12.

Do you believe it was necessary to do so in order to employ
the "grass root.s" approach?

Administration view.
"Others" view.
No opinion.

The abolishment of PSAC and its panels has been described
as making way for a new infortnal/ad hoc structure of
acquiring "grass roots" advice and counsel. Dr. William 0.
Baker, President, Bell Telephone Laboratories, testified
before the Committee on July 19, 1973 as follows:
And so we believe that the Reorganization Plan
No. 1 of 1973 can involve not a few dozens or few
hundreds bu~ literally, through our national engineering
and science organizations, tens of thousands of members
of our scientific and engineering community in decisionmalting, as well as in planning and ana~ysis, as well
as, of cour~, in the actual execution.
Now those engineering societies have reorganized
themselves. And they have, in Washington, offices
representing 145,000 people from the IEEE, and
several hundred thousand from the groups of engineering societies. The American Chemical · Society has
structured itself, through it.s committee on chemistry
and public affairs. President Allen Nixon of the
Chemical Societ;r is wor~ di,rectly with the staff
director, Dr. Quigley, to deVIse ways that the 120,000
members of tnat scientific community can become
available in a perfectly orderly structured form to
help in early stages of analyzing and executing for
the superb opportunities in research and dev~pment
and applications which lie ahead.
We do not mean by this some proliferation of a
vast advisory group. Quite the reverse, we mean an
early and extensive alerting of these national bodies,
of these independent groups which are now organized
to respond to such alerting, a]erting by the Government through the agencies of the Reorganization Plan
No. 1, so that these institutions can begin to analyze
this exceedmgly difficult set of choices and options
which we face nowadays.
Concerning Dr. Baker's proposal for using a "grass roots"
approach, do you?
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Di8agree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. StNmgly Agree

Implicit in Reorgan_ization Plan No. 1 an~ Dr. Baker's
testimony was that 1t was necessary to abolish the PSAC
and.its panels in order to employ the "grass roots" approach
described above.

a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

c

14.

In some cases, PSAC members or PSAC :panel mem~ers
"went J)Ublic" with personal 'Views on an Issue exanuned
by PSAC. How do you feel about this?
a. Very InapproprW,te
b. Inappropriate
c. Uncertam
d. Appropriate
e. Very Approprwu

c 15.

Harvey Brooks, Dean, Division of Engineeri~ and
Applied Physicsi Harvard University, w~s q'!.oted m th.e
National Journa (March 24, 1973) as saymg, The Amencan system, with its emphasis on pluralisfu, decentralization
and competition among sectors for R. & D. funds, performed pretty well until the mid-1960's. However,, w;e've
moved into an era where resources for R. & D. are linnted,
thus necessitating more careful planning and coordinating
at or near the highest government decisionmaking
level . . . In addition; a new and more difficult task of
interweaving science policy with national social, econ?mic
and political policies would seem to call for a umfied,
coherent strategy."
The next three questions address points made by Dr.
Brooks.
The American system worked pretty well from the mid1940's until the mid-1960's. Do you?
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

6
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c

16.

Dr. Brooks sugge$ted that limited resources require more'
careful planning and coordinating at or near the highest
government decisionma.king level. Do you?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

c

17.

c

20.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Strongly Agree

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Dr. Brooks said that a new and more difficult task of interweaving science policy with national social, economic and
political policies would seem to call for a unified, coherent strategy. Do you?

c

21.

c

c

18.

19.

William D. Cary, Vice President, Arthur D. Little, Inc.
(and former Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Budget)
testified before the Committee on July 24, 1973 that:
" ... in my opinion there must also be a strategy
center to see to it that science and technology are
brou~ht fully. and effectively to bear m:1 national
prionties."

22.

Very Pessimistic
Pessimistic
Uncertain
Optimistic
Very Optimistic

Some have suggested that the new organizational arran~e
ment will adversely affect the NSF's basic responsibilities
in supporti,ng science and science education. Do you?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

c

How do you feel about the new organizational arrangement's
capab!iity for interweaving science policy with national
social, economics and political policies as called for by Dr.
Brooks and others?

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Strongly agree

What is your opinion about the change of NSF's status
in the government heirarchy during the past eighteen
months since Reorganization Plan No. 1 went into effect?
a. Status has risen
b. No change in status
c. Status has fallen

c 23.

On Mr. Cary's strategy center concept, do you?

How important is the status of the NSF to the success of
the new organizational arrangement?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree.
Strongly Agru

Concerning the new or~anizational arranwment in which
the Director of the NSl! has beengiven the role of Sciep.ce
Adviser and has established a Science and Technology
Polic;v Office, how do you feel about its capability for I>_erformmg the role of a "strategy center" called for by Dr.
Brooks .and Mr. Carey?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very Pessimistic
Pessimistic
Uncertain
Optimistic
Very Optimistic

7

Verv unimportant
Ummportant
Uncertain
Important
Very important

Mr. Carey also testified before the Committee on July 24,
1973 as follows:
"What troubles me is a sense that in public policy
terms we have no across-the-board approach to levera~
ing science and technology, that we are still going at 1t
in a dis·assembled way, in a reactive rather than strate~c manner. I think we are going to pay for this by slidmg towards technological mediocrity. Some of the indicators of technological slacks are beginning to be
seen: Long lead times in introducing new products
and processes; the appearance of new barriers to innovation; industrial emphasis upon defensive R. & D.;
slow responses to foreign invasion of the domestic
market; postponement of technological rir.k taking

8
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because of regulatory uncertainties; and a.n excess of.
technological manpower relative to demand."

c

24.

Dr. David testified further that he saw fine appointments
being made to the National Science Board and to the new
Science and Technology Policy Office of NSF. He went on
to say:
. .. However, trying to be as realistic as possible, I
see the arrangement in NSF as unstable. The tasks it
must undertake are fonnidable and demanding, as I
will indicate. NSF's history is deeply rooted in the
academic style which rightly demands single-minded
concentration on scientific excellence to the exclusion
of other factors. This characteristic is difficult to leaven
with other, less science-based realities.
There seems to me to be two possible resolutions of
this instability. First, NSF may follow its cultural past
and thereby revert to the narrower concerns of science
and academic research. Attention to these matters is,
of course, of high priority, but they are only part of a
much larger role. In this role, NSF would be no more
than -it alread;y is.
Second, NSF may succeed in transcending its past,
and actually achieve the national statute necessary to
perform the functions I will outline. This role would
mvolve influencing many of the agencies and departments of government concerning technical programs
that cut across their operating boundaries. It ~lso
means that NSF would serve as the technological
beacon for other agencies. It must act as a surrogate
for the President to exert these influences .

The next two questions .address points made by Mr. Carey.
Concerning Mr. Carey's view about "reactive ra.ther than
strategic manner", do you?
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

c

25.

Concernili.J$ Mr. Carey's judgment that "we are going to
pay' for this by sliding towards technological mediocrity",
do you'?
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

C26.

On July 24, 1973, Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., Executive
Vice President, Gould, Inc. and former Science Adviser to
President Nixon, testified before the Committee:
. . . today it is increasingly clear that the anatomy
of the world situation requires not only the unity of
en~neering and science, but also the extension of this
uruty to include other elements, namely economics,
social factors, legal considerations, and political issues.
It is this coalition that is required for coping with the
challenges of the 1970's and 1980's. This broader view
is not yet of age, but it will become the theme of the
1970's and 1980's, just as the unity of science and
technology was the theme of the 1950's and 1960's. I
hope that this committee will play its traditional leading role in bringing this developinK. theme to the
Federal policy level and to the scientific and engineering communities.
It is this idea of a broader unity that I will develop in
my testimony today because it sets the dimensions of
NSF's task in its new role as the Government's highest
level policy and advisory body with technical competence.
Concerning Dr. David's "broader unity theme", do you?

a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

The next two questions address points made by Dr. David
in his testimony.

c 27.

Concerning Dr. David's view of the new arrangement as
being "unstable", do you?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
e. Strongly Agree

C28.

Concerning the NSF transcending its past, do you feel?

a.
b;
c.
d.
e.

Very Pessimistic
Pessimistic
Uncertain
Qptimistic
Very Optimistic.

Dr. David also testified, ". . . Let me answer
that has been asked me often since leaving
House. Has science been downgraded? My
"no"! In a very fundamental sense, science
9

10

a question
the White
answer is
and tech-
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Sizin~, shaping, _sched~ing, and ~onito~g of such programs m the natiOnal mterest Will requrre the broader
unity that I have spoken about."

nology . . . cannot be downgraded. Both ru:e advancing
inexorably here at home and at many places m the world.
Reorganizations in the Federal Government cannot change
that. Science and technology will continue to be the war£
and woof which shape our society_.:'_
Dr. David went on to sa.y, "While science has not be~n
downgraded the direct influen~e <?f ~cien~ists .on so~1al
affairs has. It is too early to tell1f this s1tuation Will pers1~t.
Again, NSF's standing in the exe~utive hierarchy and 1~s
influence on other Federal agenc1es and departments 1s
key."

c

29.

Conc~rning

Dr. David's view that science and technology
cannot be downgraded, do you?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

c

30.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Strongly Agree.

Concerning Dr. David's view that while science and technology has not been downgraded, the direct influence of
scientists and engineers. on societal affairs has, do you?
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
e. Strongly Agree

a.
b.
c.
d.

Looking to the future, Dr. David testified, ''I can outline my
thoughts about the major concElrns that any science and
technology apparatus of national stature will face in coming
decades. There are three." The next three questions deal
with these concerns.

c

31.

Dr. David said, "The first addresses national programs of
R. & D. aimed at current problems and opportunities.
Some of these programs exist, others are evolving, and a few
are on the horizon. At OST we listed them as follows. The
dollar figures are the approximttte fiscal year 1973 budgets.
(Dollars in mlllionsJ

R. & D. program
Energy_________________
Health ••• -------------Transportation ..........
Natural resources _______
Education ..............
Social systems __________
S. & T. base............

Afproximate
fisca year 1973
budget

Aiencies
AEC, Interior, EPA, NSF, NASA •••••••••••••• •••••••••
HEW, NSF, VA, DOT. ................................
DOT, NASA, NSF, Commerce _______________________ __
Interior, Commerce, Agriculture, NSF, DOT, AEC....... .
HEW, NSF, OED, DOD___________________ ____________ _
HUD, Justice, OED, Labor, Commerce, NSF, HEW __ ____ __
NSF, DOD, HEW, AEC, Commerce, Smithsonian, NASA .. .

11

On Dr. David's first concern, do you?
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

c

32.

Dr. David also said, "A second major scientifically related
concern for the years ahead is the rulemaking, standard
setting, and regulatory activities of the Federal Government. There can be no doubt of the national impact of these
activities, and they are increasing in scope with, for example, the advent of the consumer movement, OSHA,
and environmental legislation. The costs of such Federal
activities to the public are little short of monumental.
Some estimates are as high as $500 billion over the next
decade. Just as important will be the effects on the life
styles of the citizenry. It is widely a~reed, too, that much
future research and development is m store if these Federal activities are to be soundly based. Seeing that such
R. & D. is done with excellence, with balance, and without
waste will be a major challenge.
For example, in toxicological research, "mega-mouse"
experiments are being contemplated to study the low
dosage, long exposure effects of chemicals and drugs. Needless to say, such experiments consume massive resources.
The promise of basic research in this situation lies in uncovering the actual physiologic mechanisms involved in the
toxic effects. With adequate understanding, much more
incisive experiments coupled with predictive models could
make sledgehammer, mega-mouse experiments unnecessary.
Administering programs to reach this goal while filling
the needs of the moment with existing techniques will
require a deft touch.
' There are many similar situations in this arena of Federal standard ~tting, rulemaking and regl!lation. These
situations revolve around testing; how is it done, on what
scale, and involving which cohort of subjects? Statistical
design to yield defiilltive results is a must here. Scientific
techniques based upon statistics and data analysis are an
emerging necessity-one that has been recognized even
earlier in the effort to control the quality of products and
services produced by industry for Government and the
public."
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On Dr. David's second concern, do you?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

c

33.

C35.

Suongly disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Suongly Agree

Dr. David concluded by saying, "The final coming concern
of the 1970's and 1980's is also clearly on the horizon. It is
the impact of civilian technology on foreign affairs. We have
long known of the importance of military tech,nology in
determining our Nation's place in the world. Along with
space, perhaps we have become hypnotized by the influence
of high-performance weapons. But now we see civilian
technologies-automobile production, agricultural techniques, development of natural resources on land and the
continental shelves, health care delivery technologies, and
educational hardware and software becoming a principal
currency of foreign relations."

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

c

36.

c 34.

c

37.

What other major cancerns do you think that a national
science and technology apparatus will face in the next
several decades?

(5) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Raymond J. Waldman, a White House aide on the Domestic
Council staff, was quoted in the National Observer (March
24, 1973) as saying: "The fact is that the position of science
a4viser was an ano~aly in the ~te House. Why should
sCience have a spectal representative there, when there is
no one for welfare or education or public works?"

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

(2) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(4) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

pr. David testified that"... my feeling is that unless there
Is someone at the top level close to the President who has
participated in the innovation process himself, many of the
essential features of that process will be overlooked and
disregarded." Do you?

Concerning the W aidman concept-that the Science Adviser to the President was really a representative for science
in the White House, do you?

(1) _ _ _ _ __

(3) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Strongly Agree

a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree

On Dr. David's third concern, do you?

a. Suongly disagree
b. Disagree
c. Uncertain
d. Agree·
e. Strongly Agree

Dr. David stated in this testimony before the Committee
that "It may be worthwhile to require that the policy
appara~us p~oduc.e a report on the state of science and technology m this country every year." Do you?

c 38.

Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Uncertain
Agree
Strongly Agree

There have been extensive discussions about whether or
not it is important for the Science Adviser to the President
to have reasonably regular personal access to the President.
Do you think such access is?

a. Very unimportant
b. Unimportant
c. Uncertain
d. Important
e. Very important

13
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS

c 46.

Please list below the features you consider important to an
apparatus for dealing with and using science and technology
in national decisionmaking.

(1)1------------------

( 2 ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - -- -

(3),..........-~-----..-__:__....:....,._______,._

__.:....~

(4)----------------

(5)----------------

AAAS
AEC
CEA
COSMAT
COSATI
COST
CRS
DOD
EXOP
FCST
FEO
FPC
IRI
NAE
NAS
NASA
NIH
NIRAS
NSF
OECD
OEP
OMB
OSRD
OST
OTA
PSAC
RANN
R&D
STPO

-American Association for the Advancement of Science
-Atomic Energy Commission
-Council of Economic Advisers
-Committee on the Survey of Materials Science and Engineering
-Committee on Scientific and Technical Information
-Council on Science and Technology
-Congressional Research Service
-Department of Defense
-Executive Office of the President
-Federal Council for Science and Technology
-Federal Energy Office
-Federal Power Commission
-Industrial Research Institute
-National Academy of En~eering
-National Academy of Sc1ences
-National Aeronautics and Space Administration
-National Institutes of Health
-National Institutes of Research and Advanced Studies
-National Science Foundation
-Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
-Office of Emergency Preparedness
-Office of Management and Budget
-Office of Scientific Research and Development
-Office of Science and Technology
-Office of Technology Assessment
-President's Science Advisory Committee
-Research Applied to National Needs
-Research and Development
-Science and Technology Policy Office
(263)
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The Honorable Nelson A. Rockefeller
The Vice President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Vice President:
Knowing of the keen interest which you have long
exhibited with regard to the potentials and uses of
science and technology, I am taking the liberty of
asking you to assist this Committee as it seeks to take
further action in determining the most appropriate and
efficient role for the Federal government in the science
arena.
In addition to the years of inquiry and investigation by this Committee concerning the matter, we have
become acutely conscious of the growing significance of
science and technology as stated by President Ford in
his State of the Union message on January 15 of this year.
We all recall vividly his statements, both explicit and
implied, which outlined the reliance which the nation must
place on science and technology in seeking to alleviate
the problems which the President designated as crucial:
the economy, production of new energy, and the successful
conduct of international commerce.
We are further mindful of the thoughtful and thorough
observations and recommendations which you, as Governor of
New York, set forth in your White Paper on Science and
Technology in 1968
as well as similar activity subsequently undertaken by the Committee on Critical Choices
which you formed.
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I think it is fair to say at this point that the
stake which the nation has in science and technology is
now recognized by the Congress as well as the Executive.
This fact should permit and encourage a healthy liaison
with and between the Executive branch, the Congress,
State and local administrations and the private sector.
I believe, as I am sure you do, that such liaison and
dialogue will be necessary to effect the kinds of mechanisms which are needed in order to utilize our technology
in an optimum fashion.
In view of the foregoing, I should like to extend an
invitation to you to take part in the opening proceedings
of the full Committee's hearings on science policy and
organization now scheduled to begin on June 10. We would
welcome your participation either as a keynoter in inaugurating this final phase of our work in the area or as a
witness.
It is my understanding that precedent does exist
on at least three different occasions for a Vice President
to appear before a committee.
In either mode, we would
not ask you to endorse or comment on any specific piece
of legislation which might be pending before the Committee,
but simply to express your views and philosophy on the role
which you see for science and technology in the difficult
years ahead, as well as any observations which you might
care to make concerning methods for its implementation.
If you could be with us as here requested, I have no
doubt that your participation would prove to be an extremely strong catalyst in helping this nation and this
Administration achieve the national goals and objectives
which all of us seek.
Sincerely,

OLIN E. TEAGUE
Chairman
T/cfr
cc: J~mes M. C a n n o n /
Asst. to the President
for Domestic Affairs
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COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Mr. James M. Cannon
Assistant to the President
for Domestic Affairs
The White House
Washington, D.C.
20500

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President:
On March 6, 1975, Representative Mosher and I
co-sponsored a comprehensive bill (H.R~461) dealing
with Federal science policy, advice and organization.
While we believe the proposals in the bill are basically
sound and that a statutory base is necessary to a consistent and utilitarian approach to science and technology, we would very much like to have the benefit of
your views before we begin consideration of the bill.
As you may know, we and our staff have for some
weeks been developing a liaison with officials in the
Executive Office concerning ways and means of arriving
at a logical Federal role for handling scientific and
technological issues. All parties have voiced a desire
to discuss their respective ideas, beliefs and needs
prior to any final action.
The purpose of this letter, therefore, is to
request that we be informed as soon as possible of the
nature of your thoughts on the matter and of the appropriate channels through which to discuss them. I know
you will understand the indispensable need for me to
inform members of our Committee on the views of the
Office of the President before we take up any legislation. Since it is my intent to lay plans for hearings
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promptly, I hope we will be able to meet with your
/designated representatives in the very near future.
I am taking the liberty of providing copies of
this letter to the Vice President, Mr. Rumsfeld and
Mr. Cannon.
With all good wishes,
yours,

OLIN E. TEAGUE
Chairman
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